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E D I T O R ’ S N O T E

Gotcha.
Here it is.

A s we head into the latter portion of 2007, we’re entering another
exciting cycle of tech-industry product releases, including new
high-end desktop CPU families from Intel and AMD. Of course,

Intel and AMD have been going hammer and tongs for years now, so it’s not
like this is a first or anything, but it’s hard not to think this next skirmish
will be for more than just bragging rights or incremental market share gains.

Just before press time, AMD drummed up $1.48 billion in cash via an
offering of convertible senior notes, then promptly used the proceeds to pay
off an outstanding Morgan Stanley loan. This sort of thing isn’t uncommon
in big business, but it does cast in glaring relief the two chipmakers’ relative
cash situations; AMD has been savaging its bottom line by deeply discount-
ing its chips in what seems like a desperate bid to stay competitive, while
Intel’s revenue numbers have seemed consistently strong of late.

Yes, I know you’re not here for financial news, and no, I’m not working
up to the introduction of a new CPU Money spin-off or anything. In fact,
given the trouble I have balancing my checkbook, I’m uniquely unqualified
to provide any sort of meaningful financial
analysis. The point of all this is that
while Intel certainly seems as
though it could weather the nega-
tive effects of losing the next battle
in the CPU war if it came to that,
it hardly seems like a sure thing that
AMD could.

In any event, we’ll be keeping our
eyes on the chips themselves, and we
will of course keep you posted as to
our findings. In the meantime,
we’ve put together a look at
the motherboards that
some of these new silicon
marvels will run on. Due to
the vagaries of product
launch dates and manufac-
turing partner production
schedules, we were unable to
include AM2+ boards, but we
included several current AM2
models and scads of Intel
boards, as well. 

Happy reading, and we’ll see you
here again next month.

Chris Trumble, Publication Editor, CPU
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SanDisk Revs Ducati’s
Engine

If you’ve ever throttled up a
Ducati, you know it’s not 
just another motorcycle; it’s
heaven on wheels. SanDisk
apparently feels the same.
The company has partnered
with the high-end bike
maker to create a line of
Ducati-branded memory
cards, including a limited
edition 8GB Ducati Edi-

tion CompactFlash card
($314.99). SanDisk says the line is “the elite,

fastest, most high-performance products in the SanDisk
portfolio of products.” In addition to the 45MBps read/write 8GB CF card, San-
Disk is selling a 2-in-1 4GB Extreme Ducati SD Plus model ($129.99; 20MBps
read/write), which is part memory card, part USB drive after you unfold a hinged
cover, and a 4GB Extreme Ducati USB Flash Drive ($124.99). ▲

W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e
Compiled by Blaine Flamig

User-Friendly Parking Meters
Who hasn’t had a parking meter-related mishap, whether it was a shortage of change
leading to a parking ticket
or a failed leapfrog
attempt after a night on
the town? Enter Photo
Violation’s Photo-
ViolationMeter. San
Franciscans have already
tested the Wi-Fi-enabled
meters, and Vancouver
and Niagara Falls are now
getting a test run. Besides
a No-Fine feature that can
optionally plug meters in
timed increments via cred-
it, ATM/debit, or smart cards, PVM can call you with a
warning that your time is expiring, while a Grace Period
option can provide preprogrammed extra minutes. Fea-
tures for The Man include the ability to photograph
license plates to track down parking violators and sen-
sors that reset meters with each new vehicle, thus gener-
ating more city revenue. ▲

Rutkowska
Beats Down
Nvidia & ATI
Black Hat Conference organizers
should go ahead and make Joanna
Rutkowska the conference’s poster
woman. Last year she thumped
Microsoft with her Vista-virtualiza-
tion rootkit Blue Pill presentation.
This year, Nvidia and ATI took a
whacking during her presentation
on why Vista kernel protection
doesn’t work by using Catalyst and
nTune drivers as examples of how
hackers can bypass said protection.
Disturbingly, Rutkowska said tar-
geted machines don’t even need a
bad driver installed to fall prey.
“The attacker could just include it
as part of their own rootkit and
then use it to exploit Vista,” she
said. Rutkowska’s cheerfulness
spread beyond the graphics kings,
saying, “There are thousands,
maybe tens of thousands, of third-
party drivers that are poorly written
and could be a problem.” ▲
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • H a r d w a r e

Operation Tangled Web

That “oomph” you may have heard in early August was the
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency punch-
ing gaming console mod-chip distributors square in the belly
as part of Operation Tangled Web. More than a year in the
making, the effort involved federal agents from 22 offices
going the raid and search warrant route in 16 states against 
32 individuals and businesses allegedly operating in the popu-
lar, yet DMCA-illegal, trade. As expected, Microsoft and the
Entertainment Software Association applauded the effort. ESA
President Michael Gallagher stated, “Plain and simple, selling
and distributing products to illegally bypass game consoles’
piracy protections is a crime with real-life consequences. This
is not a game; we’re talking jail time.” ▲

More Recalls For Sony 

Poor Sony. Following Parallel Processing’s request that PS3s be destroyed
as part of its cell processor-patent-infringement lawsuit against Sony, To-
shiba recalled thousands of Sony-made notebook batteries in mid-July.

Sony then did its own recall
dance in August to the tune of
350,000 Cyber-shot DSC-T5
digicams, including more than
284,000 U.S.-sold T5s. The mass
returns are due to a flaw with the
camera’s metal case that Sony says
could cut or scratch photogs. Add
in last year’s recall of millions of
Sony-manufactured laptop batter-
ies in Apple, Dell, Lenovo, Toshi-

ba, and Fujitsu notebooks due to fire-related concerns and Sony could use
a pick-me-up—other than its recent exclusive PS3 deal with Rockstar,
that is. ▲

NEC & Hitachi Drench Hard Drives
NEC and Hitachi say the new liquid-cooling system they jointly developed for desktops
reduces PC-related noise to just 25db, which they say is quieter than the average home
DVR. In addition to using Hitachi’s CPU liquid-cooling plate and wrapping the drive in
noise-absorbing material and vibration insulation (which reduced hard drive noise by
10db), the companies claim the cooling system relies on the world’s first hard drive liquid-
cooling plate, which the pair developed together. Look for the system in NEC desktops sell-
ing in the Japan market “in the near future.” No word, though, on U.S. availability. ▲

The High-Tech, Er,
Wave Of The Future
Usually using “New Jersey” and “vacation”
together means a punch line is about to follow.
Not here. Having spent a beach-filled family
vacation at Ocean City, N.J., we have nothing
but positives to utter, particularly with city
officials of the tourist spot planning a $3 mil-
lion project that includes citywide Wi-Fi access
and RFID-based wrist badges. The badges
would help track beach populations, help par-
ents locate kids who’ve strayed off, and could
let visitors wirelessly buy goods along O.C.’s
boardwalk. And as a definite sign that technol-
ogy knows no bounds, garbage cans equipped
with sensors could automatically contact work-
ers when in need of emptying. (Take that, rub-
bish-eating seagulls.)

CPU / October 2007 7



W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • C h i p  W a t c h
Compiled by Dean Takahashi

Plan To Put RFID Chips In People
Causes Outcry 

VeriChip has sold thousands of its RFID (radio frequen-
cy identification) chips, which can be embedded under
the skin of a person as a means for verifying someone’s
identity. But while the company’s customers say that 
can improve security, it has set off alarm bells among
civil libertarians such as Katherine Albrecht, head of the
activist group CASPIAN and co-author of “Spychips:
How Major Corporations And Government Plan To
Track Your Every Move With RFID.” VeriChip makes
glass-encapsulated RFID chips that can be read from a
short distance, so an employee can scan a forearm at an
access door and gain entry to a building. Defenders of
RFID say the tags contain little more than identifying
information, like a license plate. But Albrecht says that
many RFID chips aren’t secure and so people can be
subjected to “electronic frisking” by anyone nearby with
a scanner. ▲

Sematech Proposes Move To
Large Pizza-Size Chip Wafers 

The chip consortium Sematech
has unveiled a plan to shift from
300-millimeter wafers to 450-
millimeter wafers in semicon-
ductor manufacturing plants.
Today’s wafers can fit hundreds 
of microchips on them, but the
new ones will be more econom-
ical because the larger wafers will
fit many more chips on a wafer,
which carries a fixed cost for pro-
cessing. The problem, however, is
that the makers of chip manufac-
turing equipment have to spend
billions of dollars creating new
fabrication equipment that can
handle the larger wafers. The
question is who will pay the bill:
the chip makers, such as Intel, or
the makers of the chip-fabrication
equipment, such as Applied Ma-
terials. If neither steps forward,
then the industry may delay the
shift. Sematech hopes the transi-
tion to new wafers will happen by
2012 to 2014. ▲

Watching The Chips Fall
Here is pricing information for AMD and Intel CPUs.

*Retail price
** Manufacturer's price per 1,000 units

Other current prices, if indicated, are lowest OEM prices 
available through Pricegrabber.com

CPU Released Original Last month’s Current
price price price

AMD Turion TL-56 1.8GHz 1MB cache 1600MHz hypertransport bus 5/3/2007 $184** $180 $210

AMD Turion TL-60 2.0GHz 1MB cache 1600MHz hypertransport bus 5/3/2007 $220** $220** $220**

AMD Turion TL-64 2.2GHz 1MB cache 1600MHz hypertransport bus 5/3/2007 $354** $247 $263**

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 5400+ AM2 only 12/12/2006 $485** $139 $161 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 5600+ AM2 only 12/12/2006 $505** $148 $172 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-Core 6000+ AM2 only 2/20/2007 $464** $162 $225 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-70 11/30/2006 $599/pair $317 $317 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-72 11/30/2006 $799/pair $280 $325 

AMD Athlon 64 FX-74 11/30/2006 $999/pair $319 $434 

Intel Core 2 Duo Mobile T7100 1.8GHz 4MB cache 800MHz FSB 5/9/2007 $209** $212 $212 

Intel Core 2 Duo Mobile T7300 2.0GHz 4MB cache 800MHz FSB 5/9/2007 $241** $249 $249 

Intel Core 2 Duo Mobile T7500 2.2GHz 4MB cache 800MHz FSB 5/9/2007 $316** $333 $333 

Intel Core 2 Duo Mobile T7700 2.4GHz 4MB cache 800MHz FSB 5/9/2007 $530** $538 $538 

Intel Core 2 Extreme Mobile X7800 7/16/2007 $851** $851** N/A

Intel Core 2 Duo E6540 7/16/2007 $163** $163** N/A

Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 7/16/2007 $163** $163** N/A

Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 2.4GHz 4MB cache 1066Mhz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $316** $214 $220 

Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 2.66GHz 4MB cache 1066MHz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $530** $313 $309 

Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 7/16/2007 $183** $183** N/A

Intel Core 2 Duo E6850 7/16/2007 $266** $266** N/A

Intel Core 2 Duo X6800 2.93GHz 4MB cache 1066Mhz FSB 65nm 7/27/2006 $999** $910 $884 

Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 1/8/2007 $851** $295 $440 

Intel Core 2 Quad Q6700 7/16/2007 $530** $530** N/A

Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6700 11/14/2006 $999** $949 $943 

Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6800 7/16/2007 $999** $999** N/A

Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6850 3.0GHz 8MB cache 1333MHz FSB 65nm 7/16/2007 $999** $999** N/A

Samsung Electronics Launches LCD With
DisplayPort Connector 

Samsung Electronics said it has developed the first LCDs with the Display-
Port video interface, a new way to transfer video to a TV or computer display
at lightning speeds. Sanctioned by VESA (the Video Electronics Standards
Association), the DisplayPort uses chips from Genesis Microchip to rapidly
display video on a TV or LCD screen. It will serve as the replacement for
DVI, LVDS, and VGA connectors. The DisplayPort interface transmits data
at a rate of 10.8Gbps, more than double the current transmission speed of
DVI, and allows screen resolutions of 2,560 x 1,600 without any color smear-
ing. Hence, one DisplayPort can replace two DVI ports. Genesis Microchip
created a new four-lane, 2.7Gbps/lane interface chip. It can process 2,560 x

1,600 pixels of graph-
ics data at up to 10 bits 
of color depth, or 1.07
billion colors. That
would normally re-
quire three DVI chips.
The first displays with
the DisplayPort tech-
nology will debut in
the second quarter 
of 2008. ▲
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • I n t e r n e t
Compiled by Blaine Flamig

SS ii tt ee   SS ee ee ii nn gg
Safer Social Networking For Teens 
Not that we’re equating MySpace to an illicit drug, but just
as the pipe keeps calling to Chris Rock’s Pookie in “New
Jack City,” MySpace seems to send teenagers into an ugly
twit if they don’t get their daily “got to check my site” fix.
(We’re firsthand witnesses.) If you’re rightfully leery of older
strangers asking to be “friends” with your teens, imbee.com
bills itself as the first parent-approved social-networking site
especially for tweens. In addition to letting kids under 18
publish content, imbee.com offers a free blogging app for
schools to encourage positive Web use, including instruc-
tion on posting blog entries, sharing photos, and creating
personalized Web pages. Kids can also create trading cards, avatars, polls, friend circles,
and more. imbee.com is free, but you’ll need to provide a credit card number to help verify
your parenting credentials. ▲

The Time Has Come To Rewind 
If there’s anything that nerds love more than their pocket pro-
tectors or worshipping at the altar of Booger Presley, it’s their
wristwatches. And holy Poindexter if PocketCalculatorShow.com
doesn’t have seemingly every LED model ever created on display
on its Nerd Watch Museum sub-site. Calculators, games, thermo-
meters, televisions, dictionaries—it’s all here. Better, if you see a
vintage watch that brings back the memories, the site includes an
option to purchase many of the timepieces on display. Further,
the message board area is a sincerely fun hangout, and the model
descriptions are detailed and obviously written with a deep sense
of adoration. ▲

Bloggers A Step Closer 
To Federal Protection
Pro bloggers, rejoice. In early August, the U.S. House Judiciary Commit-
tee approved an amended version of The Free Flow of Information Act
that would grant federal court protection to journalists citing confidential
sources, although with exceptions, such as matters relating to terrorism
and national security. Thirty-plus states have shield laws, but this act,
sponsored by Rep. Rick Boucher (D-Vir.) and Mike Pence (R-Ind.),
would shield those earning “financial gain or livelihood” from journalism
federally. Still, if this means Johnny Blogger, making $10 a month from
Google-ad revenue, would be protected after blasting Intel via a confiden-
tial source remains to be seen. Christine Tatum, Society of Professional
Journalists president, was quoted as saying although it’s important to separate pro from casual
bloggers, “the more narrow the language defining who is a journalist, the less impact the bill 
will have.” ▲

Web Video 
Really Is
Popular
Apparently, all those reports

we’ve been getting
beat over the head
with concerning the
mass popularity of
Web video had it
right. According to 
a telephone survey
the Pew Institute &
American Life Pro-
ject conducted from
February to March
2007 of nearly 1,500
U.S. Internet users
aged 18 and older,

one in five said their dai-
ly Web activities include
watching video, with news
and comedy (testify Will
Ferrell!) videos being the
most popular, respectively.
Interestingly, the survey in-
dicated 19% of Internet-us-
ing U.S. adults watch some
form of video, but half of
those falling within the 18 
to 29 age bracket do their
viewing at YouTube, while
15% reported MySpace as
their video source. ▲
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W h a t ’ s  H a p p e n i n g  • S o f t w a r e

Sharing Software The Wakoopa Way
We know that you love discovering new software. Whether you’ll
love the social-networking approach Wakoopa takes to do this is
another story. After you create a profile, Wakoopa downloads an
app to your rig that tracks your software usage. Wakoopa then up-
loads the data, which is visible to you, to its servers, joining that of
others in Wakoopa’s searchable database. You can share your pro-
file, reviews, and other info via invitations or by inserting a widget
on your own blog or site. Wakoopa, an AttentionTrust Founda-
tion member, lets you delete your data at any time and says it
won’t sell private data to third parties, but we’ll leave it up to you
whether that satisfies your suspicions. Still, with some tweaks to
the search and user-to-user communication tools, Wakoopa is an
intriguing option for seeing what others are using. ▲

And The Winner Is . . .
7-Zip. In addition to walking away with the award for Best Project at
SourceForge.net’s 2007 Community Choice Awards held recently during
the OSCON conference in Portland, Ore., the file archiver also won the
Best Technical Design award, as voted on by the SourceForge community.
To select award winners, SourceForge.net’s community members nomi-
nated 10 finalists in 11 award categories, later voting for a winner in each
group. Other winners included ScummVM as Best Project for Gamers;
Audacity as Best Project for Multimedia; phpBB as Best Project for Com-
munications; Firebird as Best User Support; and, oddly, Launchy sharing
the Best New Project award with eMule. Reportedly 400 people attended
the awards ceremony wrapping up its second year. ▲

Ask.com Erases
Search History
A few months ago, we reported on the 3D
redesign Ask.com gave to its search engine,
although not without a jab about how few of 
us use Ask.com
anymore. Damn
our acidic tongue.
With the expected
2008 release of
AskEraser, Ask
.com is getting
harder to ignore.
As Ask.com says,
“With AskEraser,
people can ensure
that their search
history will not be retained by Ask.com.
Searchers will have easy access to AskEraser and
can change their privacy preference at any time.
Once selected, searchers’ privacy settings will be
clearly indicated on search results pages so they
always know the privacy status of their searches.”
Ask.com says this ability makes it the only ma-
jor searcher to give users the ability to prevent
search-history retention at the time of their
searches. Further, Ask.com plans to implement 
a global standard to “completely disassociate
search history from a user’s IP address or cookie
information after 18 months.” ▲
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PowerPoint Is Alive & Kicking 

Attention college-bound CPU readers. If you’re
applying to the University of Chicago, you better
bone up on your PowerPoint skills due to a new
requirement that would-be students must present a
four-page slide presentation. The good news is that
school officials will apparently let you select any
topic or approach you want to take. “To me this is
just four pieces of blank paper. You do what you
want. It can be a presentation. It can be poetry. It
can be anything,” Rose Martinelli, associate dean
for student recruitment and admissions was quot-
ed. The bad news is that it’s still PowerPoint. ▲

Works SE 9 Gets Its Pilot’s License 

In what appears to be a move toward combating Google Docs, Microsoft is expected 
to deliver a free but ad-funded version of Works known as SE 9 in coming months. As

part of a small pilot program, MS will make the
suite available in small numbers as an OEM pre-
install and not as a download. Ads will reportedly
appear whether a user is offline or online. An up-
grade option to an ad-free Works version will run
$39.95. Melissa Stern, senior Microsoft product
manager, was quoted, “We’ll be evaluating this
business model to determine if it is viable for our
customers and partners.” As for the ads, Stern
said they’ll be geared toward what users are do-
ing with a given Works app (think budgeting 
or vacation planning) and not at the content
they’re generating. ▲

BIOS Upgrades Available Online
Before you send another motherboard to the landfill, consider upgrading the BIOS and giving your PC a new lease on life. 
Here are a few recently released upgrades. Readers can check out www.cpumag.com/cpuoct07/bios to see our entire upgrade list.

Motherboard Date Available URL

Abit AB9 QuadGT1.4 6/21/2007 ftp://ftp-usa.abit.com.tw/pub/download/bios/ab9quadgt/m621e14.zip

ASRock AM2NF3-VSTA 2.1 7/25/2007 ftp://download.asrock.com/bios/AM2/AM2NF3-VSTA(2.10).zip

Asus M2A-VM HDMI 1001 7/4/2007 http://dlsvr03.asus.com/pub/ASUS/mb/socketAM2/M2A-VM%20HDMI/1001.zip

Asus P5K SE 0401 7/19/2007 http://dlsvr03.asus.com/pub/ASUS/mb/socket775/P5K_SE/P5KSE0401.zip

Biostar Tforce TF7050-M2 N68PM716 7/16/2007 ftp://ftp.biostar-usa.com/bios/TFORCE%20TF7050-M2/N68PM716.BST

Evga NF66 P03 N/A ftp://ftp.evga.com/bios/NF66_P03.exe

Gigabyte GA-M61PM-S2 (Rev. 1.0) F7 6/25/2007 http://america.giga-byte.com/FileList/BIOS/motherboard_bios_ga-m61pm-s2_f7.exe

Tyan Thunder n3600S 2.00 6/21/2007 http://www.tyan.com/support_download_bios.aspx?model=S.S2933

Compiled by Steve Smith

Symantec’s Vision
Gets Dark

In an attempt to uncover
identity theft-related data
such as credit card and Social
Security numbers, Symantec
continues its work on a real-
time monitoring system called
Dark Vision that can “track
the underground economy,”
according to Oliver Fried-
richs, Symantec Security Re-
sponse director of emerging
technologies. Although in the
prototype stage, Dark Vision
mines Web “carder” sites
thieves and buyers use to
communicate about stolen
data, giving researchers a visu-
al representation of the sites
(essentially the IRC chat
servers Dark Vision is watch-
ing with maps of their loca-
tions). Friedrichs says Dark
Vision unearthed about 800
swiped credit card numbers in
the first three months of use.
Developed last year, the sys-
tem could eventually be part
of Symantec’s Global Intel-
ligence Network, although
that appears to be a ways off.
Additionally, companies seek-
ing early signs of data-security
breaches could find use for
Dark Vision. ▲
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Want to be part of the
iRevolution? As Apple’s
iPod and new iPhone take
the world by storm, its new-
est divisions are staffing up
with geniuses. For instance,
if you have five or more
years of software engineer-
ing experience and know
object-oriented design back-
ward and forward, then you
could be an Apple TV Soft-
ware Engineer working on
its next set of applications
and seamless interactions
across the Apple line, in-
cluding the iPhone. And if
you want to make the
iPhone sound better, then
you could be the Acoustics
Lead Test Engineer, who is
directly responsible for how
the iPhone sounds to those
millions of Apple-istas
snatching them up at
Genius Bars everywhere.

Of course, you won’t
have to wait in line for your
i-Phone. Steve Jobs gave all
Apple employees their own
iPhone when the device
launched this past summer.
We are guessing that
AT&T made sure that the
notoriously sluggish EDGE
network that powers the
device’s data channel when
it is out of Wi-Fi range
works like a dream around
the Apple Cupertino, Calif.,
Offices where you will work
these gigs.

1 Billion Served: Web Video Goes Global
By 2012, 1 billion people worldwide will be consuming broadband video, more than triple the
current 300 million, says ABI Research. And the business models for Web video will pretty
much look like their offline counterparts, say the analysts. TV content and user-generated video
will carry ads, but downloadable film content from the major studios will most likely carry an
additional fee, much like the current iTunes model. Direct downloading of Internet content to
living room TV screens will become commonplace and a key driver in the expansion of broad-
band video. Bring the popcorn, kids, The Wonderful World of YouTube is on!

Why We Use Peer-to-Peer File Sharing
Up to 80 million of us use P2P software to share and download files. INTENT
MediaWorks asked 1,000 P2P downloaders why.

www.abiresearch.com/abiprdisplay.jsp?pressid=882

http://www.emarketer.com/Article.aspx?id=1005140
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GPU Dominance
SS ome years ago, I wrote a series of articles for

this magazine predicting that the GPU
would become the dominant computing compo-
nent in the PC with the CPU increasingly rele-
gated to tertiary I/O processing. This prediction
is of course being borne out as modern GPUs
assume increasing responsibility for the comput-
ing load generated by consumer applications.
Emphasis on CPU GHz has declined over the
years as greater emphasis has been placed on I/O
bandwidth and data throughput. The CPU and
primary system memory has essentially been allo-
cated almost entirely to running the Windows
OS, while the GPU increasingly offloads the
processing work from the only truly computa-
tion-intensive applications most consumers actu-
ally use their PCs for: playing games.

In fact, the two largest categories of consumer
software purchases for the PC are games at No.1
and security utilities at No.2. When consumers
are asked, “What are the most important things
you use your PC for?” they overwhelmingly
point to games, followed by the usual litany of
computationally unintensive applications. Of
course nobody ever says that they buy a new PC
to run security software, although that will be
their largest software expense after buying games. 

Going forward, the only purpose for your
CPU will be to load Windows, whose only pur-
pose will be to constantly check itself for mal-
ware and boot your games, the latter of which
will increasingly be offloaded to the GPU. The
other popular uses of the PC, such as email,
chat, IM/text messaging, playing music, and
photo management will probably increasingly
migrate to your cell phone. The only applica-
tions you’ll really need a PC for in the future are
ones that require a big screen and big input
devices, such as mice and keyboards.

Of course, Microsoft and Intel are institution-
ally oblivious to this trend. Microsoft doesn’t 
see any problem with the idea that the PC’s 
only purpose/value proposition in the home is to 
run a vestigial OS and some antiquated produc-
tivity applications. Intel makes most of its money 
selling chips for enterprise use and as servers. 
The extent to which they can repurpose their 
enterprise chips to the consumer market is just 
incremental money to them. It’s easier to try to 
convince consumers that they need a media file 

server in their living room for some reason than
it is to specifically design CPUs that run games
well instead of databases. This persistent state of
delusion on Wintel’s part has driven AMD-
ATI’s and Nvidia’s fortunes as the companies
that dedicate themselves to creating chips that
specifically enhance the consumer experience.

There is another important reason that GPUs
have momentum for taking over for the CPU.
GPUs are better designed for accelerating tomor-
row’s nonenterprise computational problems.
You’re probably used to hearing about how
much better games will work when developers
hand-optimize them for multithreading or mul-
ticore processing. I’ve scoffed at this assertion in
the past because most games derive little or no
performance benefit from being threaded or
multicore optimized. One of the reasons for this
is that the heavy computational lifting and paral-
lelism is already largely handled by the GPU. 

The real world we live in is an extremely
complex computing environment in which vast
numbers of quantum objects are interacting
with each other at the speed of light to produce
the world we perceive. We evolved massively
parallel computing brains to cope with the enor-
mous complexity of the environment we live in.
Traditional CPU architectures, on the other
hand, were designed with serial processing in
mind. Although parallelism was added to them
over time to speed them up, a modern comput-
er is essentially an extremely fast serial process-
ing device. Although very powerful, it still
requires “unnatural acts” to get modern CPUs
to solve real-time parallel processing problems.

The GPU’s native architectural advantage for
future computing derives from its physics roots.
It’s easy to forget that a 3D game is an extraordi-
nary achievement in real-time simulation of
optical physics. Early GPUs were really just
highly specialized massively parallel physics
engines that have evolved greater processing flex-
ibility over time. To stretch the point, a modern
GPU has a great deal more in common with the
structure of a human brain than the CPU does.
It’s no coincidence that the GPU’s ability to
“visualize” an interactive real-time 3D world for
us has resulted in an architecture with a lot in
common with the one we use to visualize an
interactive 3D world for ourselves. ▲

Going forward, 

the only 

purpose for 

your CPU

will be 

to load 

Windows. . . .
Send your feedback to thesaint@cpumag.com

Alex St. John was one of the
founding creators of Microsoft’s

DirectX technology. He is the
subject of the book “Renegades

Of The Empire” about the 
creation of DirectX and

Chromeffects, an early effort by
Microsoft to create a multi-

media browser. Today Alex is
President and CEO of

WildTangent Inc., a technology
company devoted to delivering
CD-ROM quality entertain-

ment content over the Web.

The Saint
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T his month’s dream hardware is decidedly of the wet

kind. Pearls of water, vapors of gasoline. . . . We’re

getting a little thirsty here. 

by Marty Sems 

DDiiggiittaall  WWaatteerr  PPaavviilliioonn

A shimmering building catches your eye. Cool signage, you
think, as words and images float down the outer walls. As
you approach, one wall seems to draw aside like Salome’s
dampest veil. And you realize that the structure is literally
defined by falling water. A class at MIT developed the $3
million Digital Water Pavilion (digitalwaterpavilion.com)
for the 2008 International Expo in Zaragoza, Spain, and
European engineers and architects are building it. Digitally
controlled spray nozzles turn off and on to admit visitors
and create text and graphics as the “walls” fall to earth. The
roof can be hydraulically lowered in strong winds to reduce
splashing. Wasteful? Don’t be so sure. The water is recy-
cled. Ambient light without reduces the need for electric
lights within. And the falling water naturally cools the air,
eliminating the need for air conditioning. 

FFuueellVVaappoorr  TTeecchhnnoollooggiieess  aalléé  

Quarter-mile times in the high 12s. Zero to 60mph, under
five seconds. Skid pad performance, 1.7G, which is B.S.
(beyond supercar). Oh, and 92 miles to the gallon. No, I’m
not talking about an exotic electric or even a sporty hybrid.
The 180hp alé (pronounced “alay”; www.fuelvaporcar
.com) runs on fumes, much like a high school kid’s car in
light of today’s gas prices. The car is the dreamchild of a
fellow named George Parker. Its 1.5-liter, turbo-charged
Honda engine vaporizes gasoline to an insane degree, run-
ning about 50% leaner than a typical fossil fuel guzzler.
Dropping the fourth wheel cuts rolling resistance and soups
up the front-steered cornering. The result is incredible
mileage and relatively minuscule emissions. Limited pro-
duction may begin next year with estimated prices between
$75,000 and $100,000. 

KKiillllaaccyyccllee  

Killacycle, kilocycle . . . get it? The world’s quickest electric
motorcycle (8.168 seconds in the one-eighth mile; www
.killacycle.com) is about to turn 10 years old, but continual
improvements in its batteries and power management have
made it better and better. The nearly 1,000 heated M1 bat-
teries from A123Systems are key to accelerating the 350hp
bike’s twin Hi-Torque Electric motors at world-record
rates. Think zero to 60mph in a second—and in utter
silence. The whole shebang is run by a Cafe Electric Zilla
motor controller, which comprises a power stage and a pro-
grammable Hairball Interface, so named for the mass of
cables sticking out of it. “If you wanted to build your own
duplicate of the present version of the KillaCycle, it would
cost you about $50,000 to $100,000,” says owner and crew
chief Bill Dubé. Killer! ▲

These Gizmos Don’t Sing It, They Bring It
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grayscale and color scale gradations, and
text readability. 

Acer AL2016WBbd
Acer’s panel is one of the least expen-

sive 20-inch 1,680 x 1,050 LCDs you’ll
find. Beyond that spec, the panel is fair-
ly no-frills. We tested the black model
(hence the “bd” in the model name),
which is encased in black plastic from
the top of the frame to the base of the
stand. Silver accents include the power
and menu navigation buttons and the
Acer logo along the bottom edge of the
bezel. The panel includes standard DVI
and VGA ports. 

The stand lacks a cable organizing
clip and doesn’t swivel, lift, or let you
rotate the display to a portrait orienta-
tion, but it does tilt. If you don’t want
to fiddle with the OSD, the AL2016WB
comes with four preset viewing modes
(Standard, Text, Graphics, and Movie).

In DisplayMate, Acer’s panel had a
bit too much white level saturation,
which resulted in a slightly overexposed
image. It also lacked definition in the
extreme end of the black level test. In

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

Attack Of 
The Aspect Ratio
Widescreen Displays That Are Easy On The Eyes & Wallet

B ack in the mid ’90s, the first ex-
changes in the war between 4:3 and

16:9 aspect ratios went on largely unno-
ticed. Since then, however, you’ve proba-
bly noticed displays everywhere adopting
a wider philosophy. Even with regard to
content such as movies and games, you’ve
no doubt seen a bit more action in your
periphery. By our guess, the formerly
“screen-filling” 4:3 aspect ratio has passed
on in the eyes of power users. 

19- and 20-inch widescreen LCDs
represent the sweet spot between price
and performance. Although these moni-
tors generally lack display options be-
yond the requisite VGA and DVI inputs
and feature lower native resolutions, it’s
not all bad news for budget LCD buy-
ers. With few exceptions, these displays
all cost hundreds less than high-end
LCDs and offer vivid color reproduc-
tion, bright backlights, and lightning-
fast response times. If you’re currenly in
the market, now is a great time to up-
grade your measly monitor.

How We Tested
Our display testing rig employed an

Asus P5B Deluxe fitted with a 2.93GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo X6800 CPU, 2GB of
Corsair Dominator 1,066MHz DDR2
memory, a 150GB 10,000rpm Western
Digital Raptor, and an ATI Radeon HD
2900 XT with 512MB of video memo-
ry. We used S.T.A.L.K.E.R. to test the
gaming performance of the displays and
watched clips of “The Matrix” and
“Apocalypto” to test video playback
quality and color accuracy. 

We performed all of our testing on a 
system with Windows Vista, and each 
display is Vista-complaint. We also used
DisplayMate Multimedia Edition to cal-
ibrate each display and test performance
in areas such as black and white levels,

the grayscale tests, the monitor displayed
excellent uniformity. The color-scaling
performance was also good: Dark colors
were all distinguishable from black, and
the bright colors were not oversaturated.
6-point serif and sans serif fonts were
readily readable. We thought that movie
and game performance was good; colors
appeared accurately; and there wasn’t
any noticeable ghosting.

The over-bright AL2016WBbd might
excel on games and movies, but working
with documents and/or browsing the
Internet without tweaking the bright-
ness and contrast settings might strain
your eyes. 

NEC MultiSync LCD195WXm 
NEC’s entry is a 19-inch 1,440 x 900

widescreen panel that comes with built-
in speakers. Rough black plastic covers 
the rather style-deficient MultiSync
LCD195WXm, but a frame of smooth
plastic covers the panel and OSD but-
tons. Inputs include DVI, VGA, audio,
and headphone ports. 

The stand swivels, tilts, and has a clip
for routing unruly cables down the back

AL2016WBbd
$199  l  Acer
us.acer.com

● ● ● 

MultiSync LCD195WXm
$255  l  NEC

www.nec.com
● ● ● 
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background, even when we scaled back
brightness and contrast settings.

We didn’t expect to be blown away by
the speakers, but the downward-facing
orientation had a negative impact on
sound clarity and volume levels. And to
our eyes, the 160-degree vertical viewing
angle seemed closer to 150 degrees when
compared to the other displays in this
roundup. In our movie and game testing,
we noticed accurate color reproduction
and no ghosting. 

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

of the stand. The OSD was not terribly
user-friendly, though this isn’t a signifi-
cant gripe. 

In DisplayMate, we observed that the
MultiSync LCD195WXm displayed a
smooth grayscale pattern but had some
difficulty displaying dark colors that were
close to black. Generally, colors were not
oversaturated. 6-point text was somewhat
blurry in both serif and sans serif fonts on
a black background. Text was even hard-
er to read with the over-bright white

A major (but easily fixable) shortcom-
ing of this monitor is the lack of a DVI
cable. NEC’s MultiSync LCD195WXm
will handle most of your display needs,
but it falls short in a few areas because
of the overzealous white levels.

Samsung SyncMaster 206BW 
Samsung has shown us that it knows

how to do displays with its SyncMaster
series. The SyncMaster 206BW carries on
that tradition. The display has a silver and
piano black finish and a glossy and flat
black stand. Your connectivity options are
limited to VGA and DVI. 

You can swivel and tilt the panel, but
you can’t lift or rotate it. The OSD but-
tons are underneath the panel, but each
button features its corresponding function
along the silver strip at the bottom edge
of the panel. A plastic panel that snaps in
place on the back of the unit keeps cables
from hanging haphazardly out the back of
the unit. 

While running DisplayMate, we no-
ticed some mild white level oversatura-
tion, but the display performed well
when displaying near peak white and
extreme dark and light portions of the
grayscale. The SyncMaster 206BW also
displayed excellent color scale perfor-
mance. We got some mixed results in

LCD

Price

Viewable image size
(inches)

Viewing angle (V/H)

Native resolution

Contrast ratio

Response time 
(gray to gray)

Luminance (nits)

Input signal

Weight (pounds)

Pixel pitch

Warranty

Aspect ratio

Speakers

Allowable
dead/stuck/weak pixels**

CPU rating

Midsize Monitors Sized Up
Acer
AL2016WBbd

$199 

20

160/160

1,680 x 1,050

800:1

5ms

300

DVI; VGA

11.9

0.258 x 0.258mm

three-year

16:10

No

8 (4 per
1,000,000 pixels)

● ● ●

NEC MultiSync
LCD195WXm

$255 

19

160/170

1,440 x 900

700:1

5ms

300

DVI; VGA

12.8

0.284 x 0.284mm

three-year

16:10

Yes

4

● ● ●

Samsung
SyncMaster 206BW

$349.99 

20

160/160

1,680 x 1,050

1,000:1

2ms

300

DVI; VGA

11.7

0.258 x 0.258mm

three-year

16:10

No

16

● ● ● ●

Dell UltraSharp
2007WFP 

$399 

20.1

178/178

1,680 x 1,050

800:1

16ms

300

DVI; VGA

14.3

0.258 x 0.258mm

three-year

16:10

No

5

● ● ● ●

Dell UltraSharp
SE198WFP 

$189 

19

160/160

1,440 x 900

1,000:1

5ms

300

DVI; VGA

8.16

0.285 x 0.285mm

three-year

16:10

No

5

● ● ●

*dynamic contrast ratio   **for given monitor size

SyncMaster 206BW
$349.99  l  Samsung
www.samsung.com

● ● ● ● 

UltraSharp 2007WFP
$399  l  Dell 

www.dell.com
● ● ● ●
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The stand swivels, tilts, lifts, and even
lets you rotate the screen into a portrait
orientation. The buttons on the bottom
edge let you adjust the OSD settings,
select video inputs, and toggle PIP (pic-
ture-in-picture) and PBP (picture-by-pic-
ture) capabilities on and off. The monitor
comes with three preset viewing modes—
Desktop, Multimedia, and Gaming. A
hole in the stand lets you keep cables out
of the way. 

Unsurprisingly, we noticed some
ghosting during fast-moving scenes in
movies and while testing S.T.A.L.K.E.R.
The 16ms response time on this display
is more indicative of this panel’s age

than of poor performance.
We also noticed some
banding in the grayscale
and color scale perfor-
mance tests. Yellow, green,
and light blue appeared
slightly oversaturated at
the bright end of the spec-
trum. Both serif and sans
serif 6-point text was also
somewhat fuzzy.

Generally speaking, the
2007WFP performs well
enough for everyday com-
puting tasks and Web
browsing but can’t quite
deliver in movies and
games like most of the rest
of the monitors we tested.
The 2007WFP’s multitude
of video inputs; spare USB
ports; and variable tilt, lift,

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

the 6-point text readability test: Serif
fonts, such as Times New Roman, were
easily legible, but sans serif fonts, such as
Arial, were blurry. 

Movie playback looked excellent, as
did gaming performance. We didn’t
notice any ghosting, and all colors were
vivid and realistic. Samsung also equips
this LCD with response time-boosting
technology, which improves the gray-
to-gray contrast ratio up to 3,000:1
(dynamic). 

Of the monitors tested, Samsung had
the worst dead/stuck/weak pixel policy:
The company deems up to 16 pixel de-
fects allowable. Luckily, our monitor
had nary a flawed pixel.

If you’re in the market for an afford-
able high-quality widescreen LCD, Sam-
sung’s SyncMaster 206BW definitely fills
the bill. 

Dell UltraSharp 2007WFP
The kid brother to Dell’s 30-inch

3007WFP may not fill your field of
vision, but it does have several charac-
teristics of the higher-end model. The
20.1-inch 2007WFP features the same
two-tone silver and black stand and
bezel. It also has a 4-port USB hub and
DVI, VGA, S-Video, and composite
video inputs. 

and rotation capabilities give it a slight
edge, however. 

Dell UltraSharp SE198WFP 
Dell’s ultra-affordable 19-incher offers

a better contrast ratio (1,000:1) than its
larger sibling and a 5ms response time.
The UltraSharp SE198WFP shrugs off
the design aesthetics of the 2007WFP and
opts for a more subdued rectangular black
base, black stand, and a silver frame. Five
buttons manage the OSD, and inputs
include DVI and VGA. Other video
inputs were noticably absent. 

The stand doesn’t do much beyond
holding the screen up and tilting, but it
does feature the same cable-routing hole
that comes with the more full-featured
2007WFP’s stand.

Like the Acer and NEC models, this
display suffers from an oversaturated
white level, which washes out the subtle
differences in extreme dark and light
colors and shades of gray. The darkest
blue and green shades were indistinguish-
able from black. Text readability with
serif and sans serif fonts at 6 points was
excellent, however. 

Gaming performance was also good,
with no noticeable ghosting or streaking.
Video playback didn’t suffer adversely
from the oversaturated whites and ap-
peared true to life. 

If moderate color accuracy issues and
a slightly over-bright display are not
deal breakers for you, then you can
enjoy the UltraSharp SE198WFP and
still leave your piggy bank mostly intact.

UltraSharp SE198WFP
$189  l  Dell

www.dell.com
● ● ● 

Flatron L206WTQ-BF
$339.95  l  LG 
www.lge.com

● ● ● ● 

LG Flatron
L206WTQ-BF

$339.95 

20

170/170

1,680 x 1,050

3,000:1*

2ms

300

DVI; VGA

10.1

0.258 x 0.258mm

three-year

16:10

No

4

● ● ● ●

Eizo FlexScan
S2111W

$1,099 

21.1

178/178

1,680 x 1,050

1,000:1

8ms

450

DVI; VGA

18.1

0.270 x 0.270mm

five-year

16:10

No

5

● ● ● ●

ViewSonic
VX1932wm

$299 

19

160/160

1,440 x 900

700:1

2ms

300

DVI; VGA

11.5

0.285 x 0.285mm

three-year

16:10

Yes

4

● ● ● ●
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ArcSwing 2 Stand, which swivels and
includes a clip to keep cables from tan-
gling. The unit also features a 2-port
USB hub. The OSD buttons on the front
panel are actually touch-sensitive and
beeped each time we made a selection.
(You can turn this off.) 

The FlexScan S2111W uses Eizo’s
own ContrastEnhancer technology to
produce a maximum gray-to-gray dy-
namic contrast ratio of 3,000:1 (typical
contrast ratio is 1,000:1). Other top
specs include 178-degree vertical and
horizontal viewing angles and 450cd/m²
luminance. In our tests, the monitor dis-
played decent black levels compared to
other monitors and also performed well
at the very darkest and very brightest
ends of the grayscale test. Color quality
was spot-on at both high and low inten-
sities. 6-point text readability was fair
with both serif and sans serif fonts. 

Eizo’s monitor displayed accurate colors
in the movie clips, and despite having the
second slowest response time (8ms), we
didn’t notice any ghosting or blurred
edges in the game test.

If you’re a gamer on a budget, you
can probably get a decent display for 
significantly less money. Graphics pro-
fessionals and enthusiasts with fat wal-
lets won’t be disappointed with the
FlexScan S2111W. 

ViewSonic VX1932wm 
ViewSonic bills the VX1932wm as

being ideal for gaming and graphics-
intensive applications. Like a few other
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LG Flatron L206WTQ-BF 
LG’s 20-inch display features a mixed

flat and piano black bezel and stand.
The stand lets you swivel the display,
and tilting is also an option. The Flatron
L206WTQ-BF doesn’t offer lift and
rotate functions, however. There is a
clip at the base of the stand to keep
cables tucked out of the way. Five OSD
buttons on the lower-left edge of the
screen let you adjust image settings to
your taste. The display accommodates
DVI and VGA inputs. 

LG equips this display with its Digital
Fine Contrast technology to produce a
3,000:1 dynamic contrast ratio. It also
tied with the Samsung and ViewSonic
models for the fastest gray-to-gray re-
sponse time (2ms). Like several other
monitors, we noticed that the Flatron
L206WTQ-BF has a somewhat oversatu-
rated white level, which washed out colors
near peak white but didn’t seem to affect
the definition of colors at the bright end
of the spectrum. There was some banding
in the darkest grayscale and color scale
tests, and the darkest orange and red were
indistinguishable from black. 

Sans serif text readability was very good
at 6 points, but serif font readability suf-
fered slightly. Videos and games played
well with accurate color reproduction and
no noticeable ghosting. 

The Flatron L206WTQ-BF we tested
had a single pixel in the upper-right quad-
rant that was stuck on red. We contacted
LG about what customers who get a panel
with a dead, stuck, or weak pixel can do.
LG considers five or more pixel defects
grounds for replacement, a policy that
was similar—give or take a pixel—to the
replacement policies of the other manu-
facturers in this roundup. 

Eizo FlexScan S2111W 
Eizo’s FlexScan S2111W stands out

from the pack for a couple of reasons: It’s
the most expensive and largest model we
tested and includes an impressive five-
year limited warranty. The thick bezel is
enclosed in a metallic black plastic. Eizo
combines tilting and lifting capabilities
with the display’s unique semicircular

displays in this roundup, the VX1932wm
employs contrast ratio-boosting technol-
ogy to improve image quality. View-
Sonic’s display also comes with built-in
stereo speakers at the base of the panel.
Although the speakers won’t outperform
a pair of standalone speakers, it handily
beat the speakers on NEC’s MultiSync
LCD195WXm. 

The unit’s silver and black base
blends nicely with the silver and black
framed display. This stand doesn’t swiv-
el, rotate, or lift, but you can tilt it. Sup-
ported inputs include DVI, VGA, and
audio. Two cable clips in the back of the
unit help you manage cables. The OSD
buttons reside above the speakers and
provide access to a colorful and easy-to-
navigate menu.

The display’s white levels were slightly
oversaturated, but it didn’t affect colors
or grayscale performance, which was
excellent. 6-point serif and sans serif
fonts were very readable with both black
and white backgrounds. Game testing
came off flawlessly, with no visible ghost-
ing. The video playback did show some
unique artifacts. During a particularly
fast-paced scene in “Apocalypto,” the 
colors lost some definition and appeared 
to band. 

Because we couldn’t reproduce the
color banding in any other medium, we
still recommend this monitor for users
who don’t plan to watch many movies on
their PCs. ▲

by Andrew Leibman

FlexScan S2111W
$1,099  l  Eizo 
www.eizo.com

● ● ● ●

VX1932wm
$299  l  ViewSonic 

www.viewsonic.com
● ● ● ●
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algorithms that manage this memory op-
timization in Vista are collectively known
as “SuperFetch.” 

The promise of ReadyBoost is simple:
If you supply a fast enough flash stick,
Vista will use a portion of that memory
to accelerate boot times, shut downs, and
general application performance. (And
you still have a thumb drive ready to run
around in your pocket.) The minimum
performance requirements for Ready-
Boost compatibility are 2.5MBps for 4K
random reads and 1.75MBps for 512K
random writes. 

r e v i e w s   | h a r d w a r e

ReadyBoost Roundup
Will You Get Stuck With the Stick?

M ost of us know that one of the best
ways to improve the performance of

a slow PC is to add memory. But it’s not
always that easy. You might be out of
DIMM slots, money, or both. Microsoft’s
Windows Vista provides a possible com-
promise called ReadyBoost. This lets a fast
USB flash drive act as an extra memory
cache that can relieve the constant reading
from and writing to the hard drive. This is
based on the premise that a flash drive can
access small files faster than a hard drive
and is therefore a more efficient place 
to store frequently accessed data. The

The first time you plug a flash drive
into a Vista machine, the OS will test
the device for ReadyBoost compatibility
and, if qualified, will offer a dialog box
option to “Speed Up My System.”
Clicking this brings you to the Ready-
Boost configuration menu that lets you
pick the amount of flash memory to set
aside for this function. Vista will suggest
an optimal size and inform you that this
space will not be usable for data once
reserved for ReadyBoost. Don’t worry
about exposing sensitive data if you lose
the drive, because its cache remains

OCZ SanDisk  Patriot Super Kingston Lexar PQI Card 
Vboost Cruzer Xporter XT Talent DH DataTraveler Jumpdrive Drive 

Contour Ready Flash Lightning U510 Pro

Capacity 4GB 4GB 4GB 2GB 2GB 4GB 4GB

Vista reboot** 1:20 1:32 1:16 1:23 1:20 1:28 1:19

Load 15 images in Photoshop** :34 :38 :37 :37 :37 :37 :38

Load 15 images in Photoshop*** :39 :48 :39 :39 :39 :42 :41

Price $55 $99.99 $49 $49 $38 $109.99 $89.99 

CPUs 3 2 3 2.5 3 2 3

*All times in (minutes:seconds)    **490MB ReadyBoost allocation

***Maximum recommended ReadyBoost allocation

VBoost
$55
OCZ
www.ocztechnology.com
● ● ●

Cruzer Contour
$99.99
SanDisk
www.sandisk.com
● ●

Xporter XT
$49
Patriot
www.patriotmemory.com
● ● ●
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a 2.66GHz Core 2 Duo 6700 processor,
250GB Hitachi 7,200rpm hard drive,
and a single 512MB stick of Kingston
memory (KVR533D2N4/512). We set-
tled on this scaled-back memory configu-
ration because cutting RAM off at the
knees was the only way we could achieve
a significant ReadyBoost improvement.
Also, such a configuration is likely typical
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encrypted when you remove it from the
host PC. 

How We Tested
We collected 13 ReadyBoost-qualified

drives both to test this promise and to see
how much variance there is between drive
models. We built our test PC around an
Intel G965 chipset motherboard running

of the budget-constrained PCs for which
ReadyBoost would be most suitable. With
a fresh Vista install in place, we were
ready to go.

To begin, we assumed that many users
would feel that if a little ReadyBoost
memory is good, more must be better.
So, we told Vista to use each stick’s full
capacity. Our first test involved timing

DH
$49
Super Talent
www.supertalent.com
● ● ●

DataTraveler ReadyFlash
$38
Kingston
www.kingston.com
● ● ●

JumpDrive Lightning
$109.99
Lexar
www.lexar.com
● ●

Optima Pro Attaché
$39.99

PNY
www.pny.com

● ● ● ●

TurboFlash
$19.99
Corsair
www.corsairmemory.com
● ● ●

Card Drive U510 Pro
$89.99

PQI
www.pqi.com.tw

● ● ●

PNY  Buffalo Ultra  Edge Super 
Optima Pro Corsair High Speed USB DiskGo Talent Memorex No No No 
Attaché TurboFlash Flash Drive Secure Exelerator TravelDrive ReadyBoost ReadyBoost Ready Boost

2GB 1GB 4GB 1GB 2GB 4GB 512MB RAM 1GB RAM 2GB RAM

1:15 1:21 1:32 1:19 1:34 1:25 1:05 1:01 1:00

:35 :38 :38 :38 :38 :38 :38 :23 :21

:37 :41 :39 :39 :41 :40 N/A N/A N/A

$39.99 $19.99 $58.10 $49.95 $49 $79.99 N/A N/A N/A

3.5 3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 N/A N/A N/A
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was very minor and inconsistent across
all devices.

The next test involved another frustrat-
ingly slow feature of a Windows PC: re-
booting. Again, we were disappointed
with the lack of a performance boost at
any memory configuration. We rebooted
several times to let SuperFetch learn what
files are most frequently used and then
took the average of three reboots. The
times seem to vary greatly, but none ever
achieved the swiftness or consistency of
the system when we disabled ReadyBoost. 

Lastly, we decided to do a real memo-
ry upgrade to see what performance im-
provements could be realized. We added
another Kingston 512MB module to
bring our total memory up to 1GB, now
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how long it took to load 15 pictures
(roughly 100MB) using Adobe Photo-
shop CS2. We ran the test five times on
each drive and averaged the results. At
this point, our disappointment with
Vista’s new flash feature started to set
in. The PC didn’t run faster; in fact, it
ran slower. Gotta love those extra latency
times running memory calls down to
southbridge and out to the USB port.

Further experimenting proved that we
achieved the best ReadyBoost results by
matching the ReadyBoost memory allo-
cation to the PC’s system memory. Also,
because every drive’s capacity exceeded
512MB, comparing the drives’ perfor-
mance was fairer. With the playing field
thus leveled, we saw improvement, but it

running in dual-channel mode. As
expected, this delivered an immediate
and dramatic improvement in system
performance. Then, we upgraded to a
matched, 1GB pair of Super Talent
DDR2-1000 sticks (T1000UX2G4),
making the total 2GB. This showed
another performance improvement. 

ReadyBoost aside, we got to check
out some new, high-speed flash drives.
The flat, credit card-like design of the
PQI U510 Pro is intriguing, even if it
feels a little too flimsy to toss in a pock-
et along with car keys and such. Super
Talent’s Exelerator plugs directly on to
an internal USB header for those who
want to make ReadyBoost a permanent
fixture, although this defeats the appeal
of not needing to crack open the PC.
Both the SanDisk Cruzer Contour and
OCZ VBoost offer clever hideaway USB
connectors while the Patriot Xporter XT
opts for heavy ruggedization with its
thick rubber housing. For a different
twist on flash drives, the Edge DiskGo
and Memorex TravelDrive use a jack-
knife approach to protect the connector.
If you’re in the mood for flashy, Lexar’s
stainless steel JumpDrive Lightning
might be for you.

The PNY Optima Pro Attaché 2GB
turned out to be the price and perfor-
mance leader from our tests. There is
nothing flashy about this drive (no pun
intended), so pick this if you’re the func-
tion-over-form type. Another standout
was OCZ’s VBoost, which performed
near the top of the pack, offered a per-
suasive price for 4GB, and has better eye
appeal than PNY’s unit. In the end,
though, we found this field of competi-
tors curiously, underwhelmingly level.

All this said, the best way to speed up
your PC is to add internal memory.
ReadyBoost offers a convenient way to
provide a little performance enhance-
ment. Perhaps Microsoft can improve
ReadyBoost performance in future Vista
updates. For now, we recommend buy-
ing ReadyBoost flash drives, but keep
the ReadyBoost “benefits” low on your
list of flash drive selection criteria. ▲

by Billy Ristle

Ultra High Speed USB
Flash Drive
$58.10
Buffalo
www.buffalotech.com
● ● ●

DiskGo Secure
$49.95

Edge
www.edgetechcorp.com

● ● ●

Exelerator
$49
Super Talent
www.supertalent.com
● ● ●

TravelDrive
$79.99

Memorex
www.memorex.com

● ● ●
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PC off target. Thanks to those parts, the
computer clearly isn’t a mainstream PC.
And thanks to the E6700, it’s not a top
dog, either.

That’s not to say that the Annihilation is
a wash. The custom Lian-Li case is sturdy
and has plenty of sharp corners that give it
a tough, no-nonsense look. Thanks to some
well-placed lights, the interior and the side

panel’s Biohazard logo
glow red. I doubt you’ll
want to turn off those
lights very often, as they
are an important part of
the system’s ’tude; should
you want to go dark, two
buttons on the front pan-
el let you do just that. 

Inside, I found a par-
ticularly clean case. When
it comes to cable routing,
Biohazard is one of the
better manufacturers. It
sheaths nearly all of the
cables and then routes
them carefully so people
won’t notice them when
peering into the case.
Instead, they’ll see bright
red memory heat spread-
ers, a large copper heat-
sink, and two enormous
graphics cards. It’s enough
to make a geek tear up.

I’ve witnessed some
serious PC carnage in the
past few months, most of
which I mostly attribute
to subpar packing materials.
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Annihilation
$5,965 (as tested)
Biohazard Computer Systems
www.biohazardcomputers.us
● ● ●

Biohazard Annihilation
M eet the Annihilation, one of Biohaz-

ard’s four disaster-themed gaming
desktops. The system features an air-cooled,
overclocked processor and a windowed case
that will receive plenty of attention at the
next LAN party. But this system doesn’t
quite live up to its looks.

Like other luxury PC builders, Biohaz-
ard usually sends me review systems that
showcase its very best
components. This time
around, Biohazard told
me that it wants to show
off what it can do with
mainstream components.
According to the boutique
PC builder, its customers
most often order systems
that have either the Intel
Core 2 Extreme QX6800
or the Intel Core 2 Duo
E6700; with the Annihi-
lation, Biohazard opted
for the latter.

Biohazard aggressively
overclocks its processors,
so I’m not surprised to
see that it boosted the
2.66GHz E6700 CPU to
3.4GHz. A Zalman
CNPS9500 heatsink pro-
vides CPU cooling, and
two SilenX 120mm fans
draw air through the sys-
tem at a whisper. So far,
I’m not complaining.
The system is a luxury
builder’s version of a
mainstream system.

Weirdly, Biohazard
switched back to perfor-
mance-or-nothing mode
and included two XFX
GeForce 8800 Ultras, a
1kW PC Power & Cool-
ing PSU, and a speedy,
10,000rpm 150GB Rap-
tor hard drive. These
decidedly top-shelf com-
ponents throw the whole

Benchmark Numbers
3DMark06
Overall 15522
SM2.0 7045
HDR/SM3.0 8130
CPU 3059
PCMark05
Overall 9260
CPU 8728
Memory 7185
Graphics 13943
HDD 7725
Cinebench 9.5*
Single-threaded :40
Multithreaded :22

Dr. DivX* 3:48

POV-Ray 3.7 Beta** 1515.83pps

WinRAR 3.7* 1:44

F.E.A.R.
4XAA/8XAF 94
AA/AF disabled 159

Oblivion 70.13

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 59.1

* minutes:seconds
** pixels per second
*** Games tested at 2,560 x 1,600
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Specs: Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 @ 3.4GHz; Evga 680i SLI 122-CK-NF68-
A1; 2GB Buffalo Firestix DDR2-1200; XFX GeForce 8800 Ultra (SLI);
150GB Western Digital Raptor; 300GB Maxtor 6L300S0; 1kW PC Power
& Cooling PSU; NEC ND-3540A DVD+-RW DL; Windows XP Pro

So, it’s worth noting that Biohazard has
invested in tough packaging for its systems.
The box is sturdy and includes custom-cut
foam padding, as well as an interior wall
that separates the rig from its accessories.
Not surprisingly, I lifted an unscathed
Annihilation from its shipping carton. 

The Annihilation’s scores reflect its
mixed-up guts. It outperforms the Vista-
based Puget Liquid Cooled Gaming Com-
puter (which also has an E6700), but it’s
no match for the Dell XPS 720 H2C (See
page 32 in the September issue of CPU),
which boasted a QX6800. The 15522 score
in 3DMark06 isn’t bad by any means, but
it can’t compete with the XPS 720 H2C’s
18614 3DMark06 score in Windows XP. 

Biohazard tells me that the configura-
tion is popular with its customers, but I
can’t get behind this setup. The Annihi-
lation clearly has many quality attributes,
but it’s neither a great mainstream nor a
great high-end PC as configured. The rig
includes a binder that features some basic
setup and warranty info, as well as a re-
store DVD and a driver disc. Customers
enjoy three years of 24-hour tech support
and onsite service. ▲

by Joshua Gulick
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Super Talent W1600UX2G7

I t’s only been a few short months since
Intel’s P35 chipset arrived with DDR3,

and already memory manufacturers are
cranking up the heat and releasing high-
speed DDR3 memory kits targeted square-
ly at enthusiasts. 

Thanks in no small part to Micron and
its Z9 DDR3 chips, a number of memory
manufacturers were able to quickly intro-
duce DDR3 memory kits rated for speeds
in excess of 1.33GHz. One such kit is
Super Talent’s W1600UX2G7. The
W1600UX2G7 is a 2GB memory kit
rated for operation at 1.6GHz with a CAS
latency of 7. At the time of its introduc-
tion, these specs made the W1600UX2G7
the fastest DDR3 kit available. During
testing, however, Super Talent bested
its own speed record by releasing a
1.87GHz kit. The modules themselves
feature cast aluminum heatspreaders, but

only on one side; these modules
are single-sided.

I tested the W1600UX2G7
kit on an Asus Blitz Extreme
motherboard with an Intel Core
2 Extreme X6800 processor.
Because no P35 board officially
supports 1.6GHz memory speeds, I
resorted to a little overclocking to hit the
kit’s rated frequency. With the memory
and CPU humming along at 1.6GHz and
3.2GHz (8x 400MHz FSB), respectively,
SiSoft SANDRA XI reported available
bandwidth of 7.9GBps. A low-quality
F.E.A.R. benchmark yielded a frame rate
of 344fps. I also spent some time over-
clocking the memory further and hit a
stable 1.9GHz by setting voltage to 2.1V.

DDR3 system memory is currently
much more expensive than DDR2 and
only supported on a few Intel chipsets,

Say you need portable storage with a
hard drive’s capacity. It has to sur-

vive the vibration of a helicopter (which
gives most hard drives dementia), not to
mention the occasional fumble on con-
crete or rocks. Your budget? Substantial .
. . but subject to oversight. 

At Fortress CEO Duncan Mackay’s
insistence, I dropped this 40GB drive
with positively ancient specs on a con-
crete floor. On its corner. From 7 feet
up. It not only lived but also developed
no bad sectors. I couldn’t even tell
which corner the drive had landed on, as
its electroless nickel plating wasn’t even
abraded. Unfortunately, Mackay was
unable to provide shock tolerance fig-
ures for anything but the bare drive
itself, although the assembled unit does
surpass the military’s MIL-STD-810F
standard “by a factor of three.” 

Fortress CNC-machines its enclosures
out of billet aluminum, fills them
with a proprietary, viscoelastic
material—a “solid that acts like a
liquid”—and then installs note-
book drives encased in heat-wick-
ing aluminum cradles. 

The FXHDD2540 Fortress
sent me had a 40GB ATA-100
Fujitsu MHV2040AT drive
inside. Oddly, its FireWire link
proved write-challenged, and its
USB interface cuddn’t reed good.

To reduce heat buildup, Fortress uses
low-rpm drives. In fact, its entire $499 to
$949 range tops out at 5,400rpm drives
with 8MB caches. Mackay says a 160GB
model and eSATA are in the works.  

A SSD (solid-state disk) could be made
even tougher (and faster), but only at dou-
ble the price or more. Corsair’s rugged
Flash Voyagers cost just $140 online, but
top out at 16GB. Hence Fortress' niche. ▲

by Marty Sems

Specs: Capacity: 2GB (2x 1GB); Voltage: 1.8V Rated frequency: 1.6GHz; Timings: 7-7-
7-18; Lifetime warranty

Specs: 4,200rpm; 2MB cache; FireWire 400Mbps, USB 2.0; Three-year 
warranty (drive), lifetime warranty (enclosure)
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W1600UX2G7
$589
Super Talent
www.supertalent.com
● ● ● ●

but Super Talent’s W1600UX2G7 kit is a
clear sign that the technology is maturing
nicely. By the time DDR3 system memo-
ry goes mainstream, enthusiasts will have
plenty of worthwhile products to choose
from. For now, though, Super Talent’s
1,600MHz DDR3 kit should definitely
be on everyone’s short list. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Fortress FXHDD2540 40GB

FXHDD2540 40GB
$499
Fortress
www.4tress.com
● ● ● 
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Benchmark numbers
FireWire USB 2.0

PCMark05
Overall Score (points) 1216 1629
General Usage (MBps) 1.6 2.4
File Write (MBps) 3.7 13
1GB Folder Write* (min:sec) 15:05 2:53
HD Tach RW
Read rates, avg/max (MBps) 22.6/29 13.4/13.4
Write rates, avg/max (MBps) 3.8/4 13.6/13.8
Random access* (ms) 19.9 19.9

* Lower is better.
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Liquid Cooled Gaming Computer 
$4,589 (as tested)
Puget Custom Computers
www.pugetsystems.com 
● ● ●

a much greater view of the system than many
other case windows, but one of the screws is
loose. That’s a minor problem, but I’d hate to
glue that screw into place after paying $4,589
for a system. 

The Liquid Cooled Gaming Computer has
plenty of room for extra components. You can
add two 5.25-inch drives to the empty external
bays, and the hard drive cage offers room for
two more hard drives. The drive cage shares the
lower level and a 120mm fan with the 700W
Seasonic power supply. 

Not surprisingly, Puget’s single-GPU Liquid
Cooled Gaming Computer doesn’t offer the sky-
high scores that recent dual-GPU systems have
provided. Even so, the Puget system held its own,

completing Cinebench’s multithreaded
test in 25 seconds and post-

ing an overall 8147 
in PCMark05. It also
handled our game
tests well, with a re-
spectable 41.28fps in
S.T.A.L.K.E.R.

The Liquid Cooled
Gaming Computer 
is a quality PC, but
it’s not a power user’s
dream. Its scores didn’t
knock me off my feet,
and neither did its over-
clock. I suspect that cus-
tomers really wanting to
wring every last drop of
performance out of the

system won’t be afraid to
void the warranty on the CPU,

but even so, I’d like to see a higher
overclock out of the box. Puget backs up its rig
with a one-year parts and lifetime labor warran-
ty and toll-free tech support between 9 a.m.
and 6 p.m. PST, Monday through Friday. ▲

by Joshua Gulick

H ailing from Kent, Wash., Puget Custom
Computers offers a wider selection of PCs

than you’ll find at some boutique dealers. The
builder’s site hawks sub-$1,000 home-use sys-
tems, media center PCs, gaming systems, note-
books, and servers. Puget doesn’t offer paint
jobs but isn’t afraid to jump in and modify a
chassis to suit its needs. If you’re in the market
for a powerful gaming system but don’t want
to spend money on the frills that adorn luxury
rigs, Puget is the sort of place you’ll want to
check out.

Liquid Cooled Gaming Computer includes a
watercooled 2.66GHz Intel Core 2 Duo E6700
at 2.88GHz. I’m a little surprised that Puget
doesn’t overclock the system further, as the pro-
cessor has plenty of head-
room. And what’s
that dual-fan radia-
tor on top of the sys-
tem for, if not getting
some extra juice from
the PC? But take it
upon yourself to bring
your new computer up
to speed and you’ll void
the CPU’s warranty. 

Speaking of the sys-
tem’s watercooling, the
Koolance radiator and
the Liquid Cooled
Gaming Computer’s
chassis make for a great
combination. Puget selected the
Antec P180, which is an aesthetically
tame but spacious and sturdy case, and then
built the Koolance radiator into the top of the
system. Thanks to this setup, the watercooling
gear doesn’t clog the system’s clutter-free inte-
rior. The watercooling loop includes the com-
puter’s processor and a single BFG GeForce
8800 Ultra WC.

Puget also attached a custom window to the
side panel. I like the window because it affords 

Benchmark Numbers

3DMark06
Overall 11182
SM2.0 5277
HDR/SM3.0 5345
CPU 2362

PCMark05
Overall 8147
CPU 7286
Memory 5944
Graphics 12945
HDD 6341

Cinebench 9.5*
Single-threaded :47
Multithreaded :25

Dr. DivX* 4:49

POV-Ray 3.7 Beta** 1272.94pps

WinRAR 3.7* 2:51

Company Of 
Heroes (4XAA) 12.7

F.E.A.R. 
4XAA/8XAF 45
AA/AF disabled 96

Oblivion 50.38

S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 41.28

* minutes:seconds
** pixels per second
*** Games tested at 2,560 x 1,600

Specs: Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 @ 2.88GHz; Asus P5N32-E SLI; 2GB Kingston HyperX DDR2-800; BFG GeForce 8800 Ultra WC; 150GB
Western Digital Raptor; 320GB Seagate Barracuda; 700W Seasonic PSU; Asus DRW-1612BL DVD+-RW D; Windows Vista Home Premium

Puget Liquid Cooled
Gaming Computer
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Western Digital Caviar SE16 WD7500AAKS

H ard drive manufacturers have re-
cently broken the 1TB barrier with 

the help of the latest innovations in per-
pendicular drive recording technology.
Western Digital isn’t known for being a
trailblazer in terms of drive manufactur-
ing. However, the company is definitely
known for taking a one-upmanship ap-
proach to product introductions, often
letting others lead the curve in terms of
the latest technologies and later provid-
ing product differentiation through ad-
vancements in performance and features.
As such, it isn’t much of a surprise that
WD recently released its monster 750GB
and 1TB models to the market some
time after rivals Seagate and Hitachi. 

I recently put WD’s 7,200rpm, 750GB
WD7500AAKS drive through the test
gauntlet and was pleasantly surprised with

WD’s perpendicular rendition of the
uber-large desktop drive. The drive was
extremely quiet—barely audible inside 
a standard chassis. On the other hand,
heat is definitely a concern for high-den-
sity drives like the WD7500AAKS, so
make sure your case has proper airflow. 

Performance-wise, the WD7500AAKS
put up a great showing, besting Seagate’s

Synology CS407

T here are many NAS products hitting
the market now; we recently took a

look at Synology’s DS207, a tiny two-
drive capable box that packed a ton of
features and performance. (See page 30
in the June issue of CPU.) The CS407 is
a big brother follow-up to the DS207
that has an internal rack; can house four
drives; and supports RAID 0, 1, and 5
configurations. 

About the size of an average two-slice
toaster, the CS407 is capable of support-
ing 3TB of total drive capacity. The unit
comes with built-in file, printer, and Web
(with PHP and MySQL support) servers;
UPnP multimedia support; and backup
and FTP server functionality. However,
probably the most universally appealing
features would be the CS407’s iTunes
server and Photo Station 2 functionality.
All of these run on Synology’s Linux-
based operating system that is easily acces-
sible from any Web browser. The unit is
powered by a Marvell 5281 500MHz
processor with 128MB of RAM and 4MB
of onboard flash. Frankly, the unit was a
little rough around the edges, with a sim-
ple sheet metal rack and no hot-swap
capability for the drives. 

Setting up the unit was amazingly sim-
ple. I installed the included Synology As-
sistant software and within a few clicks
had a RAID 1 installation of two 750GB

Western Digital hard drives initialized
with the volume created. From there, I
created a network share and granted privi-
lege rights to specific users for access on
my network. 

The CS407 transferred a 1.75GB file
from my test workstation to the network
share in 3:08 (minutes:seconds) over its
Gigabit connection with an 8.70MBps
maximum transfer rate. It copied the
same data back to my workstation in
2:52, with the transfer rate topping out
at 9.35MBps. All told, I really liked the
Synology CS407 for its simplicity of use
and DIY-style NAS. Retailing at $600
without drives installed, it’s a bit on the
pricey side, but its features and perfor-
mance are top-notch. ▲

by Dave Altavilla

750GB drive, as well as Hitachi’s popular
Deskstar 7K500 drive in every test scenario.
In fact, the WD7500AAKS’ HD Tach
average read and write times (82.5MBps
and 76.1MBps, respectively) were surpris-
ingly faster than WD’s coveted 10,000rpm
Raptor WD1500 drive. Only its random
access time, 13.6ms, fell short of eclipsing
the Raptor, which posted 8.1ms. 

One word of caution: This drive doesn’t
include a 4-pin Molex power connector.
Other than that, at an MSRP of $249.99,
this is one ginormous drive with perfor-
mance that’s hard to beat. ▲

by Dave Altavilla

Specs: Capacity: 750GB; Interface: 3Gbps SATA; Cache buffer: 16MB; Average seek
time: 8.9ms read, 10.9ms write; Average latency: 4.2ms; Acoustics (idle): 28dBA

Specs: Maximum capacity: 3TB; RAID support: 0, 1, 5; Apache Web server; Gigabit
Ethernet
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CS407
$599
Synology
www.synology.com
● ● ● ●

Caviar SE16 WD7500AAKS
$249.99
Western Digital
www.westerndigital.com
● ● ● ● ●
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The Blackbird has as aggressive a look as
any system we’ve seen; its edges are wrapped
in thick, vertical aluminum fins that look
sharp and help cool the rig. A slot-loading
DVD burner or optional Blu-ray burner
reside between a couple of the fins on the

front, and a retractable
console on top houses a
flash card reader, USB
and FireWire ports, and
headphone and micro-
phone jacks. The case’s
side panels feature float-
ing inserts with the sig-
nature gloss-black finish
found on HP’s note-
books, and the whole
assembly rests on a metal
pedestal that lifts the PC
a few inches off the floor.
This configuration helps
the system to breathe
better and also helps pre-
vent dust and other de-
bris that is typically on

the floor from being sucked into the system
by its bottom-mounted intake fan, which
means less maintenance down the road.

Unlike many boutique gaming PCs, the
Blackbird 002 is a snap to open and work
on, thanks to a simple latching mechanism
that opens in seconds and easily removable
panels inside that reveal the graphics cards
and PSU. The rig’s hard drives sit in slide-
out trays that let you avoid futzing with
screws and cables—simply pull on the
trays and out come the drives.

We wish the Blackbird’s fans were a bit
quieter (the system measured 52.9dB 1 foot
from its front), but considering the power-
ful hardware inside and the system’s well-
ventilated design we can forgive the little
bit of noise it generated. It may have taken
HP a long time to enter the PC gaming
arena, but the Blackbird 002 is killer. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta
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HP Blackbird 002
W hen HP acquired Voodoo late last

year, you had to know the compa-
ny had its sights set on the high-end PC
gaming market. What you may not know,
however, is that prior to the acquisition,
HP already had a secret gaming PC pro-
ject in development,
dubbed “Blackbird.”
Since then, the system
went through some
changes and, as the
company puts it, “got
injected with Voodoo
DNA,” but the project
codename stuck.

One of the first
things you notice about
the Blackbird 002 is its
user-centric design. HP
opened our private
briefing by pointing
out that all of the ma-
jor PC builders offer
systems outfitted with
roughly the same com-
ponents and, therefore, similar perfor-
mance; design and implementation are
what set them apart. HP’s engineers kept
this principle firmly in mind when design-
ing the Blackbird 002.

The Blackbird 002 is highly customiz-
able, can be built around either Intel’s or
AMD’s platforms, and will feature either
Nvidia or AMD GPUs. Customers also
have the option to liquid-cool the graphics
and CPU, as the Blackbird 002 is equipped
with a self-contained, maintenance-free,
liquid-cooling system designed by Asetek,
the makers of the well-known VapoChill.
For reference, the system we tested includ-
ed an overclocked Intel Core 2 Extreme
QX6850, an Asus Striker Extreme moth-
erboard, 4GB of Corsair RAM, and a pair
of GeForce 8800 Ultra graphics cards. The
real story, however, is not the hardware
inside the machine, but the enclosure sur-
rounding it.

Benchmark Numbers

SiSoft SANDRA XI SP4a
Processor Arithmetic
Drystone ALU (Mips) 66496
Whetstone iSSE3 (Mflops) 47041
Processor Multimedia
Integer x8 iS-SSE3 (itps) 402874
Floating-point x4 iSSE2 (itps) 219440
Memory bandwidth (buffered)
Interger Buffered iSSE2 (MBps) 6904
Floating-point Buffered iSSE2 (MBps) 6912
PCMark05
CPU 11738
Memory 7205
Graphics 14870
HDD 6752
3DMark06
Overall Score 13908
Shader Model 2.0 5794
HDR/Shader Model 3.0 5534
CPU 5054
LAME MT
Single-threaded (min:sec) 0:39
Multithreaded (min:sec) 0:26
Cinebench R9.5
Single-threaded (min:sec) 0:36
Multithreaded (min:sec) 0:11
POV-Ray v3.7.21a
Single-threaded (pps) 818
Multithreaded (pps) 3110
F.E.A.R. v1.08 
640 x 480, No AA/AF 
Low quality 359fps
1,920 x 1,200, 4XAA/16XAF 
High quality 139fps

Specs: Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6850 @ 3.67GHz; Asus Striker Extreme (nForce 680i
SLI); 4GB Corsair Dominator PC2-8500 RAM; 768MB Nvidia GeForce 8800 Ultra (SLI);
Sound Blaster X-Fi; Seagate ST332062 and Western Digital WD1600ADFS

Blackbird 002
$2,500 to $6,500 ($6,000 as tested)
HP
www.hp.com
● ● ● ● 
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Cool, Affordable Quad-Core
II n July, for the second time this year, Intel dramatically cut its desktop CPU pricing, leaving us

all with little reason not to build a new system:

CPU Clock Speed FSB L2 Cache Availability Pricing
Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6850 3GHz 1,333 4MBx2 Now $999 
Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6800 2.93GHz 1,066 4MBx2 Now $999 
Intel Core 2 Quad Q6700 2.66GHz 1,066 4MBx2 Now $530 
Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 2.40GHz 1,066 4MBx2 Now $266 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6850 3GHz 1,333 4MB Now $266 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 2.66GHz 1,333 4MB Now $183 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 2.33GHz 1,333 4MB Now $163 
Intel Core 2 Duo E6540 2.33GHz 1,333 4MB Now $163 

Among the most interesting of Intel’s processor lineup is the Core 2 Quad Q6600, with an MSRP
of $266, or less than $70 per core. And unlike the Pentium Ds of seemingly long ago, these are bar-
gain-basement prices on very high-performing, very efficient cores. 

Of course, for the same $266 you could get a much higher-clocked dual-core chip, the Core 2 Duo
E6850 running at 3GHz to the Q6600’s 2.40GHz. But for the most part, if you’re doing any sort of
media encoding, you’ll want to stick with the quad-core option. That’s old news, however, and I’m
not here to debate the merits of four cores vs. two; I’m here to talk about a new stepping in the Core 2
lineup and what it means for everyone. 

The previous stepping of the Core 2 Quad Q6600 (and other Core 2 processors) was known as B3,
but with its latest price drop, Intel quietly introduced a revised stepping of some of its processors: G0.
The G0 parts have lower idle power consumption than their B3 counterparts and are easily identified by
their S-Spec (seen on their packaging and in their product codes). The B3 stepping Q6600 carried the S-
Spec SL9UM, while the new G0 stepping part has the new SLACR S-Spec. (I’m not making this up.)

S-Spec Core L2 Cache Processor Processor Speed
Stepping Size Signature Number Core/Bus

SL9UK B3 8MB (2x4MB) 06F7h QX6800 2.93GHz/1,066MHz
SL9UL B3 8MB (2x4MB) 06F7h QX6700 2.66GHz/1,066MHz
SL9UM B3 8MB (2x4MB) 06F7h Q6600 2.4GHz/1,066MHz
SLACP G0 8MB (2x4MB) 06FBh QX6850 3GHz/1,333MHz
SLACQ G0 8MB (2x4MB) 06FBh Q6700 2.66GHz/1,066MHz
SLACR G0 8MB (2x4MB) 06FBh Q6600 2.4GHz/1,066MHz

I ran the new SLACR up against the original SL9UM to see if it performed any better, overclocked
any better, and/or ran any cooler. As you’d expect, without any major microarchitectural changes, per-
formance was identical between the old B3 and new G0 stepping chips, so strike one there. Overclock-
ing was slightly better on the G0 chip; with only a 10% increase in voltage, I ended up at 3.42GHz on
G0, while the best I could achieve with the same voltage increase was 3.33GHz on my B3 chip. Peak
overclock was higher on the G0, too. I could reach 3.51GHz on it, which I couldn’t hit on the B3 chip. 

If you’re not overclocking, the new G0 stepping SLACR consumes a bit less power than its pre-
decessor. At idle, I recorded a 6W reduction in total system power at the wall outlet, and the new
stepping shaved off just over 10W of total system power under load encoding a video using
Windows Media Encoder 9. 

The new stepping doesn’t cost any more than the previous one, and not all vendors identify
which one you’re getting while purchasing (although some do), and over time the older B3 chips
will be phased out. But if you’re building a Q6600-based system after Intel’s price cuts, just look
for the letters SLACR on your chip. You may have just gotten a lucky hand. ▲

. . . for the most

part, if you’re

doing any sort of

media encoding,

you’ll want to

stick with the

quad-core

options.

Talk back to Anand at anand@cpumag.com.

Anand Lal Shimpi has turned a
fledgling personal page on

GeoCities.com into one of the
world’s most visited and trusted

PC hardware sites. Anand started
his site in 1997 at just 14 years

old and has since been featured in
USA Today, CBS’ “48 Hours,”

and Fortune. His site—
www.anandtech.com—receives

more than 55 million page views
and is read by more than 2 
million readers per month.

Anand’s Corner
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The iPhone Effect
TT he most hyped-up release of the year so

far has to be Apple’s iPhone. It’s had
the sort of hoopla that no GPU, CPU, or
even videogame release could match. The
TV ads had been running for a while, the
press had in large part been kept in the dark,
and yet, come June 29th, every single Apple
and participating AT&T store had lines of
people camping out for an iPhone, which at
the end of the day is still “just” a cell phone.
Having customers at Apple that drive modi-
fied Porsches certainly helps to a degree, but
that didn’t prevent yours truly from also
waiting in line to get one for the wife and a
close friend. 

Size-wise, the iPhone is a little thinner
than some of the newer BlackBerry devices,
although it is heavier. It’s also much prettier.
Unlike the BlackBerry and other PDA-type
phones, the plethora of buttons is absent and
all you get is a side volume control, Ringer/
Silent/Vibrate toggle switch, Sleep/Awake,
and most importantly, a “home” button
used for switching between applications.
After what seemed like an eternity in terms
of the setup via the new version of iTunes
(AT&T was overwhelmed and experienced
technical difficulties), the first thing that
utterly grabbed me was the screen. Wheth-
er you look at it vertically or flip it around
to browse horizontally (what a cool touch
that is), the LCD really is head and shoul-
ders above anything seen to date on other
phones. The 160ppi resolution that runs at
480 x 320 dishes out the eye candy. The TV
ads are able to convey the stunning clarity of
the 3.5-inch touchscreen LCD, and it’s cer-
tainly no propaganda—it’s just that good.
Being operational via a touchscreen does
have its drawbacks, as you end up leaving
greasy streaks and dirty paw prints on it up,
down, and sideways. Other than looking a
little grouse, the screen is still very clear even
when it’s disgustingly dirty. To unlock the
Apple iPhone, you actually need to touch
the arrow on the left and slide it with your
finger to the right. This prevents any acci-
dental button-pushing and subsequent dial-
ing of an ex-girlfriend when the phone is in
your pocket.

The beauty in using the iPhone is in its
simplicity (OS X users will feel right at home).
The home screen gives you the option to
choose between SMS (much akin to Apple’s
iChat), Phone, Email, iPod, Google Maps,
Camera (the 2MP camera is actually decent),
Safari (the Web browser), Settings, YouTube,
Calendar, Clock, Calculator, Weather, Stocks,
and the rather useful Notes. You might notice
that there are no games, AOL instant messen-
ger, and/or other appli-cations that you might
find on other smartphones, but all of the
aforementioned ones work extremely well.
Once you’ve connected a Bluetooth device,
using the iPhone as an actual phone is a real
pleasure. Clearly Apple hasn’t forgotten that
after all the bells and whistles are accounted
for, we still want to be able to actually make 
a call.

The virtual keyboard takes some getting
used to. The first few hours, I cursed as I
could barely string two correctly-spelled
words together. But give it a chance and
begin by using your index finger and work-
ing with the Auto-correct feature. I can’t say
I’m typing at 60 words per minute, but after
a month or so of SMSing, I’m chatting away
happily. Being able to email with such ease
now, I’ve begun to leave my laptop at home.
Web browsing, on the other hand, is not
what I’d call perfect using Safari, but it
works, and in a crunch, I’ll gladly double-
tap, zoom, and fiddle with it.

I know the iPhone doesn’t use 3G, it’s
expensive ($599 for the 8GB version), has
questionable battery life, is not very cus-
tomizable, and that it has many faults, but I
have to admit that using one for the past few
weeks has been an enjoyable experience.
Once the novelty wore off and I got used to
the virtual keyboard, emailing and texting in
particular has become second nature using
the iPhone. BlackBerrys are in no way obso-
lete, but the iPhone is certainly the way of
the future. Apple has already said that by
this holiday season, a second-generation
iPhone is in the works. In all my years as a
technology adopter, the only Apple device
that has hooked me other than the iPod is
indeed the iPhone. ▲
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Email me at sharky@cpumag.com

Disrupting Reuters’ newswire with a
cheery Christmas greeting at age six,
Alex “Sharky” Ross became an avid

computer user/abuser, eventually
founding popular hardware

testing/review Web site
SharkyExtreme.com. Exposing shod-

dy manufacturing practices and
rubbish-spouting marketing weasels

while championing innovative
products, illuminating new technol-
ogy, and pioneering real-world test-

ing methods was just a front for
playing with the best toys. The site

acquired, he left in 2001. A London
native and London School of

Economics graduate, Alex currently
overclocks/tunes Porsche 996 Turbos

with www.sharkwerks.com when
he’s not tweaking PCs.

The Shark Tank
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Modding does the body good. A PC’s body anyway, inside and out. Here you’ll find
hardware, firmware, tools, tips, and tutorials for modding your rig’s performance and
appearance. Send us your own mod-related tips and ideas at modding@cpumag.com.

Evercool Serpent (NCA-610)

If you want to overclock your rig and
keep it stable, you need to keep both your
processor and northbridge cool. To that
end, the folks at Evercool have released
the Serpent ($15.99), an aluminum tow-
er-style heatsink with a copper base and 
a U-shaped heatpipe that’s designed to 
keep almost any northbridge chip cool. 
The Serpent includes clip and push-pin
mounting hardware to maximize mother-
board compatibility and a near-silent 
6cm fan that generates less than 25dB of 

noise. You can also use the 
Serpent sans fan for 

passive cooling, but
either way, that tiny
stock cooler has to go.

Swiftech MCW-Ramcool

Users of liquid-cooling systems know
that air cooling is, depressingly in some
cases, still necessary in the vast majority of
circumstances. Liquid-cool your GPU, and
you usually need to install RAM heatsinks
on the board’s memory chips to compen-
sate for the absence of residual airflow
from a GPU fan. That is, unless you’ve got
a GeForce 68xx or 7 Series (excluding the
GeForce 7800GS AGP and 7950 GX2)
card, that is. Swiftech recently added the
MCW-Ramcool waterblocks ($46.95) to
its arsenal of liquid-cooling products 
for many GeForce 6800 and 7 Series 
single-card and SLI configurations. The 

MCW-Ramcool waterblocks feature solid
copper bases and come equipped with spe-
cialized, F-shaped fittings that help with
tube routing and are compatible with 1/4-,
3/8-, or 1/2-inch tubing. They also have
injection-molded housings made from
POM (acetal copolymer), which should be
more durable than machined acrylic caps
(which have a tendency to crack).

Fashionably Fresh Firmware
Philips DVDR1668L1 (vL5P3)

A recent firmware update for the Philips
DVDR1668L1 improves write quality 
on several media types and changes the
Windows Device Manager identifier from
“PHILIPS DVDR1668L1” to“PHILIPS
SPD6000L1.”

www.storageupdates.philips.com

D-Link DIR-655 Xtreme N Gigabit Router (v1.04)

A new firmware revision for the D-
Link DIR-655 Xtreme N Gigabit Router
updates the unit to pass 802.11n Draft 2.0
Wi-Fi certification and improves overall
wireless performance.

support.dlink.com

Sigma SD14 (v1.04)

Sigma has released a firmware update
for its SD14 digital-SLR that improves
video output, corrects the remaining shot
counter, and fixes a bug that caused the
camera to intermittently freeze. Also,
Intel-based Macs running Mac OS 10.4.9
will now properly recognize the camera 
as a removable disk when it’s connected 
via USB.

www.sigma-sd14.com

by Marco Chiappetta

PC Modder
Tips & Tutorials
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The Aerocool
FP-01 

multifunction
panel can 

control fans and
monitor temperatures and

features a 55-in-1 card reader that can access
almost any type of flash media.

M
odding enthusiasts have a pen-
chant for the latest toys. Fast
processors, powerful video

cards, silent SFF enclosures, and radically
lit motherboards are all fair game when it
comes to a modder’s creative mind.
Recognizing the appeal of unconventional
customization, an entire industry has
emerged to support the community.

Mods & Ends
Aerocool FP-01 

There are a myriad of multifunction
panels available on the market currently,
but few, if any, have the bling factor of
Aerocool’s new FP-01. The Aerocool FP-
01 Multifunction Panel ($52.99) fits in
any external 5.25-inch drive bay and sports
a number of cool features, including a 55-
in-1 card reader, front-mounted eSATA
and USB 2.0 ports, and a flip-out screen
reminiscent of some of today’s high-end
automotive head units. Press a button on
the unit’s face, and the screen pops out;
pull it forward and tilt it up for access to
fan speed and temperature data for three
fans and thermal probes, respectively. The
front panel also sports a fan speed con-
troller. The Aerocool FP-01 has an alarm
function that alerts users in the event of a
fan failure or overheated component.

Evercool’s Serpent 
northbridge cooler is a

more powerful alternative 
to stock chipset coolers.

Fans of liquid cooling don’t have to settle for
air-cooled video memory any longer on their
GeForce 68xx or 7 Series cards, thanks to
Swiftech’s MCW-Ramcool waterblocks.
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cards run relatively hot in their stock
form, so good case cooling is a must.
Second, although you can slide by pow-
ering the HD 2900 XT with two 6-pin
PCI-E power connectors, you’ll need a
good power supply with at least one 8-pin
PCI-E power connector to do any over-
clocking. For reference, we used a Cooler
Master Real Power 1kW model. 

We wanted to improve our card’s chance
of hitting a high GPU speed, so we decided
to replace the cooler’s stock TIM (thermal
interface material). Doing so required disas-
sembling the card, which turned out to
have an additional benefit: We uncovered a
few problems with our particular card right
from the get-go. The screws used to hold
the cooling apparatus in place were fairly
loose. (It required almost no force to
remove them.) And when we finally
removed all of the screws and pried away
the heatsink, we also noticed that the loose
mounting screws meant that the RAM on
the front side of the card was barely making
contact with the thermal pads installed on
the heatsink. The RAM chips on the back
side of the card had left clear impressions in
the thermal pads on their heat spreader, but

I t’s no secret that AMD had a tough
time getting ATI Radeon HD 2900
XT cards to market and that the

media was less than enthusiastic once the
cards did arrive. Radeon HD 2900 XT
cards arrived almost seven months later
than competing products from Nvidia.
These new Radeons not only were louder
and consumed significantly more power
but also performed considerably lower in
many circumstances. Per-watt perfor-
mance kings they were not.

After AMD briefed us on the technology
employed in the Radeon HD 2900 XT and
we experimented with the card for many
hours, it became clear this was not the
product AMD had hoped to deliver. The
company took some risks in regard to the
design and manufacture of the Radeon HD
2900 XT that just didn’t pay off. No one at
AMD will outright admit it, but we suspect
the company had planned to clock the
GPU at speeds upwards of 900MHz and to
equip cards with 1GB of fast GDD4 mem-
ory. Unfortunately, doing so with the R600
GPU in its current state would have result-
ed in cards that required elaborate cooling
and consumed more power than the 
current PC infrastructure could support. 
Plus, yields would have been lower 
and prices unavoidably higher. What we 
got was a 512MB card with its GPU 
clocked at 750MHz and a 
new pricing strategy from 
AMD: Its most powerful
card would debut at $399 
to compete with Nvidia’s
GeForce 8800 GTS.

Just because AMD didn’t give us ATI
Radeon HD 2900 XT cards with higher
clock speeds doesn’t mean we power users
can’t take matters into our own hands.
With that in mind, we decided to mod
and overclock a Radeon HD 2900 XT to
see how much untapped horsepower it
had sitting under its hood.

Essential Considerations
Before attempting to overclock a Ra-

deon HD 2900 XT, you have to take a
few things into consideration. First, these

R600 Overclocking
Unleash The Radeon HD 2900 XT’s Full Potential

The stock thermal interface
material used on our

Radeon HD 2900 XT’s GPU
heatsink was somewhat dry
and clumpy, and there was

too much of it.

Disassembling
a Radeon HD 2900

XT card requires removing
14 screws, a retention bracket,

and a large, black combination heat
spreader/mounting plate.
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heatsink’s fins just before it’s expelled
from the system. Without the vents, the
only air to travel across the fins is the
heated air that’s already passed directly
over the hottest  part  of  the GPU
heatsink. So, we thought we’d take a
page from Nvidia’s playbook and do
something similar with our Radeon. We
drilled a series of 1/4-inch holes run-
ning the entire width of the fan shroud 
near its front edge, directly over the 
first heatpipe.

the RAM on the front of the card didn’t
leave a dent in the pads.

Compounding the problem, the
heatsink was slathered with an exces-
s i ve  amount  o f  the rma l  pa s t e  fo r  
the GPU; it was one of the thickest
applications we had seen on a stock
video card. We cleaned up this mess
and replaced it with a thin layer of
high-quality ceramic thermal grease.

Put The Pedal To The Meddle
To further improve the heat transfer,

we also decided to lap and polish the
stock heatsink’s copper base. In its stock
form, the base of our Radeon’s heatsink
was dull and had a number of small
ridges. To maximize the mating surfaces,
these ridges had to go. First we used some
1,500-grit wet sandpaper to minimize the
ridges. We began by laying the sandpaper
on a flat surface and working the heatsink
forward and back (not circular) for a few
minutes, turning the heatsink 90 degrees
every few strokes until we had spun the
heatsink 360 degrees. Then we polished
the base with the wadding metal polish

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | p c  m o d d e r

until we ended up with a near-perfect
mirror finish.

With the heatsink and GPU prepped,
we turned our attention to the fan
shroud. During briefings with Nvidia
leading up to the launch of the GeForce
8800 series, we spoke with an engineer
who gave us some insight into the
heats ink designs used on GeForce
graphics cards. The 8800’s cooler fea-
tures a number of vents at its front edge
designed to draw cool air in over the

We thoroughly cleaned our Radeon HD
2900 XT’s GPU of its old TIM with a bit of
isopropyl alcohol and some cotton swabs
before we applied a paper-thin layer of
high-quality thermal paste.

T o see just how much
performance we were

able to wring from our
modded and overclocked
Radeon HD 2900 XT card,
we installed it into a Core 2
Extreme X6800-powered
test rig, complete with an
Intel D975XBX2 mother-
board, 2GB of Corsair
DDR2-800 RAM, and Win-
dows XP Professional SP2.
We used the latest Cata-
lyst drivers available at 
press time (v7.7) and also

installed the June 2007
DirectX redist.

With the exception of
3DMark06, which we ran at
the benchmark’s default 
settings (1,280 x 1,024; no
additional pixel processing),
and S.T.A.L.K.E.R., which uses
proprietary filtering methods,
we ran all of our game tests
with 4X antialiasing and 16X
anisotropic filtering enabled
in the games’ control panels.
As you can see, with increas-
es of 115MHz (15.4%) and

145MHz (17.5%) for the
GPU and RAM, respectively,
we had significant perfor-
mance gains across the
board. We realized the
smallest gains in 3DMark06,
but all of the actual games
showed improvements from
a little over 9% to over
13%. That’s not bad for a
few hours’ worth of mod-
ding and a minimal invest-
ment in some metal polish
and thermal paste.

Clock speed

3DMark06 
(default settings)
Overall Score
SM 2.0
SM 3.0
Half Life 2: Episode 1
1,600 x 1,200
1,920 x 1,200
Prey v1.3
1,600 x 1,200
1,920 x 1,200
Quake 4 v1.41
1,600 x 1,200
1,920 x 1,200
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. v1.0003
1,600 x 1,200
1,920 x 1,200

Radeon HD 
2900 XT (Stock)

GPU: 743MHz 
Memory: 828MHz

10414
4451
4998

75.48
65.68

74.6
65.4

91.3
80.6

39.46
34.41

Radeon HD 2900 XT 
(Modded, overclocked)

GPU: 858MHz 
Memory: 973MHz

11037
4886
5334

82.61
72.36

82.2
72.2

100.4
87.9

44.53
38.94

Percent increase

15.4%/17.5%

6%
9.8%
6.7%

9.4%
10.2%

10.2%
10.4%

10%
9.1%

12.8%
13.2%

Performance: Before & After The Mod
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We borrowed the design of Nvidia’s
GeForce 8800 GTX and drilled a series
of ventilation holes at the front end of

our Radeon’s fan shroud.

our benchmarks, with temperatures
only marginally higher than those at
stock settings. Improved performance
for free—you gotta love it. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

Put The Pedal To The Metal
With our mods complete, we rein-

stalled the card into our test system and
started the overclocking process. We
began by using the overclocking options
built into the ATI Catalyst Control
Center’s Overdrive tab but almost imme-
diately hit a wall. Overdrive allows for 
a maximum memory clock speed of
900MHz (1,800MHz DDR), and our
card had no trouble whatsoever hitting
that speed.

So, we shifted gears and turned to
ATITool. ATITool let us select much
higher frequencies and, as an added
bonus, includes a tool to check for arti-
facts that are usually the result of an
overzealous overclock. In the end, we were
able to take our Radeon HD 2900 XT
from its stock GPU and memory frequen-
cies of 743MHz and 828MHz, respective-
ly, to 858MHz and 973MHz. The sum of
our efforts was a card that showed double-
digit performance gains in almost all of

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | p c  m o d d e r

The Side Effects

A t private briefings prior
to the launch of the

Radeon HD 2900 XT, AMD
informed analysts that the
manufacturing process used
to build the GPUs—TSMC’s
80nm HS process—had let the
company ramp clock speeds
up to relatively high levels.
But doing this produced an
unwanted side effect: Chips
built using the process dem-
onstrated wide variations in
power consumption between
not only stock and over-
clocked configurations but
also different stock HD 2900
XT GPUs themselves. TSMC’s
80nm HS process let the com-
pany clock the R600 relatively
high, but once the GPU’s
clock speed reached its upper
limit, power consumption
varied considerably because
of excessive current leakage.
This is part of the reason
AMD made the decision to
include a supplemental 8-pin
PCI-E power connector on the

HD 2900 XT. Having the 8-pin
PCI-E power connector in
conjunction with a 6-pin con-
nector and the PEG slot itself
means a card has up to 300
watts of total power at its dis-
posal (150W + 75W + 75W).

The considerable fluctua-
tions in power mean that any
given Radeon HD 2900 XT
can have completely different
power and thermal character-
istics when overclocked. To
show you just how much
variation there could be, we
monitored the GPU tempera-
ture and power consumption
of our card at its stock set-
tings and overclocked using
Overdrive and ATITool.
Because Overdrive doesn’t
allow memory clock speeds
above 900MHz and the dri-
vers throttle the GPU and
memory speed, there wasn’t
any variation in idle power
consumption; load power
only went up by 21 watts. The
GPU temperature remained

stable because the fan kicked
into high gear once the GPU
hit 70 degrees Celsius.

Using ATITool, however, to
tap into more of the card’s
potential caused much larger
spikes. When ATITool is run-
ning, the Radeon HD 2900 XT
doesn’t throttle down to a
lower speed when idling at
the desktop. Instead, the card
will always run at its over-
clocked speed, which caused
a huge, 93-watt jump in idle
power consumption. The lack
of throttling coupled with the
higher attainable memory
speed with ATITool also re-
sulted in considerably higher
temperatures and peak pow-
er consumption (about 375
watts, almost 50 watts higher
than the stock card). 

The moral of the story? If
you’re going to overclock a
Radeon HD 2900 XT, make
sure your power supply is up
to snuff and you have ade-
quate case cooling. ▲

In its stock form, we could feel tiny ridges,
and the finish left a lot to be desired. After
about an hour of polishing, however, the
heatsink’s base was a near-perfect mirror.

Idle power
Load power

Idle GPU 
Temperature
Load GPU
Temperature

Radeon HD 
2900 XT (stock)

165W
333W

51 

70 

Radeon HD 2900 XT (over-
clocked via ATI Overdrive)

165W
354W

51 

70 

Radeon HD 2900 XT (over-
clocked via ATITool)

258W
375W

57 

76 
Temperatures in degrees celsius
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Reader Mod of the month. Many of the
systems that catch our attention (and are
worth yours) don’t quite fit the Mad

Mad Reader Mod
Near Misses: The Mods You Didn’t See

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | p c  m o d d e r

Have a computer mod that will bring tears
to our eyes? Email photos and a description
to madreadermod@cpumag.com. We’re
looking for rigs that are recognizable as
PCs; your Wookiee mod won’t find a home
here. If we include your system in our “Mad
Reader Mod” section, we’ll help you load up
your modder's toolbox with $1,500 and a
one-year subscription to CPU. ▲

O
n the rare occasions that some-
one tells us PC modding isn’t
popular, or that it’s on the way

out, we point to the growing number of
modding Web sites and the flood of mod
submissions we receive from around the
world. Each month, we sift through pic-
tures of some of the best (and, we sus-
pect, a fair share of the worst) mods
around. We decline to cover the mod-
ding disasters, of course, but we also pass
on decent systems that lack the complexi-
ty or polish we expect.

Sadly, we also skip some truly great
mods during our hunt for the Mad

Reader Mod article for one reason or
another. These intrepid modders poured
creativity into the rigs. Some modded
existing cases, while others built new
cases from scratch. They cut, painted,
filed, and sanded until the custom PCs
reflected their modding skills.

We hate to leave such great mods
behind, and so we haven’t. For more
than a year, we’ve collected an assort-
ment of some of the best modified PCs
you haven’t yet seen. Now we’re ready to
unveil them in all their nothing-else-like-
it glory. So lean back, kick up your heels,
and enjoy this modding mélange.

Mystique2
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Mystique2
Brian “Boddaker” Carter’s Mystique2 is

one of the coolest custom HTPCs we’ve
seen. Carter combined two Cooler Master
Mystique 631 mid tower cases to create
this masterpiece. The PC owes almost all
of its parts to these two cases. In fact,
Carter bought only an aluminum bar and
blue acrylic. We like the iPod docking sta-
tion/media card reader, which slides out of
the front panel. The rig, which runs
Windows XP MCE, includes a WinPVR
TV-tuner, and a Cats Eye HDTV tuner,
as well as an AMD Athlon 64 FX-55 and
an Asus A8N SLI motherboard.

Optimus Prime PC
Why mess with a small, portable com-

puter when you can build a nearly 7-foot
Autobot? John Mangus unveiled his
Optimus Prime PC to the public as the

BloodMoon
This small, LAN-party PC has plenty

of attitude. Jeff “Dgephri” Kaiser
designed the system in Google SketchUp
and then built it in his garage workshop.
Although BloodMoon is a small PC (it
has a micro-ATX Asus P5LD2-VM rev. 2
motherboard), it houses a watercooling
system, which lets Kaiser overclock the

Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 to 3.45GHz.
Kaiser also enlisted the help of Global
Plastic Services International (www.clear
domes.com), which created the Earth and
Moon domes. “I used a satellite image of
the Earth to print out a template for etch-
ing the continents onto the inside of the
dome, and did the same for the Moon,”
says Dgephri.

Optimus Prime PC
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Scan-A-Tron
What once was old is new again, with

Allen “BigAl” Haid’s Scan-A-Tron. The
HP ScanJet 6100C scanner underwent a
massive transformation on Haid’s basement
workbench. Haid swapped the scanner’s
innards with parts from an HP Pavilion
ze4145 notebook to create a classy Web-
surfing machine. The modder enlisted the

Transformers movie launched in mid
2007. Since then, the fully functional
computer has also won first place at the
modding competition at QuakeCon.
Mangus built the system with an Intel
Core 2 Duo e6850 processor, two BFG
Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTS OC x2 video
cards in SLI, and a 7-inch monitor at his
waist. The modder welded the aluminum
frame and handled its many coats of paint,
as well as the wet sanding and buffing. 

Prometheus
This watercooled, overclocked PC

divides its components into separate
thermal groups, thanks to Daniel “Syril-
lian” Costin’s vision. Forgoing tradition-
al PC cases, the modder designed and
built Prometheus from scratch. The PC
Power And Cooling 750 Silencer PSU

gets its own area, as do the rig’s hard 
drives. The Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 (at
3.52GHz) and the Asus P5B-D WiFi
motherboard share another room. Fan
controllers let the modder adjust air
cooling across the system. Costin posi-
tioned the motherboard horizontally so
he could quickly reach components
when changing hardware. 

Star Trek NX-PC
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system and warp engines that light up to
indicate hard drive activity. 

WMD
This attention-grabbing PC is the

result of watching “James Bond” movies
and episodes of “24,” says well-known
modder Peter “G-gnome” Dickison. “I
also thought having a big, industrial-look-
ing, stainless steel nuclear bomb sitting on
my desk would look cool,” says Dickison.
The system includes an AMD Athlon 64
FX-55 CPU and a Shuttle SN95G5
motherboard, as well as two water-cooled
power supplies. The key lock power
switch and functional countdown timer
(which has an audible alarm) completes
the PC’s bomb-like look. ▲

by Joshua Gulick

help of Hyperkore (www.hyperkore.com),
which etched the system’s large window.
The Scan-A-Tron now sits above Haid’s
workbench so he can download drivers and
surf modding forums while he works on his
latest project. 

Star Trek NX-PC
Russ “jediknight0” Caslis’ latest mod

shines the spotlight on Star Trek. “Star

Trek has always been a love of mine (as
well as Star Wars), but has received very
little love from the modding communi-
ty,” says Caslis. “In the Star Trek world,
the show Star Trek: Enterprise has also
received very little love from the fans so it
seemed appropriate to give both of these
underappreciated areas a boost in the
form of an appropriate mod.” The rig
boasts a speed-controlled watercooling
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Get informed answers to your advanced technical

questions from CPU. Send your questions along with a

phone and/or fax number, so we can call you if 

necessary, to qq&&aa@@ccppuummaagg..ccoomm. Please include all

pertinent system information. 

Microsoft and some

hardware companies

claim ReadyBoost can

increase performance

quite a bit and seems 

to use the information

to push Windows 

Vista onto us.

“

“

Each month, we dig deep into the mailbag here at CPU in an effort
to answer your most pressing technical questions. Want some advice
on your next purchase or upgrade? Have a ghost in your machine?
Are BSODs making your life miserable? CPU’s “Advanced Q&A
Corner” is here for you.

Greg J. asked: My motherboard has been running with only its inte-
grated graphics for 18 months. I just bought a GeForce 8800 GTS/320M
PCI-E graphics card, but the motherboard will not detect it. My system
specs are: Asus P5LD2-VM motherboard (Intel 945G chipset), 1GB of
Corsair XMS PC2-5400 RAM, Pentium 630 CPU at 3GHz, Seagate Barra-
cuda 80GB SATA hard drive, and the Asus EN8800 GTS/HTDP/320M card.
My LCD is a Samsung SyncMaster 204B. 

The analog input is connected to the motherboard connection, and
the digital input is connected to the top DVI connector on the GeForce
8800 GTS. So, both analog and digital inputs to the display are connect-
ed. I verified that the BIOS video select option is set to PCI-Express/Int-
VGA so it would look first for a PCI-E card. There is not a BIOS option to
force it to only the PCI-E card. 

At first, I just shut down the computer from the front panel switch,
then I read that I should turn off the switch at the back of the PSU. So I
did that and it did detect the 8800 card, and I proceeded to install the
158 driver with Windows Vista. Then I cycled power, and it went back to
the integrated VGA output. I cycled power again and switched off the
PSU at the back. The system then detected the GeForce 8800 card again.
I then ran 3DMark06 and got a score of 4786. It ran like this for more
than 24 hours. When I finally got the courage to try a power cycle, it
would not detect the GeForce 8800 card. Any suggestions? 

A: It sounds like your problems might be two-fold, Greg. First, it
may very well be that your LCD doesn’t know what signal to
lock on to, if you have both the DVI cable to your GeForce 8800
GTS, as well as the analog VGA cable from the motherboard’s
integrated graphics connected to it. You will not be able to run
both simultaneously anyway on the 945G chipset-based mother-
board you have. Essentially, what you’re doing is driving both
video signals into your monitor simultaneously. Also, since your
motherboard’s analog VGA port detects a monitor hooked up to
it, that’s probably why it randomly kills the discrete graphics card
signal in your system. Simply disconnect that VGA cable and let
your DVI connection run free and wild, grasshopper.

Another thing that concerns us is that relatively low score in
3DMark06 you’re reporting. Typically, we see systems with
GeForce 8800 GTS cards score in the low 9000 range, with
faster Core 2 Duo processors driving them. It’s probably time 
to upgrade that CPU. Your motherboard supports Core 2 Duo
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Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTX 768MB PCI-E SLI 
Alienware 3.0 Video Cooling 
High-Def Audio Nvidia C55-MB Sound Card 
LG 20x Dual-Layer DVD+RW Drive 
AVC Dual Core HSF High-Performance Liquid Cooling 
1000W OEM ATX PSU 
Seagate 250GB SATA 3G 7,200rpm HD, 8MB Cache
Windows Vista 32-bit OS 

A: It’s hard to believe you want that wonderful new Alienware
gaming rig to go faster, but then again, like you, we always feel the
need for more speed. Our humble opinion is that 2GB of RAM is
the sweet spot for Windows Vista 32-bit systems right now. In
fact, the 32-bit version of Vista won’t see extra system memory
beyond about 3.5GB anyway, due to the inherent limitation of the
x86 architecture and its I/O memory map hole beyond 3GB. No
matter what 32-bit operating system you choose, that 1GB or so of
memory will be invisible to the CPU. And depending on your
motherboard, you might only be able to see 2.5GB of RAM. The
solution is to go to Windows Vista 64-bit, in which case the OS
would see all of the memory from a 2GB upgrade, to 4GB total.
But we’d offer that there are better options for you.

That 3GB SATA Seagate drive you have is fairly peppy, but we
like your idea of going to a WD Raptor drive instead, for faster disk
I/O. Remember, the hard drive is still your slowest component in
your computer system. Performance gains in your storage subsystem
can have a significant, tangible feel. These new Western Digital
Raptor WD1500 drives have a 10K rpm spindle speed and 16MB
of cache on board, which really helps in overall throughput. You’ll
feel the difference in OS boot times, as well as level load times in
games and other application load times. If you’ve got money to
burn, why not get two Raptors and set them up in a RAID 0 array
for even faster performance? You could then use your existing
Seagate drive as a backup device, as well. Regardless, no matter what
you do, back up early and often if you do run a RAID 0 setup. If
one drive goes south, you’ll lose all your data. That said, we’ve been
RAID 0 fans for our gaming rigs for many years now. Just cover
your butt and make sure you’re fault tolerant. ▲

by Dave Altavilla and Marco Chiappetta, 
the experts over at HotHardware.com

For bonus content, subscribers can go to 
wwwwww..ccppuummaagg..ccoomm//ccppuuoocctt0077//qq&&aa

chips, and there are some great deals out there right now for these
processors. As a frame of reference, a Pentium 630 scores around
900 or so in 3DMark06’s CPU test. A Core 2 Duo E6600
2.66GHz dual-core processor scores around 2000 in 3DMark’s
CPU test. With street prices currently in the $225 to $250 range,
that just might be the best bet for your next upgrade.

Joe P. asked: I have a question about Windows Vista’s ReadyBoost
feature. From what I’ve read, it just uses a flash drive to store the paging
file instead of the hard drive. Microsoft and some hardware companies
claim ReadyBoost can increase performance quite a bit and seems to use
the information to push Windows Vista onto us. But why couldn’t you just
use a flash drive with Windows XP and set up the OS to use the flash
drive for the paging file? Wouldn’t that do the same thing as ReadyBoost? 

A: Well, yes and no, Joe. It’s true that when using ReadyBoost,
Windows Vista will use a flash drive to manage the paging file,
but there’s a lot more going on than that. The flash drive used in
a ReadyBoost configuration doesn’t simply replace the paging file
on the hard drive; it works in conjunction with it. Vista dupli-
cates all of the data in the paging file on the flash drive and on
the hard drive, but only fetches data from the flash drive when
it’s present. This can boost performance (and lower power con-
sumption, incidentally) because flash drives are much quicker
than even the fastest hard drives when seeking data. Sustained
transfers are another story, but faster sustained transfers don’t
equate to better paging file performance.

We should also note that Vista duplicates the data on the hard
drive as a precaution. For example, if the flash drive gets removed
while Windows or an application needs data stored in the paging
file, it can fetch the data from the hard drive and the OS and the
application will continue to operate reliably. If the backup data
wasn’t present, however, you can bet a BSOD or at the very least
a fatal application error would be likely.

ReadyBoost also encrypts the data stored in the paging file
on the flash drive in the event someone comes by and snatches
the drive while it’s in use. Windows XP doesn’t have any of
these capabilities.

With that said, there’s really no reason you couldn’t use a flash
drive on your XP machine to house the paging file. In fact, it would
probably dramatically reduce your hard drive from thrashing when
the system is running low on memory. Just be aware of the limita-
tions and make sure that the flash drive can’t be removed easily.

Crysjon asked: I’m trying to decide on what to spend money on
next, a WD Raptor hard drive or more memory for my gaming rig. All
my games run flawlessly at full specs now, including S.T.A.L.K.E.R., and
I’m told I should be able to run Crysis at full specs, as well, when that
comes out.  However, I’m looking to make my rig run smoother and
faster than it already does. How about a little input from the experts?

Here are my system specs:
Alienware Area-51 7500 SLI full tower black case 
Alienware-Approved Nvidia Evga nForce 680i SLI Motherboard 
Intel Core 2 Duo 2.67GHz E6700 Processor
PDP 512MB Low Latency PC-6400 AW95 DDR2 RAM x4 (Total 2,046MB) 

The WD1500 Raptor is a 
10K rpm SATA drive with 
16MB of cache. It’s 
currently one of the fastest 
desktop drives in the 
market and makes for a 
nice upgrade over a 
standard 7,200rpm drive. 
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to be around $250,000 for a few minutes of
weightlessness—might make spending sev-
eral months or so at Disney World seem
like an inexpensive choice. Still, having the
opportunity to be one of only several hun-
dred people in the history of the world to
have traveled into space makes it money
well spent for some people.

Space tourism is a relatively new idea. It
gives nonmilitary personnel and nonastro-
nauts the opportunity to travel briefly into
space for a fee. Several companies have
developed ideas for sending civilians into
space (defined as about 62 miles above the
earth). Media outlets have given the
Virgin Group, through its Virgin Galactic
division, the most notoriety thus far. 

TThhee  SSppaaccee  JJeett  

One of the newest commercial space
travel ideas comes from EADS, a European
aerospace and defense company. The EADS
Astrium subsidiary introduced the idea of its
Astrium Space Jet in June. The Space Jet
concept differs from competing projects in
that it is the only vehicle required to carry
passengers from the ground into space. It
uses jet engines to take off and land at an
airport and an attached rocket engine to
move from the lowest level of the atmos-
phere into space. Other space tourism con-
cepts, such as Virgin Galactic’s plans,
involve using an airplane to carry a second
vehicle with a rocket engine several miles
above the earth. Under the Virgin Galactic

I
f you hear the word tourism, you’ll prob-
ably think immediately of two words:
fun . . . and expensive. Most excursions

involving tourism are going to involve
spending some serious money.

A Disney World admission ticket costs
more than $65 . . . and that’s before you
purchase food or souvenirs. You can spend
$100 or more for one good seat at a
Broadway musical. Europe has some great
tourist attractions, but you could spend sev-
eral hundred dollars per airplane ticket to
reach the Old World. 

Or, thanks to some new business ven-
tures, you could save your money for a few
years and take a trip into space. Of course,
the cost of space tourism—initially expected

Space Jet Set To Take Off

atmosphere. Passengers will feel an acceleration
of about 3 g.

At about 37 miles, the computer shuts down
the rocket engine, and the Space Jet’s momen-
tum carries it another 25 or more miles into the
atmosphere, reaching “space” by surpassing
100 km, as defined by the Karman Line.

Earth’s gravity eventually begins pulling
the Space Jet back toward earth. But during
this “coasting” period, the passengers will
experience weightlessness . . . along
with amazing views of Earth.

The Space Jet takes off from an airport runway just
like any small jet, using a pair of standard small jet
engines, which are mounted on the side of the air-
craft body in this illustration. The Space Jet can
carry up to four passengers and needs only one
pilot. (Sorry, no flight attendants.)

About 45 minutes into the flight—at an altitude
of about 7.5 miles—the pilot does a final system
check and then presses a button to allow the com-
puting system to take control. The computer shuts
down the jet engines and fires the Space Jet’s rock-
et engine. Within 80 seconds, the Space Jet soars
30 additional miles into the

Sources and image credits: EADS Astrium and Marc Newson Ltd.
(not drawn to scale)

45 minutes 80 seconds 3 minutes

60 km 
(37.28 miles)

12 km 
(7.46 miles)

100 km 
(62.14 
miles)

Weightlessness
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concept, the rocket-equipped vehicle then
separates from the plane and carries the pas-
sengers into and back from space.

Robert Lainé, CTO of EADS Astrium,
says he and his team decided on the single-
vehicle design of the Space Jet to give the
spacecraft design the best chance of remain-
ing useful over the long-term.

Lainé says EADS Astrium worked on the
concept of the Space Jet for about two years
before the June announcement. He says
coming up with ideas for a business venture
like this required some different thinking vs.
the typical considerations for space travel
sponsored by governmental agencies.

“We had to change our way of thinking
collectively,” Lainé says. “It’s not an institu-
tional program. . . . It was a pleasure to be
thinking in a way where there were no lim-
its. After that, it was easy because we had
removed the limits of the establishment.”

The current plans call for the Space Jet
to use standard jet engines, Lainé says. The
rocket engine will make use of a liquid

oxygen and liquid methane mixture for its
fuel. In addition to being environmentally
friendly, this fuel is readily available.

“We want to be able to operate from
many airports, so we want to keep things
easy,” Lainé says. “Obtaining liquid
methane is easy. Using liquid oxygen is
easy; it’s a common fuel to obtain.”

Lainé says he doesn’t expect re-entry
temperatures to be a problem for the
Space Jet, thanks to its angle of descent
and its center of gravity. However, for
competitive reasons EADS has not
released specific information on how the
descent will work.

FFiirrsstt  FFlliigghhttss

Virgin Galactic is already taking reser-
vations for its flights, which could begin as
soon as 2009. EADS hopes to begin build-
ing and testing the Space Jet in 2008, with
the first flights beginning in 2012.

Eventually, if the plans work as hoped,
EADS expects to have 20 Space Jet vehicles

in use. Each vehicle could make one flight
into space with four passengers per week by
around 2020.

Lainé says almost any fighter pilot
would have the skills and physical capa-
bilities to fly the Space Jet. Because the
vehicle operates so closely to a jet air-
plane, a Space Jet pilot wouldn’t need
extensive additional training.

Lainé says he doesn’t expect many
restrictions on civilian passengers, either.
As long as they can afford a ticket and
have the physical conditioning to with-
stand the g-forces involved, they’ll proba-
bly be allowed to travel into space with a
very brief training session, involving safe-
ty precautions somewhat similar to what
commercial airline passengers encounter.

Just don’t expect any peanuts or com-
plimentary sodas on this trip. Our guess is
the window views will more than make
up for the lack of prepackaged snacks. ▲

by Kyle Schurman

reaching the proper altitude. (The rocket engine only fires during the
Jet Plane’s ascent, not during descent.)

Australian Marc Newson designed the interior of the Space Jet (as
shown in this illustration). The chairs in the passenger area rotate
and swivel, making them as comfortable as possible for civilians who
aren’t commonly exposed to g-forces. The chairs can even lie flat.

“It’s the most comfortable way to take the acceleration and the
deceleration,” EADS Astrium CTO Lainé says. “(Newson) was a good
help with the styling and getting it into shape. In the end, he gave it a
much better look and feel than a bunch of engineers could do,” Lainé
says with a laugh.

In about one minute, the Jet Plane descends an altitude of about 9
to 10 miles. At that point, the pilot restarts the jet engines
and returns the Jet Plane to the airport, where it lands like
any other small jet. ▲

After about three minutes of weightlessness, the pilot begins brak-
ing procedures, using the atmosphere and the angle of descent to slow
the Space Jet. By using this procedure, the Space Jet’s exterior will
reach temperatures of more than 250 degrees Fahrenheit, which EADS’
Lainé says is safe for the aluminum body of the plane. At this point, the
passengers will return to their seats. During the next minute, the pas-
sengers will experience about 4 or 5 g of acceleration.

During the three minutes of weightlessness, the pilot only
uses small rocket thrusters to steer the Space Jet.

The pilot doesn’t fire the main jet
engines again until

1 minute 30 minutes

15 km 
(9.32 miles)
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Don’t Bury Red Lasers Yet 
VMD Hopes To Keep Them Viable

disc, enough that VMD can store an
entire HD movie on a single disc.

PPllaayyiinngg  CCaattcchh--uupp

With its VMD technology, NME will
compete directly with other types of high-
definition, high-capacity optical disc for-
mats, including HD DVD and Blu-ray.
VMD differs from the other two major
high-definition formats because it uses a red
laser, while HD DVD and Blu-ray use blue
lasers. Blue lasers involve a smaller wave-
length than red lasers, allowing disc makers
to create smaller pits and store more data on
an optical disc. However, red lasers are 
less expensive than blue lasers, and NME

expects to be able to sell VMD players and
discs at a price far less than the blue-laser
HD options. VMD can support an HD res-
olution up to 1080i or 1080p, just like HD
DVD and Blu-ray. Keep in mind that
NME has designed VMD to be versatile,
too; when blue-laser technology is more sta-
ble and less expensive to implement, NME
plans to incorporate support for blue laser in
its VMD players.

One of the biggest problems VMD will
face is the head start HD DVD and Blu-ray
already have in the HD optical disc market.
Consumers already can buy HD DVD and
Blu-ray players. Many new movies are avail-
able in HD DVD and Blu-ray formats

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

T
hose convinced that blue-laser, high-
definition optical disc technologies
will inevitably dominate the HD

market might have to take their fingers off
the fast-forward button and press pause
instead if the British company NME (New
Medium Enterprises) has its way.

NME has developed a multilayer opti-
cal disc technology—called VMD (Ver-
satile Multilayer Disc)—that makes use of
the same red-laser technology found in
DVDs. By making use of multiple layers,
VMD is able to store data in portions of
the optical disc that the DVD standard
could not, which allows VMD to greatly
increase the storage capacity of the optical

VMD’s Structure
A VMD disc will remind you of a DVD, as VMD discs have the same diame-
ter and thickness as DVDs. Both also use red lasers to read and write data. 

But the biggest difference between the two disc technologies is suggested
in the “M” in VMD—multilayer. Each layer can hold data, meaning VMDs
using more layers can store more data. DVDs, at most, can use two layers
per side of the disc. VMDs eventually will be able to make use of 10 layers
per side. Initially, though, discs using VMD technology will have up to four
layers (as shown here). By using multiple layers, VMD will have a capacity of
20 to 100GB per disc (as it will allow about 5GB of data storage per layer).

The disc manufacturing process for VMD is similar to DVD, with a few
exceptions. Both types of discs use two polymer substrates to encase the
recording layers. The reflective material used on the recording layers dif-
fers, though. DVDs need a highly reflective metal (40 to 50% reflectivity),
such as aluminum, silver, or gold. With VMD’s multiple layers, NME uses
a far less reflective glass-like material (2 to 5% reflectivity). Less reflectiv-
ity reduces the potential for interference from inadvertently reflected light
from the multiple layers. VMDs probably will appear to be almost trans-
parent because of the glass-like reflective material. 

VMD’s multilayer discs work because of what NME calls VMD 2P tech-
nology, which allows multiple layers by making use of the previously unused
portions of the optical disc. VMD 2P technology eliminates interference (also
called cross talk) between layers by using a standard space between the data
layers. The technology used in the DVD standard cannot prevent the interfer-
ence, which limits the number of layers available in DVDs.

Cross talk between layers occurs when the laser beam is focusing on a
particular layer and stray light from the laser inadvertently strikes other
layers (shown by red arrows). Even though the laser beam is not focused

Source: NME

Single-layer
DVD red laser

DDVVDD

Four-layer VMD structure

Dual-layer DVD structure

Four-layer VMD red laser
VVMMDD Cross talk

Recording 
layers with
pits and lands

Polymer substate

Polymer substate

on those layers (and therefore its reflection off those layers isn’t readable
by the DVD player), the stray light can cause interference with the focused
laser beam’s reflection, which can cause reading errors in the DVD player. 

The 2P technology allows data layers to be only 15 microns apart on
the disc with no cross talk problems. ▲

Polymer substate
Recording layer

Bonding layer

Recording layer

Polymer substate
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(along with DVD), and many Blockbuster
Video stores are offering Blu-ray movies for
rent (with some also offering HD DVD).

Meanwhile, NME plans to begin releas-
ing VMD players and discs in the United
States sometime in the fall of 2007. NME
has made progress elsewhere in the world,
too, including securing deals with content
distributors in more than a dozen countries,
such as Australia, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, and France. VMD players and
discs should be available in several countries
before the 2007 holiday season.

NME CEO Mahesh Jayanarayan says
being a small company competing with
industry heavyweights such as Sony and
Toshiba can be challenging. But being
small and nimble has its advantages, too.

“We, of course, face anything a small
company would face,” he says. “We have
overcome many issues in the last one and
a half years. We have good partners who
have helped us overcome some of those
things. Sony and Toshiba, they’ve had
some false starts [with Blu-ray and HD
DVD]. We’re much faster to make
changes because we’re lean and mean.”

Even though Blu-ray and HD DVD
have a significant head start over VMD in
bringing their products to the market,
Jayanarayan says NME isn’t concerned.
He says NME is aiming its VMD players
and discs at a price similar to DVDs . . . a
segment that already has proven success-
ful. Consumers have shown they’re will-
ing to pay $10 to $15 for DVDs and

$100 to $150 for DVD players, so
Jayanarayan foresees success for his com-
pany’s HD option.

“The blue-laser devices will survive if
rich people want to buy the players,”
Jayanarayan says. “The red-laser market
is  a lready huge because of  DVDs. 
We are targeting a market in the mid-
income group where other, similar tech-
nologies have survived. The penetration
of Blu-ray and HD DVD is very small
worldwide. . . . I believe their players
will not come close to the affordability
that we can.”

BBaacckkwwaarrdd  CCoommppaattiibbiilliittyy

By using a red laser, VMD players can
play traditional DVDs and CDs. VMD’s

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

Other HD Disc Options

Source: Manifest-Tech

A few companies have announced other optical disc tech-
nologies—in various levels of development—aimed at the
HD market and beyond Blu-ray, HD DVD, and VMD.

Hybrid discs. In 2005, Toshiba proposed a hybrid disc
(upper right), which is a double-sided, dual-layer disc. A red
laser would read one side of the disc, while a blue laser
would read the other side of the disc. A hybrid disc would
allow manufacturers to release discs with a standard-defini-
tion movie on the red laser side and an HD version of the
same movie on the blue laser side. 

Total Hi Def. Early in 2007, Warner Bros. announced a
Total Hi Def disc that features both HD DVD and
Blu-ray versions of a single HD movie on opposite
sides of a single disc (middle right). In mid-2007,
however, Warner pushed back the full launch of
Total Hi Def until 2008. Total Hi Def is possible
because Blu-ray technology requires the blue laser
to penetrate the disc to a depth of only 0.1mm,
while HD DVD’s laser penetrates to a depth of
0.6mm. Optical discs are 1.2mm in thickness.

Super Blu Player. LG Electronics began offer-
ing in the first quarter of 2007 in the United States its Super Blu Player
(MSRP $1,199), which is capable of playing both Blu-ray and HD DVD discs.
The Super Blu Player also can read DVD discs.

tapestry. InPhase Technologies has devel-
oped a commercial holographic disc, called
tapestry (lower right), that reads data by split-
ting a blue laser into two beams. The disc’s
recording layer is made of light-sensitive mater-
ial. As the two beams intersect in the recording
layer, a data bit is created. Storage capacity will
begin at 300GB per disc, with a potential of
1.6TB per disc. The first tapestry products

should appear late in 2007. It will be aimed at replacing
high-end tape drives in the commercial market.

HD-DMD. Digital Multilayer Disc technology from D Data
Inc. looks to build on research from Constellation 3D,
which was developing FMD (Fluorescent Multilayer Disc)
before going bankrupt. Similarly to VMD, HD-DMD makes
use of a red laser and multiple layers with its discs. HD-
DMD discs currently have a storage capacity of 22 to 32GB.
D Data is based in Russia.

SVOD. Stacked Volumetric Optical Disk technology from
Hitachi Maxell involves using an array of optical disks (around

100) to store almost 470GB of data collectively.
The disks are extremely thin (about 0.1mm in
thickness) and are flexible individually. A 100-disk
stack would be stacked (and protected) in a car-
tridge and measure 3 to 5cm in thickness. It’s
expected SVOD would be best for commercial
storage applications. Although Hitachi Maxell
announced the idea early in 2006, little new infor-
mation about SVOD has appeared recently.

HVD. Holographic Versatile Disc technology
from Optware remains in the research stage, but it eventually could yield
an optical disc with a 3.9TB capacity. A red laser and a blue-green laser

combine to read the data. Little new information
about Optware or HVD has appeared in the past
12 to 18 months, though.

PH-DVD. Polarizonics has allegedly developed
the PH-DVD format, which makes use of the
polarization elements in a DVD to increase the
DVD storage capacity to around 100GB. Although
this proposed format received some media cover-
age in early 2006, no real developments have
been announced in more than a year. ▲

Red
laser

Blue
laser

HHyybbrriidd  ddiissccss

TToottaall  HHii  DDeeff
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backward capability with older optical discs
makes VMD an economical choice. When
you upgrade your optical disc technology
with a VMD player, the dozens (or hun-
dreds, or thousands) of DVDs and CDs
you already own aren’t obsolete. By using
red-laser technology with its first generation
of VMD players and discs, Jayanarayan says
overall manufacturing costs will be lower
than with blue-laser technology because
nearly all optical disc manufacturing

processes already use red-laser technology.
Making a switch to blue-laser technology in
the manufacturing process will be expensive
for manufacturers; maintaining the viability
of red lasers for as long as possible will keep
overall costs down, both for manufacturers
and consumers, Jayanarayan says. Estimates
from NME and industry manufacturers say
creating a VMD will cost only about $1 per
disc, far less than the $2.50 to $3.50 per
disc for HD DVD and Blu-ray.

“For the consumer, red laser is a very
stable technology,” Jayanarayan says. “It’s
in many devices today. It’s nothing new.
It’s in plug-and-play devices that every-
one’s familiar with.”

The VMD player (also called a VMD
drive) runs similarly to a DVD player,
with the biggest difference involving how
the laser reads the multiple layers. The
laser’s penetration depth into the disc
depends on the particular layer the unit is
trying to read. VMD players also contain
an HD decoder, which allows them to
read and transfer data up to four times as
fast as a standard DVD decoder that’s
found in a DVD player. 

The idea of using multiple layers in a
DVD-like disc really isn’t new. Jayan-
arayan says Constellation 3D was one of
the leading research companies into the
idea, beginning more than a decade ago.
But after Constellation 3D went bankrupt
in 2002, other companies, including
NME, began researching the idea.

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

Source: NME
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As you can see from this
illustration, the mechanics
inside the VMD drive are very
similar to a DVD drive. 

The pick-up head in the
VMD drive is one of the
biggest differences between
VMD and DVD. Because of
the multilayer configuration
in a VMD disc, the VMD 
drive’s pick-up head must
have high-quality optical
components that can 
provide the most accurate
readings. Reading the 
reflected laser light through
different layers requires
high-quality components. ▲

Inside The VMD Drive

VMD Player Specs
Here are the specifications for the VMD player hardware.
Audio codec. Dolby Digital
Audio output. ExAC 6 
channels out, stereo out
Video codec. MPEG-2
VBR SD and HD
Video output. Component
video out, S-Video out, 
HDMI, SCART

Source: NME
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“It’s taken some time,” Jayanarayan says.
“It’s not just making the discs, but getting
the player to read [the multiple layers].”

PPuuttttiinngg  VVMMDD  TToo  UUssee

PC video games on VMDs will require a
VMD PC drive, which NME is develop-
ing. The company hasn’t yet announced a
target release date for the VMD PC drive.

“The PC market is huge and signifi-
cant for us,” Jayanarayan says.

Until then, NME will continue to aim
at grabbing a share of the HD optical
disc consumer market. Jayanarayan says
he’s confident that VMD will be appeal-
ing to consumers, despite the name
recognition advantage the Blu-ray and
HD DVD formats currently enjoy.

“All in all, you look at the competing
technologies, and what do they bring to the
table that we can’t?” Jayanarayan asks. “It’s
the same resolution at a lower price. They
do have a ‘brand’ name, and we don’t—
yet. That’s how I look at it.” ▲

by Kyle Schurman

h a r d  h a t  a r e a   | w h i t e  p a p e r

The red laser in DVD technology
penetrates about midway through
the disc to the data layer. The
DVD track pitch (marked with
arrow below) is about 0.74
microns, and the minimum pit
length is about 0.4 microns.

The 650nm wavelength used with a red laser creates a larger spot size than the 405nm wavelength from the blue laser. 

The red laser in HD VMD technol-
ogy penetrates to varying depths
in the disc, depending on the
layer it’s trying to read. The VMD
track pitch is about 0.70 to 0.74
microns, and the minimum pit
length is about 0.34 microns.

The blue laser in HD DVD tech-
nology penetrates about midway
through the disc to the data layer.
The HD DVD track pitch is about
0.4 microns, and the minimum
pit length is about 0.2 microns.

The blue laser in Blu-ray technol-
ogy penetrates only shallowly
through the disc to the data layer
(about 0.1mm). The Blu-ray track
pitch is about 0.32 microns, and
the minimum pit length is about
0.15 microns.

Sources: NME, Becta

OOppttiiccaall  DDiisscc  TTeecchhnnoollooggiieess
DVD HD VMD HD DVD Blu-ray

Technology Red laser Red laser Blue laser Blue laser

Laser wavelength 650nm 650nm 405nm 405nm

Diameter of disc 120mm 120mm 120mm 120mm

Thickness of disc 1.2mm 1.2mm 1.2mm 1.2mm

Maximum layers per side 2 8 2 2

Single layer capacity 4.7GB 4.7 to 6GB 15GB 25GB

Maximum capacity per side 8.5GB 38 to 48GB 30GB 50GB

Current maximum capacity 17GB 48GB 30GB 50GB

Maximum data transfer rate 11Mbps 40Mbps 36Mbps 36Mbps

Supported resolutions 480p, 576p 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080p 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080p 480p, 576p, 720p, 1080p

Estimated cost per prerecorded disc $10 to $12 $15 to $25 $20 to $35 $20 to $35

Estimated cost of player $50 to $250 $100 to $250 $350 to $750 $500 to $1,000

Source: NME

Comparing Optical Disc Options
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esigning chipsets and motherboards
must be simply maddening. Every
year, consumers request more and
more features be integrated into their
motherboards but still demand the
least amount of power consumption
and heat production possible. Chip-
set makers are forced to support the
fastest CPU and GPU technologies

and always have to be on the cutting edge of an industry
that’s far from stagnant. Although the chipset market isn’t
as headline-grabbing as the processor market, it’s one
that’s constantly unique and interesting in comparison to
the rest of the computing landscape.

This year alone, we’ll see many new technologies make
their way to market to increase the complexity of the hum-
ble chipset, while most consumers will be blissfully
unaware of the array of changes taking place. Some of
these changes are highly visible, while others are designed
to improve underlying architectural elements in order to
allow for future CPU and GPU growth. Some of these
new technologies include the introduction of DDR3
memory module support, PCI Express 2.0, and Hy-
perTransport 3.0, along with improvements in the areas of
memory controllers, power planes, and bus interface
speeds. In addition, integrated technologies such as
SATA controllers, networking, audio, and graphics all
improve on a frequent basis. Here’s an overview of
some of the core new technologies which may be pow-
ering your new system by the end of the year.

Just Arrived Or Coming Very Soon
DDR3. Although DDR3 memory may be a new fea-

ture for the desktop chipset market, it’s hardly a new tech-
nology. In fact, GPU manufacturers have been pairing
their chips with DDR3 memory for the last few genera-
tions of graphics processors. DDR3 technology for the
desktop is slightly different than what you’ll find on a
GeForce 7900 GTX, for example, but the principles are
the same. DDR3 is largely based on now commonplace
DDR2 technology but has improvements which allow for
higher clock speeds and lower power consumption. 

Although DDR2 “officially” topped at 800MHz clock
speeds at 1.8V, DDR3 is slated to run at speeds up to
1,600MHz at 1.5V. At these speeds, a dual-channel
DDR3-1600 memory configuration will be capable of a
whopping 25.6GBps of bandwidth; in comparison,
today’s dual-channel DDR2-800 platforms can only push
roughly 12.8GBps of bandwidth. 

The drawback, however, is that DDR3 memory mod-
ules run at higher latencies by default (CAS 7 and 8 mod-
ules are common), although the increased module clock
speed typically makes up for this aspect in overall per-
formance comparisons. Although DDR3 modules have a 

240-pin interface like DDR2, the connector is keyed differ-
ently in order to make sure DDR3 modules are not plugged
into DDR2 sockets. Intel-based platforms are already avail-
able with DDR3 memory support, and of course, AMD has
already planned platforms that will support the technology
in the future. And because AMD’s processors feature on-die
memory controllers, AMD will need to engineer its proces-
sors for DDR3 support, as opposed to Intel’s chips, which
can run on both DDR2 and DDR3 platforms.
Pros: Increased bandwidth, leading to faster memory per-

formance; lower power consumption.
Cons: Increased latencies mean that higher clock speeds

aren’t as fast as expected; incompatible with DDR2
motherboards; pricey in today’s market (although
this will certainly drop in time).

PCI Express 2.0. Now that the graphics industry has
almost completely moved to PCI-E as its primary interface
(AGP flavors of newer GPUs still surface on occasion)
from the low end to high end, the time is finally right to
improve upon this original standard. PCI-E 2.0 is an
expansion of the original PCI-E 1.0 specification and is
completely backward-compatible with today’s PCI-E
devices. You’ll be able to plug in your current PCI-E x16
graphics card to a PCI-E 2.0 slot without issue, although
you won’t receive the benefits of the faster specification. 

PCI-E 2.0 doubles the available bandwidth of today’s
PCI-E x16 connectors from 8GBps to 16GBps, which
should provide more breathing room for bandwidth-inten-
sive graphics processors. PCI-E 2.0 also is slated to support
technologies such as software-level monitoring and band-
width notification, dynamic link speed alteration, and
improved power consumption. Both Intel and AMD plat-
forms are slated to use PCI-E 2.0 by the end of the year.
Pros: Doubled bandwidth sets up the framework for

faster graphics cards; increased power to connector
means less reliance on dedicated power supply
connectors; backward-compatibility with legacy
PCI-E hardware.

Cons: Initial motherboards with PCI-E 2.0 will probably
have a premium price; the technology probably
won’t trickle down to midrange and low-end
boards for some time.

Corsair is among the first memory manufacturers to
release speedy DDR3 memory.
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HyperTransport 3.0. HyperTransport
has been a key element for both AMD
and Nvidia over the past several years,
both of whom use this high-bandwidth
interconnect technology in multiple areas.
Although current implementations (HT
1.0 and 2.0) are far from outdated, the
HyperTransport Consortium hasn’t re-
mained stagnant on this technology. 

The key items to note regarding Hy-
perTransport 3.0 are improvements in
bandwidth and power efficiency/flexibili-
ty. The 3.0 spec supports clock speeds of
up to 2.6GHz, allowing for a maximum
aggregate bandwidth of 41.6GBps. By
comparison, the widely used 2.0 spec runs
at a peak of 1.4GHz clock speed, allowing

for 22.4GBps, which means a full-
speed HT 3.0 pipe can handle almost
twice as much data. The benefit to
the user? HyperTransport 3.0 sys-
tems will have the bandwidth needed
for quad- and octo-core systems 

and the ability to scale much better over 
time. HyperTransport 3.0 also supports 
improvements in power management 
and hot-plugging, although the power
management improvements are an option-
al aspect of the new spec. Expect boards
with HT 3.0 technology to show up with
AMD’s next-generation Opteron plat-
forms in the coming months. 
Pros: Nearly double the bandwidth 

for much-improved processor
speed scaling.

Cons: Higher clock speeds will likely
mean increased power consump-
tion and heat production, although
the extent of these side effects has
yet to be determined.

Socket AM2+. While Intel is
keeping its long-running Socket 775
for its next line of processors, AMD will
be making a design change for its upcom-
ing quad-core processor onslaught. Socket
AM2+ is a nearly identical 940-pin CPU
socket as the original Socket AM2, which
is used for single- and dual-core proces-
sors with DDR2 memory. AM2+ adds
support for HyperTransport 3.0 and has
improved power consumption due to
dedicated power paths for the processor
cores and integrated memory controller.
Socket AM2+ processors will be back-
ward-compatible with Socket AM2 moth-
erboards, however.
Pros : Improved bandwidth and better

power management.
Cons : Compatibility issues; Socket AM3

is already looming on horizon, like-
ly making AM2+ short-lived.

Upcoming Trends
DirectX 10 onboard graphics. With

Windows Vista widely available, the
demand for a solid DX10-compatible
GPU for the integrated motherboard mar-
ket grows larger. We can expect to see the
first DX10-ready integrated solutions from
Nvidia, AMD (ATI), and Intel within the
next several months. Performance will
obviously be a far cry from today’s add-in
DX10 graphics cards, but we should see

Intel X38 Intel P35 Intel 975X Intel P965 Nvidia nForce 
680i  SLI

Socket Intel Socket 775 Intel Socket 775 Intel Socket 775 Intel Socket 775 Intel Socket 775 
(dual/quad-core) (dual/quad-core) (dual/quad-core) (dual/quad-core) (dual/quad-core)

FSB support 1,333/1,066/ 1,333/1,066/ 1,066/800MHz 1,066/800MHz 1,333/1,066/
800MHz 800MHz 800MHz 

Memory support DDR3-1333/1066 or DDR3-1066 or DDR2-800/667 DDR2-800/667 DDR2-1200/
DDR2-800/667 DDR2-800/667 1066/800/667

Maximum available 21.3GBps 17GBps 10.7GBps 12.8GBps 19.2GBps
bandwidth
PCI-E x16 slots 2 (PCI-E 2.0) 1 1 1 2
Multi-GPU CrossFire CrossFire CrossFire CrossFire SLI
technology
Integrated audio High-definition audio High-definition audio High-definition audio High-definition audio High-definition audio
Storage 6x 3Gbps SATA 6x 3Gbps SATA 4x 3Gbps SATA 6x 3Gbps SATA 6x 3Gbps SATA
RAID support 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5
eSATA support eSATA Ready eSATA Ready N/A N/A N/A
Networking 1x Gigabit LAN 1x Gigabit LAN N/A N/A 2x Gigabit LAN 

w/firewall
USB support 12x USB 2.0 12x USB 2.0 8x USB 2.0 10x USB 2.0 Ports 10x USB 2.0

TThhee  CChhiippss  AArree  DDoowwnn
AMD's Phenom processors and Socket AM2+ will arrive any day, but
expect Intel's also soon-to-be released X38 chipset to keep up the 
pressure. We've listed some of the most recent chipsets for both Intel
and AMD processors, along with specs for each. ▲

Behold the die of the future: Intel’s
45nm Penryn, which supports 
blistering 1.6GHz FSB speeds.
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sizable performance jumps from
today’s integrated graphics chips.

The lion’s share of these will be able
to support HDCP protection, as
well, paving the way for wider sup-

port for HD DVD and Blu-ray on the PC.
In addition, motherboard makers are

finally breaking free from using only
analog outputs (HD-15) for their inte-
grated graphics mobos. Now that digital
LCDs are so prevalent, expect to see
more DVI-enabled motherboards enable
those that have already trickled into the
market. Integrated HDMI ports should
become more common, too. And the
upcoming DisplayPort standard will
change things once again, although we
don’t expect to see these on a mother-
board until mid- to late 2008. 

Crazy chipset cooling. With chipsets
encompassing more features than ever,
they’re also drawing more power and pro-
ducing more heat, which has to be dealt
with in some fashion. As picky users have
resoundingly decried the use of active fan-
based cooling of chipsets, motherboard
manufacturers have become very creative
to minimize both heat and noise with their
latest generation of cooling methods.

We can expect to see copper heatpipe-
cooled motherboards drift down to 
the low-end market, whereas elaborate 
motherboards utilizing several heatpipes 

will dominate the high end. New 
high-end boards, such as MSI’s 
Circu-Pipe and Asus’ Extreme series, 
are becoming very creative with 
their heatpipes, using three to six 
heatpipes on a single motherboard
design. Going even further, ultra
high-end boards will finally see man-
ufacturer-approved integrated watercool-
ing components. Evga’s Black Pearl and
Asus’ Fusion cooling systems both sup-
port the use of watercooling directly out
of the box: There’s no need to disassem-
ble the board and install third-party 
components. Obviously, these will be 
expensive, but likely less so than current
third-party watercooling apparatuses. And
as long as heat levels keep rising, we can
expect manufacturers to become more
creative with their cooling designs.

eSATA everywhere. Finally making
some serious headway in the market,
eSATA is well on its way toward becom-
ing the de facto standard for high-speed
external storage. eSATA deployments are
increasing, and hopefully by this time

next year, all new boards will be equipped
with at least one of these ports. 

What’s In Store: Intel
Intel’s previous-generation 965 and

975X series of chipsets are still selling
strong, and they’ve grown over the past
year to support faster processors and multi-
ple graphics cards. However, their limited
memory support and PCI-E link limita-
tions are beginning to show, which is why
Intel is currently rolling out its next-gener-
ation products now. 

The Intel P35 Express chipset is already
shipping, which allows for either DDR2-
800 or DDR3-1066 support, depending
on the motherboard configuration. DDR3
hasn’t shown any significant performance

Nvidia nForce AMD 690 AMD 580X Nvidia nForce Nvidia nForce 
650i Ultra 680a SLI 590a SLI
Intel Socket 775 AMD Socket AMD Socket AMD Socket AMD Socket 
(dual/quad-core) AM2 (dual-core) AM2 (dual-core) 1207 (dual-core) AM2 (dual-core)
1,333/1,066/ 1,000/800MHz 1,000/800MHz 1,000/800MHz 1,000/800MHz 
800MHz Hyper Transport Hyper Transport Hyper Transport Hyper Transport
DDR2-800/667 DDR2-800/667 DDR2-800/667 DDR2-800/667 DDR2-800/667

12.8GBps 12.8GBps 12.8GBps 12.8GBps 12.8GBps

1 1 2 2 2
N/A N/A CrossFire SLI SLI

High-definition audio AC’97 High-definition audio High-definition audio High-definition audio
4x 3Gbps SATA 4x 3Gbps SATA 4x 3Gbps SATA 12x 3Gbps SATA 6x 3Gbps SATA
0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1 0, 1, 0+1 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1x Gigabit LAN None None 4x Gigabit LAN 2x Gigabit LAN 
w/firewall w/firewall w/firewall
8x USB 2.0 10x USB 2.0 10x USB 2.0 20x USB 2.0 10x USB 2.0

High-end motherboards such as Asus’
Blitz Formula are doing everything
possible to stay ahead of the pack,

including integrating waterblocks and
proprietary graphics technologies.
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advantage as of yet, but as DDR3 speeds
increase, we will start to see a gap between
the two P35 variants. Intel also has variants
with a new integrated graphics core (Intel
G33 Express with GMA 3100), which will
certainly outperform previous integrated
offerings. Both of these new chipsets also
sport more USB 2.0 ports, Intel Turbo
memory, and eSATA (a first for Intel).

The exciting upcoming release from
Intel is the X38, which is scheduled to hit
in a few months. Many have dubbed this
Intel’s “true” DDR3 chipset, supporting
DDR3-1333 memory speeds, along with
technologies like PCI-E 2.0 and dual 

dedicated PCI-E x16 slots. The X38 will
replace the aging 975X chipset on the
high end. In 2008, we can expect to see
technologies such as DisplayPort, 10GBps
networking, and integrated Wi-Fi in
Intel’s chipset lineup. 

What’s In Store: Nvidia
Despite the ATI/AMD merger, Nvidia

is continuing to produce chipsets for
AMD processors and will continue to do
so through 2007/2008. New products are
expected from Nvidia under the nForce7
lineup for AMD’s Phenom processor line-
up. Indications are that this lineup is

dubbed the
MCP72x series
and will come in multiple flavors.
We can expect to see PCI-E 2.0 and
HyperTransport 3.0 as the core fea-
tures of this product line, although
we will likely see many other smaller
improvements, as well. These chipsets will
be supporting DDR2 memory, as AMD
isn’t expected to move its processors to
DDR3 until late 2008/early 2009.

Nvidia will also be producing nForce7
series products for Intel’s latest quad-core
processors, although details for this prod-
uct line have been kept closely under
wraps thus far. In the enthusiast segment,
the nForce7 chipset will be the X38’s
main competition for Intel processors.
Nvidia still holds the keys to SLI, so
gamers will be closely watching its imple-
mentation on this new chipset. Nvidia
will also be producing chipsets with inte-
grated DX10 graphics support, likely
based on one of its low-end GeForce 8
series products. Expect to see nForce7
available by the end of this year.

What’s In Store: AMD 
Although ATI’s chipset division arrived

to the motherboard party a little late, the
infusion of AMD engineers from the
AMD/ATI merger is bound to produce
results eventually. We expect to see those
results in the first ATI/AMD-based
chipset products, code-named RD790.
AMD’s RD790 chipset supports up to
four PCI-E slots and is rumored to sup-
port four graphics cards in CrossFire (in a
quad-x8 PCI-E configuration), along with
PCI Express 2.0 and HyperTransport 3.0.
We can expect to see this chipset launch
for AMD’s Phenom processor and will
likely support DDR2-1066 memory.

AMD will also be producing new
chipsets using ATI-based graphics cores
for the mainstream markets with its 740
series, which will integrate an HD 2000
series DX10-compliant GPU into the
mix, competing directly against Nvidia’s
upcoming integrated DX10 integrated
solutions. Both products should be on
shelves by the end of the year. ▲

by Chris Connolly

Several years ago, when
AMD’s Athlon 64 was crush-
ing Intel’s Pentium 4 and
Pentium D processors on the
performance charts, AMD
frequently trumpeted its inte-
grated memory controller as
one of the biggest reasons
for this success. Moving the
memory controller to the
CPU core effectively eliminat-
ed the FSB bottleneck, while
simultaneously dropping
memory latency and using
existing memory bandwidth
much more efficiently. With-
out an on-die memory con-
troller, Intel was forced to eat
AMD’s dust for many con-
secutive generations.

With the launch of Intel’s
more-efficient Core 2 Duo
lineup, Intel provided an
answer that delivers similar
high-bandwidth and low-
latency memory perfor-
mance without the need for
integrating its memory con-
troller on-die. Users also
have the flexibility to decide
whether to run their proces-
sors on DDR2- or DDR3-
based platforms. Suddenly,
AMD’s integrated memory
controller advantage was

erased, and customers
stopped demanding that
Intel move its memory con-
troller on-die. Intel pushed
its FSB from 800MHz to
1,333MHz with the latest
Core 2 Duo steppings. How
long will Intel keep this up,
and will the benefits contin-
ue to be there?

With the latest jump to a
1,333MHz FSB, most testers
found almost no perfor-
mance difference between
an equally configured sys-
tem at 1,066MHz. In theory,
Intel is widening the pipe
between the CPU and mem-
ory controller for future
quad-core processors that
will be able to use this band-
width more efficiently, but
today’s chips see almost no
benefit. Even when over-
clocking to ridiculously high
FSB speeds of nearly 2GHz,
pushing the FSB higher does
not necessarily mean better
performance. Once again,
consumers are wondering if
Intel moving to an integrat-
ed memory controller will
help performance.

According to Intel’s cur-
rent roadmaps, we can

expect to see one last ma-
jor push for a high-speed
FSB on the desktop. After
that point, Intel will also
move to an integrated
memory controller. The
upcoming 45nm Penryn
core design is slated to
support FSB speeds up to
1,600MHz, which should
coincide with DDR3-1600
memory releases for syn-
chronous bus/memory
clock operation. After
Penryn, Intel is slated to
release its next-generation
Nehalem processor, which
will feature an integrated
memory controller. As with
all major Intel architecture
changes, we expect that
Intel will push processors
with integrated memory
controllers out to all seg-
ments, from enterprise
servers to UMPCs, as the
improved memory perfor-
mance, smaller board real
estate, and lower-latency
operation should affect all
areas of Intel’s product
arsenal in a positive way.
We estimate the front-side
bus will meet its demise
sometime next year. ▲
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from being based on Intel’s latest desktop chipset, the P35, the
Blitz Extreme also sports a number of cutting-edge features that
set it apart from much of the crowd.

The Blitz Extreme supports DDR3 memory and can clock the
RAM at a number of different speeds independent of the FSB 

he motherboard market has undergone a bit of
a metamorphosis in the last few months. Just
prior to the introduction of Intel’s newest
Core 2 Duo and Extreme processors with
1,333MHz FSB frequencies, motherboard
manufacturers began shipping new boards
based on Intel’s P35 chipset. The P35 brought
official support for Intel’s higher FSB, Intel

Fast Memory Access technology, and support for DDR3.
Things haven’t changed much on the AMD front because the

company’s highly anticipated Phenom processors haven’t shipped
just yet, but the introduction of the AMD 690 chipset in addition
to some new chipsets from Nvidia has spurred the release of a few
motherboards that are worthy of a power user’s consideration.

To help you weed through the current crop of Intel- and AMD-
compatible motherboards, we rounded up nearly a dozen combat-
ants and put them through the wringer. On the Intel front, we have
DDR2- and DDR3-equipped motherboards covered, and on the
AMD front, a quartet of chipsets are represented, ranging from
Nvidia’s high-end nForce 590 SLI to AMD’s IGP-equipped 690G.

Intel LGA775 (DDR3)
Asus Blitz Extreme

Asus’ Blitz Extreme is the current flagship in the company’s
Republic Of Gamers line of enthusiast-class motherboards. Aside

Blitz Extreme
$329
Asus

www.asus.com
● ● ● ●
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frequency, thanks to a healthy number of
dividers available with the board’s system
BIOS. Overall, the layout of the Blitz
Extreme is quite good, and it features
handy onboard power and reset switches.
However, tall heatsinks surrounding the
CPU socket area may prohibit the use of
some oversized aftermarket coolers. The
chipset and VRM on the board are cooled
by Asus’ Fusion Block cooling system,
which is essentially a cross between a
chipset waterblock and standard heatsinks
with heatpipes. There are no special instal-
lation steps if you plan to stick with air
cooling. However, since the northbridge is
adorned with a waterblock, fans of liquid
cooling simply need to connect a couple
of hoses to reap the benefits of a liquid-
cooled chipset; the necessary fittings to do
so are included with the board.

Another proprietary Asus feature
unique to the Blitz line of motherboards is
Crosslinx. Crosslinx is essentially a PCI-E
switch that takes the 16 PCI-E lanes con-
nected to the P35’s northbridge and splits
them between two PEG slots in a dual-x8
slot configuration when two graphics
cards are installed. Other P35 boards
don’t have a flexible PCI-E lane configura-
tion, so boards without Crosslinx can only
harness the southbridge’s x4 electrical con-
nection for the second PEG slot. Thanks
to Crosslinx, Asus’ Blitz motherboards are
the only P35-based boards on the market
to offer a balanced PCI-E lane configura-
tion for multi-GPU graphics (CrossFire,
in this instance), and that connection has
lower latency than other boards because all
of the lanes connect to the northbridge.

Of course, the Blitz Extreme wouldn’t
be an Asus motherboard if it didn’t offer a
slew of other handy features, namely, an
LCD POST code error reporter and a
clear CMOS switch found in the board’s
I/O backplane. The clear CMOS switch
offers an easy way to reset the board’s
BIOS back to factory defaults without
opening the system and moving jumpers.
And the POST code error reporter is
unique because it connects to the board
via a long cable and can be placed exter-
nally on a desktop—no more bending
down and peering into a system to read
debug LEDs mounted on the PCB itself. 

As you’ve come to expect from Asus’
flagship products, the Blitz Extreme ships
with a broad assortment of accessories 
and software. In addition to the ubiquitous
SATA cables, USB and FireWire brackets,
and power adapters, we also found an elec-
tro-luminescent custom I/O shield, three
thermal probes, a pack of Q-Connectors,
and a couple of fans that you can mount to
the board’s two upper heatsinks that are
part of the larger cooling apparatus. Lastly,
Asus also includes a SupremeFX II audio
riser card and a copy of S.T.A.L.K.E.R.

The Blitz Extreme’s system BIOS was
loaded with voltage and frequency op-
tions that should please even the most
hardcore of overclockers, and the board
had no trouble hitting FSB speeds in
excess of 500MHz. And as you’ll see in
the performance sidebar, performance was
top-notch at stock settings, too.

It’s clear that the Asus Blitz Extreme is
an enthusiast-class product, through and
through; Asus has done a great job, from
the board’s features to its accessory bun-
dle. Highly recommended. 

Gigabyte GA-P35T-DQ6 
Gigabyte has always been a major play-

er in the high-end motherboard space.
Recently, however, it seems the company
has really stepped up its efforts and begun
offering high-end motherboards outfit-
ted with a host of unique features. The 

GA-P35T-DQ6 is such a board. It sup-
ports DDR3 memory, and in typical fash-
ion, the board is built upon Gigabyte’s 
signature blue PCB. All of its slots, headers,
and connectors are color-coded for easier
installation. Even at first glance, there’s no
mistaking this is a Gigabyte-built product.

In general, the GA-P35T-DQ6 has a
good layout. All of its various connectors
are situated around the edge of the PCB,
including the auxiliary 12V ATX power
connector, which helps with internal
cable management. Four of the board’s
SATA ports, however, are situated a cou-
ple of inches from the front edge of the
PCB and will likely be useless if you
install a double-wide graphics card in the
lower PEG slot. They may be usable with
some right-angle SATA cables, but it’ll
definitely be a tight fit.

One of the areas where Gigabyte really
went over the top (or should we say under
the bottom?) is the intricate cooling appa-
ratus affixed to this board. The chipset
and voltage regulators are all adorned with
high-quality, oversized copper heatsinks
linked together via a heatpipe system.
Gigabyte also takes the cooling hardware
to the underside of the GA-P35T-DQ6,
where you’ll find another pair of heat-
sinks situated beneath the CPU socket, 
northbridge, and southbridge. Our testing
proved that this is an excellent cooling
setup. Despite being 100% passively

GA-P35T-DQ6
$249

Gigabyte
www.gigabyte-usa.com

● ● ● ●
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cooled, the GA-P35T-DQ6 suffered no
heat-related issues, even with the FSB
overclocked to 490MHz. Speaking of
overclocking, the GA-P35T-DQ6’s BIOS
is fully loaded with all of the tools neces-
sary to alter voltages and increase frequen-
cies. They are, however, mostly hidden
until you press CTRL-F1 at the main
menu, which can be a little annoying. We
wish Gigabyte would stop hiding the over-
clocking features of its high-end boards.

The GA-P35T-DQ6’s accessory bun-
dle is very complete. Of the typical cables,
software CDs, and other accessories, a
custom, color-coded I/O shield is nice for
first-time builders. Perhaps the best acces-
sories included with the GA-P35T-DQ6,
however, were a pair of slot-mounted
brackets that house eSATA ports. These
brackets bring eSATA data and power
connectors to any open slot, and data and
power cables are included, as well. If
you’re sick of the pokey transfer speeds of
your external USB hard drive, you can
connect essentially any SATA drive to one
of these ports and get the same perfor-
mance as if it were connected internally to
one of the board’s SATA connectors.

Power users looking for a high-quality,
Intel chipset-based motherboard for their
Core 2 overclocking adventures would be
well served by the GA-P35T-DQ6. If you
have no desire to run two graphics cards,
it’s one of the best all-around boards out
there. It does support CrossFire, but we
think Asus’ Crosslinx technology is superior

wedged between the VRM and I/O back-
plane and a 4-pin Molex connecter situat-
ed above the first PCI-E x1 slot, are a little
tough to access; otherwise, we didn’t have
any issues with the TP35D3-A7’s layout.
The board is equipped with integrated
power and reset switches and an array of
diagnostic LEDs that light up in a specific
pattern when certain problems arise.

The TP35D3-A7 Deluxe’s BIOS isn’t
quite as elaborate as the Blitz Extreme’s
or GA-P35T-DQ6’s, but there are 
a decent number of voltage- and fre-
quency-related options available for over-
clockers. Unfortunately, we couldn’t
increase the FSB much higher than about
360MHz, so this definitely isn’t a board
for the ardent overclocker.

The TP35D3-A7 Deluxe’s accessory
bundle is somewhat lean in comparison to
its counterparts. The board ships with 
six SATA data cables, six SATA power
adapters, rounded floppy and IDE cables, a
case bracket with optical and coaxial digital
audio outputs, and other standard fare. The
essentials are covered, but not much else.

Ultimately, the TP35D3-A7 Deluxe
proved to be stable at stock settings, and
its performance was competitive, which
isn’t bad considering it’s significantly
more affordable than the other DDR3-
based motherboards represented here.

Intel LGA775 (DDR2)
Asus Blitz Formula 

We’re not going to elaborate on the
Asus Blitz Formula’s layout, appearance,
features, and cooling apparatus, because
quite frankly, other than having different
memory slots, the Blitz Formula is identi-
cal to the Blitz Extreme. Both feature
Crosslinx technology, Asus’ Fusion Block
cooling system, an LCD POST code error
reporter, and a copy of S.T.A.L.K.E.R.
The memory slots are different on the
Blitz Formula only because the board’s
P35 chipset is configured to support
DDR2 memory instead of DDR3.

The two boards do differ in regard to
their accessory bundles, system BIOSes,
and overclocking prowess. The Ex-
treme’s three thermal probes and electro-
luminescent I/O shield are missing from
the Formula’s accessory bundle. Instead,

TP35D3-A7 Deluxe
$165

Biostar
www.biostar.com.tw

● ● ●

to CrossFire at this time. Nix CrossFire
from the equation and it’s a toss-up,
although you’ll save a few bucks with the
GA-P35T-DQ6.

Biostar TP35D3-A7 Deluxe 
Biostar checked in with the least

expensive DDR3-equipped, P35-based
motherboard in this roundup, the stream-
lined TP35D3-A7 Deluxe. The TP35D3-
A7 Deluxe’s price is lower than its more
expensive counterparts from Gigabyte
and Asus not because of a lack of quality,
but rather because Biostar chose to elimi-
nate some lesser-used features.

First, Biostar used a single PEG slot,
thus axing CrossFire support from the
TP35D3-A7. This simplifies the BIOS
and the routing of traces on the board,
which helps bring the price down. The
TP35D3-A7 Deluxe also features an 8-
phase voltage regulator, which requires
fewer components than the pseudo-12-
phase array on the GA-P35T-DQ6. The
TP35D3-A7 Deluxe doesn’t skimp in the
cooling department, however. There are
large copper heatsinks on the VRM and
on the chipset that are linked together
with a long heatpipe. The setup isn’t
quite as elaborate as Asus’ or Gigabyte’s,
but it is more than adequate for the P35.

Overall, the board has a clean layout,
and all of its connectors and headers are
color-coded for easy installation. A couple
of the board’s power connectors, namely
the 12V auxiliary ATX power connector
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IP35 Pro
$175
Abit

www.abit-usa.com
● ● ● ●

the Blitz Formula ships with only a stan-
dard metal I/O shield.

The two boards’ system BIOSes differ
slightly in that the Formula’s memory
options are geared for DDR2 memory,
which can’t hit the same high frequencies
of DDR3. However, both have the same
extensive set of options for the overclocker.
Somewhat surprisingly, we initially had
better luck overclocking the Blitz Formula
than the Extreme. The Extreme had no
trouble breaking the 460MHz FSB barrier
at first, which is good, but the Formula
was comfortable at FSB frequencies just
north of 500MHz, which is excellent. It
took a BIOS update that arrived just be-
fore this issue went to press (version 0802)
to enhance the Extreme’s overclocking
abilities and let it hit 500MHz, too.

The Blitz Formula is another excellent
motherboard from Asus. If you don’t plan

to jump on the DDR3 bandwagon just
yet and don’t need SLI support, you’d be
hard pressed to find a better motherboard.

Abit IP35 Pro 
Abit is no stranger to enthusiasts. The

company (in its various incarnations) has
been producing affordably priced mother-
boards targeted at overclockers for almost
as long as it has existed. And the compa-
ny’s IP35 Pro is a worthy addition to its
product stack.

At about $175, the Abit IP35 Pro’s
price falls somewhere in between Asus’
high-end and ECS’ budget P35/DDR2-
based offerings, but the IP35 Pro’s design
and features make it a great value. The
board has a very good layout overall; the
only exception was a 4-pin power con-
nector crammed below its first PCI slot.
The rest of the IP35 Pro’s headers and

connectors are all situated around the
edge of the PCB, which is ideal for cable
routing. And the board’s SATA and IDE
ports are mounted at a right angle along
its front edge, so they’re all easily accessi-
ble, even with a pair of double-wide
graphics cards installed.

A trio of copper heatsinks linked to-
gether with a single heatpipe handle the
IP35’s cooling duties. Abit calls this cool-
ing apparatus Silent OTES (Outside
Thermal Exhaust System), because vents
in the board’s custom I/O shield allow air
to exhaust from the system. The IP35
Pro’s cooling hardware strikes a nice bal-
ance: It’s large enough to offer substantial
cooling performance but small enough to
not encroach on the CPU socket area.
Accordingly, you should be able to install
most aftermarket CPU coolers without
issue. A few other notable features of the
IP35 Pro are onboard power and reset
switches, a reset CMOS switch on its I/O
panel, and POST code error reporter.

Although we wouldn’t categorize the
IP35 Pro as a budget board, its accessory
bundle is somewhat basic. A case sticker
highlighting the board’s main connectors
and six locking SATA cables were a cou-
ple of “Why didn’t I think of that?” acces-
sories in an otherwise bland bundle. 

As is typical of Abit motherboards, the
IP35 Pro’s BIOS is chock full of overclock-
ing options, hardware monitoring tools,
and fan speed controls. And they worked
well, too, as we had no trouble cranking
the FSB frequency up to 490MHz.

It’s not the flashiest and doesn’t
have as many features as some of the
other P35-based motherboards in this
roundup, but the IP35 Pro delivers per-
formance worthy of its price.

ECS P35T-A 
ECS is known as a manufacturer of

affordably priced motherboards. In recent
years, the company has tried to make
waves among power users with a couple of
solid offerings, but its bread and butter is
clearly in the budget sector, and the ECS
P35T-A further solidifies this position.

The ECS P35T-A is a DDR2-based
P35 motherboard coupled with Intel’s
ICH9DH southbridge, which doesn’t

Blitz Formula
$299
Asus

www.asus.com
● ● ● ●
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support RAID. Three basic alu-
minum heatsinks keep the board’s

chipset and VRM cool, and
the general layout is fair-

ly good. ECS makes
the same mistake as

Biostar in regard to the
placement of the board’s

auxiliary power connectors.
Other than that, the board’s head-

ers and other ports are situated well
around the edges of the PCB.

The ECS P35T-A’s BIOS is also rath-
er basic. It has some options for tweak-
ing performance and overclocking, but
we had trouble maintaining stabili-
ty while overclocked more than a few 

PPeerrffoorrmmaannccee::  SSyynntthheettiicc  &&  RReeaall--WWoorrlldd  BBeenncchhmmaarrkkss
To gauge the performance of the motherboards in this roundup, we
used an assortment of synthetic and real-world application bench-
marks. We tested all Intel-based motherboards with a Core 2 Duo
E6750 processor, GeForce 8800 GTX, Western Digital 74GB Raptor
hard drive, and 2GB of RAM. We equipped the DDR3 boards with
OCZ’s OCZ3P1600EB2GK RAM kit, running at 1,066MHz with CAS 
7-6-6-24 timings, while the DDR2 boards used Corsair’s Dominator
TWIN2X2048-10000C5DF modules tweaked for operation at DDR2-
800 speeds with CAS 4-4-4-12 timings.

We tested the AM2-based motherboards with the same supporting
hardware as the Intel-based DDR2 mother-
boards, with the exception of the Gigabyte
GA-MA69GM-S2H. We used its Radeon

X1250 IGP in lieu of the 8800 GTX. We used an Athlon X2 6000+ as our
test processor. We used Windows XP Pro SP2 on all test platforms.

As you can see, performance was similar among motherboards
based on the same chipset. Of the DDR3-capable boards, Asus’ Blitz
Extreme was the fastest overall, albeit by very small margins. All of
the Intel-based DDR2-equipped motherboards also performed similar-
ly, with a slight edge going to the XFX MB-N680-ISH9, thanks to its
strong memory bandwidth and gaming performance. The AMD socket
AM2-based motherboards also performed in-line with each other, with
the high-end Abit AN9 32X taking the top spot most frequently. ▲

DDDDRR33  MMootthheerrbbooaarrddss IInntteell  DDDDRR22  MMootthheerrbbooaarrddss
Asus Blitz Gigabyte Biostar Asus Blitz Abit ECS XFX nForce
Extreme GA-P35T-DQ6 T35D3-A7 Formula IP35 Pro P35T-A 680i SLI

SiSoft SANDRA XI SP2
Processor Arithmetic
Drystone ALU (Mips) 24,676 24,651 24,668 24,628 24,634 24,621 24,635
Whetstone iSSE3 (Mflops) 16,752 16,738 16,744 16,734 16,738 16,726 16,741
Processor Multi-Media
Integer x8 iS-SSE3 (itps) 147,236 147,218 147,226 147,154 147,162 147,113 147,168
Floating Point x4 iSSE2 (itps) 80,189 80,174 80,178 80,126 80,131 80,119 80,136
Memory Bandwidth (Buffered)
RAM Bandwidth Int. iSSE2 (MBps) 6,698 6,652 6,681 6,294 6,301 6,268 6,428
RAM Bandwidth Float iSSE2 (MBps) 6,584 6,560 6,579 6,308 6,312 6,284 6,396
PCMark05
CPU 6892 6881 6886 6877 6882 6871 6881
Memory 6429 6416 6424 6002 6006 5997 6028
3DMark06 CPU test 2439 2433 2442 2432 2433 2424 2432
LAME MT*
Single-threaded 0:51 0:51 0:51 0:51 0:51 0:52 0:51
Multithreaded 0:34 0:34 0:34 0:34 0:34 0:34 0:34
Sony Vegas* 6:43 6:51 6:49 6:41 6:44 6:58 6:54
Cinebench 9.5*
Single-threaded (mins:sec) 0:49 0:50 0:50 0:49 0:49 0:50 0:49
Multithreaded (mins:sec) 0:26 0:26 0:26 0:26 0:26 0:26 0:26
F.E.A.R. v1.08
(640 x 480, low quality) 251 250 248 244 241 236 249
*(minutes:seconds)
**Tested with AMD ATI Radeon X1250 IGP

The ECS P35T-A is for users on a bud-
get who’ll be sticking with their proces-
sor’s stock configuration.

percent. If you’re planning to overclock,
we’d definitely recommend one of the
other DDR2-based P35 motherboards.

P35T-A
$99
ECS

www.ecsusa.com
● ● ●
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AN9 32X
$159
Abit
www.abit-usa.com
● ● ●

AMD Socket AM2
Abit AN9 32X 

Abit’s AN9 32X is a bit of an anom-
aly. It’s based on Nvidia’s flagship chipset
for the AM2 platform, the nForce 590
SLI, and exploits all of the features on 
the chipset. But a couple of dubious de-
sign decisions hold it back from being 
truly great.

The AN9 32X has some nice features,
such as a POST code error reporter, two
PEG slots with true x16 electrical connec-
tions, passive cooling (Silent OTES), and
HD audio on a riser card. The AN9 32X’s
slot layout leaves only a single PCI-E x1
slot unobstructed if you install two double-
wide graphics cards in SLI. We also took
issue with the board’s I/O backplane. To
accommodate the board’s passive cooling
apparatus, which is designed to exhaust
heat from the system, Abit left a large
amount of real estate simply blank. The
space would have been better utilized
by a few more USB, FireWire, or
eSATA ports.

Of course, the BIOS and
overclocking tools are excellent.
With minimal prodding, the
AN9 32X hit an HT speed
in excess of 340MHz.
Overclockers looking

XFX MB-N680-ISH9 
Nvidia’s nForce 680i SLI chipset has

been around for a while. But with the lat-
est round of BIOS updates, most 680i
SLI-based motherboards now official-
ly support a 1,333MHz FSB and Intel’s
current 1,333MHz Core 2 Duo and Ex-
treme processors.

We chose XFX’s MB-N680-ISH9 to
represent the nForce 680i SLI chipset in
this roundup. The mobo includes a cus-
tom I/O shield and an optional fan that
you can mount to the SPP heatsink for
better cooling performance. It features a
6-phase VRM, and the SPP, MCP, and
VRM are all passively cooled with alu-
minum heatsinks linked together with
heatpipes. Attaching the optional SPP
heatsink fan will obviously generate
extra noise, so we only recommend this
fan if you plan on overclocking the
board. For normal activities, the fan
isn’t necessary.

XFX is well-known for its graphics
cards, so there’s little surprise that the
MB-N680-ISH9’s layout is very SLI-
friendly. It was designed to be used with
a pair of double-wide graphics cards in
SLI, so connector placement is good and

won’t interfere with the graphics cards.
The motherboard’s expansion slots are
also configured in such a way that there
is more space between a pair of graphics
cards than most other SLI mobos. There
are three PEG slots (two x16 and one x8

electrical connections),
two PCI-E x1 slots, and
two standard PCI slots. 
All of the motherboard’s
headers are clearly labeled,
which makes installation
relatively easy. The board
also features handy power
and reset microswitches
and an LED POST code
error reporter. 

Like virtually all 680i
SLI-based mobos, the MB-
N680-ISH9’s system BIOS
is loaded with overclocking
options; hitting FSB speeds
in the neighborhood of 
450 to 500MHz is a piece 
of cake. Performance was
also top-notch. And anyone
who uses SLI knows an
Nvidia chipset is the only
way to go. If you’re in that
camp, the XFX MB-N680-
ISH9 is a solid choice.

MB-N680-ISH9 
$219
XFX

www.xfxforce.com
● ● ● ●

AAMMDD  DDDDRR22  MMootthheerrbbooaarrddss
Abit Gigabyte Biostar Gigabyte 
AN9 32X GA-M57SLI-S4 TF560-A2+ GA-MA69GM-S2H

20,970 20,974 20,974 20,963
18,444 18,447 18,446 18,439

56,578 56,580 56,582 56,572
62,498 62,511 62,514 62,485

8,532 8,514 8,522 8,399
8,508 8,492 8,506 8,306

6148 6151 6147 6144
5499 5486 5481 5224
2288 2286 2279

1:01 1:01 1:01 1:02
0:44 0:44 0:44 0:45
7:56 8:01 8:02 489

0:50 0:50 0:50 0:51
0:26 0:26 0:26 0:26

234 226 229 71**
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for a streamlined Socket AM2 mother-
board will likely be pleased by the AN9
32X; just don’t expect to install many
expansion cards when taking advantage of
its SLI capabilities.

Gigabyte GA-M57SLI-S4 
Gigabyte’s GA-M57SLI-S4 is an af-

fordably priced offering targeted at users
who want SLI support but can’t (or just
don’t want to) shell out the dough for
more expensive motherboards based on
the nForce 590 SLI chipset.

The GA-M57SLI-S4 is based on
Nvidia’s nForce 570 SLI chipset. As such,
it offers only eight lanes of PCI-E connec-
tivity to each of its PEG slots with a pair
of graphics cards installed. This shouldn’t
put off potential consumers, however, as
the extra bandwidth afforded by true dual
PCI-E x16 slots doesn’t offer significant
performance gains in most situations.
Because the board is based on the nForce
570 SLI, it doesn’t generate much heat; a
single heatsink is all that’s needed to keep
the chipset cool, which seemed to do its

job just fine. But sadly, the VRM
doesn’t have any additional cooling.

The use of the single-chip nForce 570
also means there is a good amount 
of open real estate on the board, and
Gigabyte put it to good use, keeping the
GA-M57SLI-S4’s layout clean and un-
cluttered. A supplemental power connec-
tor placed just above the first expansion
slot was about the only design flaw.

As you might expect from a relatively
budget-priced board, the GA-M57SLI-
S4’s BIOS is somewhat mainstream. You
can modify the voltage and HT frequen-
cies for easy overclocking (again, after
pressing CTRL-F1 to unlock the inex-
plicably hidden overclocking features),
but we ran into some stability troubles
around the 250MHz HTT mark. We
should note, however, that just before
press time, Gigabyte released a new
BIOS for the board (F11A) that’s de-
signed to enhance overclocking.

For a relatively modest investment of
about $115, the GA-M57SLI-S4 seems
like a solid value for users who desire SLI
to complement their AM2 processors. 

Biostar TF560-A2+ 
We were initially excited to get our

hands on Biostar’s TF560-A2+ mother-
board. Its model name, and Biostar’s Web
site, for that matter, suggests that this is a
Socket AM2+ motherboard. Of course, to
our chagrin, it isn’t. The Biostar TF560-
A2+ will support future AM2+ processors

GA-M57SLI-S4
$115

Gigabyte
www.gigabyte-usa.com

● ● ●

TF560 A2+
$79
Biostar
www.biostar.com.tw
● ● ● ●

SSppeecc  TToo  IImmpprreessss
Asus Blitz Gigabyte Biostar TP35D3- Asus Blitz Abit IP35 Pro ECS P35T-A 
Extreme GA-P35T-DQ6 A7 Deluxe Formula

Chipset Intel P35 Intel P35 Intel P35 Intel P35 Intel P35 Intel P35
(ICH9R) (ICH9R) (ICH9R) (ICH9R) (ICH9R) (ICH9R)

Audio ADI 1988B ADI 1988A Realtek ALC888 ADI 1988B Realtek ALC888 Realtek ALC883 
(8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel)

Ethernet Marvel Realtek 2x Marvel Marvel 2x Realtek Intel 2566DC
88E8001 RTL8111B 88E8056 88E8001 RTL8110SC

PCI-E x16 slots 2 2 1 2 2 2
PCI-E x1 slots 3 3 3 3 1 1
PCI slots 2 2 2 2 2 3
SATA ports 6 8 + 4 eSATA 6 + 2 eSATA 6 6 + 2 eSATA 6 + 2 eSATA

adapters adapters adapters adapters
IDE channels 1 1 1 1 1 1

RAID support 0, 1, 5, 10 0, 1, 0+1, 5, 10 0, 1, 5, 10 0, 1, 5, 10 0, 1, 5, 10 none
Chipset/VRM Passive/passive Passive/passive Passive/passive Passive/passive Passive/passive Passive/passive
cooling (liquid cooling (liquid cooling 

optional) optional)
Price $329 $249 $165 $299 $175 $99 

CPUs ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

*PCI-E x4 slot
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but its affordable price, solid perfor-
mance, and good overclockability should
make it an attractive option for AMD
enthusiasts on a budget.

Gigabyte GA-MA69GM-S2H 
The Gigabyte GA-MA69GM-S2H is

the only Micro ATX motherboard in this
roundup, but don’t let its diminutive
stature fool you. This board is loaded with
some big features, considering its tar-
get audience. It’s built around AMD’s
690G/SB600 chipset, complete with VGA,
DVI, component, and HDMI outputs. 

Because the GA-MA69GM-S2H ad-
heres to the Micro ATX form factor, the
board is compact and uses every square
centimeter of available real estate. Despite
the cramped quarters, the layout is gener-
ally good. All of the board’s connectors are

situated around the edge of the PCB, and
the chipset is passively cooled by a couple
of aluminum heatsinks that won’t get in
the way of coolers or expansion cards.
There are two standard PCI slots on the
board, a PCI-E x4 slot, and a PCI-E x16
slot. We should note that when a compat-
ible ATI GPU-based graphics card is
installed in the PEG slot, you can still use
the board’s Radeon X1250 IGP to sup-
port up to four monitors. 

The I/O backplane houses a pair of
standard PS/2 mouse and keyboard ports;
VGA, DVI, and HDMI outputs; four
USB ports; Gigabit Ethernet jack; Fire-
Wire port; an optical audio output; and
six assorted analog audio outputs. The
FireWire support comes by way of a
Texas Instruments controller, while a
couple of Realtek chips handle audio and

Ethernet duties.
The Gigabyte GA-MA69GM-S2H

sample we tested was outfitted with
AMD’s latest round of updates for the
690 chipset, which improve perfor-
mance over early models and also
allow for some strong overclocking. In
fact, the board had no trouble hitting a
305MHz HyperTransport clock speed
without any voltage tweaking options.

Overall, we’d say this is arguably
the most well-rounded, feature-
packed, and Micro ATX board,
and it just happens to include
an IGP. ▲

by Marco Chiappetta

GA-MA69GM-S2H
$76

Gigabyte
www.gigabyte-usa.com

● ● ● ●

(as most socket AM2
motherboards will with fu-

ture BIOS updates), but it doesn’t
have split power planes and does not sup-
port the 2GHz HyperTransport 3.0 spec.

With that said, the TF560-A2+ is still
an interesting proposition. The nForce 560
at the heart of this board is a single chip,
which simplifies the layout dramatically.
Biostar did place the auxiliary ATX power
connector and a 4-pin Molex connector in
less-than-optimal positions between the
CPU socket and I/O backplane, but
they’re far enough away from the socket to
pose little problems with air flow. There’s a
single aluminum heatsink affixed to the
nForce 560, which, while rather small,
seemed to do an adequate job keeping the
chip cool. Like the TP35D3-A7 Deluxe,
the TF560-A2+ also sports handy onboard
power and reset switches, and it has a basic
LED POST code error reporter, as well.

Despite this motherboard’s affordabili-
ty, we found it to be quite the competent
overclocker. The board’s BIOS isn’t ex-
traordinary, but the necessary tools for 
casual overclockers are all there. In fact, 
we were able to increase the HTT clock
speed on the TF560-A2+ to about
340MHz with nothing more than a slight
bump to the chipset voltage, which is
more than enough for some serious
Athlon overclocking.

The Biostar TF560-A2+ is clearly not
as feature-rich as more expensive mother-
boards based on the SLI-capable chipsets,

XFX MB- AN9 32X Gigabyte Biostar Gigabyte 
N680-ISH9 GA-M57SLI-S4 TF560-A2+ GA-MA69GM-S2H
Nvidia nForce Nvidia nForce Nvidia nForce Nvidia AMD 690G 
680i SLI 590 SLI 570 SLI nForce 560 (SB600)
Realtek ALC885 Realtek ALC882D Realtek ALC883 Realtek ALC888 Realtek ALC889 
(8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel) (8-channel)
2x Marvel 2x Marvel Marvel 88E1116 Realtek Realtek RTL8110
88E1116 88E1116 RTL8110SC
3 2 2 1 1
2 2 3 2 1*
2 1 2 3 1
6 7 + 1 eSATA 6 4 4

adapter
1 1 1 1 1
0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 0+1, 5 0, 1, 10
Passive Passive/passive Passive/none Passive/none Passive/none
(active optional)/
passive
$219 $159 $115 $79 $76 
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
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The Bleeding Edge Of Software
Inside The World Of Betas

T here was a time when online groups
kept in touch with USENET and

their thousands upon thousands of news-
groups—people would use programs
called “newsreaders” to read posted
threads, respond to old messages, and cre-
ate new threads. Though you can still
access the USENET and download a
standalone newsreader, these days most
groups stay in touch with Web-based
forums, usually powered by phBBB.

Interfacing such forums with a Web
browser is not a bad way to go, but to
ChemTable software, a better way is with
a forum-reader program, and its Web
Forum Reader is currently the only soft-
ware that does it.

The biggest hurdle facing WFR is that,
unlike newsgroups, most forums are all
laid out differently, and many are run
with different forum software that uses
different interfaces. To that end, setting
up WFR to read a new forum is a little

T here’s nothing inherently wrong with
the way Flickr, Stashbox.org, Image-

Shack, PhotoBucket, and WaffleImages
make you upload images to their services,
but each one’s process does take a large
number of mouse clicks. If all you’re look-
ing to do is easily upload screenshots, how-
ever, then Shup has the ability to save your
poor mouse-clicking finger, and perhaps
your sanity in the process.

Shup runs in the background, consum-
ing almost no CPU cycles until you press
its configurable screen-capture hotkey.
Once pressed, Shup copies either the active
window or the entire desktop and pastes it
into its own preview window, where you
can perform basic editing, cropping, and
highlighting. Just a few key presses let you
name the file to something meaningful.

The magic part comes when you click
OK and Shup automatically uploads your

screenshot to your online photo-sharing
service of choice. Obviously, you need to
tell Shup your account name and pass-
word first, but this information is saved
after the first image, so subsequent images
upload in a flash. Finally, the image’s
publicly accessible URL is copied to the
clipboard as plain-text, ready for you to
paste into emails and blogs and whatnot.

The main program interface is almost
too simple. A basic list of previously cap-
tured files dominates the main window,
and clicking one displays information such
as its URL, its location on your hard drive,
and the date and time of capture. But
there’s no straightforward way to re-edit an
image and then re-upload it. If you capture
hundreds and hundreds of images this way,
then the Search function will be a life-saver.

Though a little crude, Shup makes
short work of sharing screen captures, and

given its price of “free,” it’s easy to live
with its limitations. ▲

by Warren Ernst

Official Product Name: Shup
Version # Previewed: Beta .13
Publisher: Daniel Green/Joshua Teitelbaum
Developer And URL: Daniel Green/Joshua
Teitelbaum, www.shup.com
ETA: Q1 2008
Why Should You Care: There’s never been
a faster way to post screenshots online.

Official Product Name: Web Forum Reader
Version # Previewed: 1.0 Beta 8
Publisher: ChemTable Software
Developer And URL: ChemTable Software,
www.chemtable.com
ETA: Q4 2007
Why Should You Care: If you regularly
browse a lot of forums, this can make
scanning forums easier.

Web Forum Reader 1.0 Beta 8

Shup Beta .13

trying. First you have to copy and paste a
URL to a forum, then you must click
many kinds of links on the forum within
a window that WFR generates.

Fortunately, the program prompts you
to click the items, but unfortunately, you
must repeat the process for each and every
forum you wish to read, even when the
forums are on the same Web site.

Still, once over this hurdle, WFR makes
reviewing forum posts sort of like reading
blogs with an RSS reader. A hierarchical
tree lists all your forums and optionally
categorizes them. New posts are listed in
bold, and when clicked, display the thread
in the lower-most pane. If you regularly
read dozens and dozens of forums, this
can lead to a big time savings.

For casual forum users, these hoops
may be a bit much to jump through, but
the price of WFR is free if you register
with the authors, so it’s probably worth
a look. ▲

by Warren Ernst
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SSooffttwwaarree  UUppddaatteess
AOL Helix 2.0.26.1
Formerly the Open Ride AOL interface,
Helix (still beta) brings messaging and

browsing, email,
and multimedia
into a four-pane
console. This
version adds
thumbnails of
open windows,

tabbed organization, better IM functional-
ity, and a quick way to transfer favorites
and files from AOL 9.

www.aol.com

BitComet 0.91
The frequently refreshed torrent client gets
a range of improvements to the GUI this
time, from new context menu options to
better treatment of unfinished downloads.
Many of the improvements in this version
involve the shared lists functionality.

www.bitcomet.com

HyperSnap-DX 6.21.01
One of the oldest and most-used screen
capture programs around now can turn
off Vista transparency during full window
and active window captures. The print
function has been fixed to allow page
ranges, and the capturing of full windows
in IE7 now includes the vertical scroll bar
if you click inside a document.

www.hyperionics.com 

Joost for Windows 0.10.9 Beta
The novel Internet TV player and social
media tool has been in high-profile beta

for many months. The newest version
includes optimized video delivery.

www.joost.com

Maxthon 2.0.2.2961
This highly customizable browser prom-
ises new technology that defeats freezes
caused by AJAX-enabled Web sites. It
also improves adding favorites and im-
proved program speed. A number of bugs
get squashed in this version, as well.

www.maxthon.com

MediaMonkey 3.0.0.1050 Alpha
The versatile multimedia library and player
adds a new skin option, allows for playing
an unsubscribed podcast, allows podcast
subscribing via .pcast Web links, and en-
hances the context menu options. This
patch also fixes podcast playback issues and
slowdowns in the Duplicate Titles node.

www.mediamonkey.com

Movable Type 4 Beta
The test version of the next-gen blog soft-
ware is nearly ready. They have rebuilt the
entire interface and built-in blog activity
reports. A built-in file manager and “Quick
Filters” streamline the entry process. Scores
of other improvements include cross-blog
aggregation and a new WYSIWYG editor.

www.movabletype.com

Opera 9.22
This alternative browser tweaks the user
interface with some fixes to the toolbar
and tab behavior. Some security issues
have been resolved, as have some display
problems in Vista.

www.opera.com

Some very popular programs get feature and/or security updates this

month. Look for a major new release of BitTorrent and the AOL software,

a security fix for recent Photoshop versions, and a much-changed 

version of blog software Movable Type.

Photoshop CS2/CS3 Security Updates
Critical security vulnerabilities in both
versions of the Adobe image editor
prompted this patch. Malicious BMP,
DIB, RLE, or PNG files can be opened in
PS and give a hacker control of the sys-
tem. CS2 and CS3 have fixes for both
Mac and Windows.

www.adobe.com

Yahoo! Music Jukebox 2.2.0.006
The music manager and player from
Yahoo! will run in 64-bit Vista, and this
update also plugs a memory leak. General
handling of album art and lookups for
local MP3s is improved. Yahoo! also
promises 100 other fixes in this version.

www.yahoo.com

DDrriivveerr  BBaayy
ATI Catalyst 7.7
The latest drivers for Radeon cards get
new Avivo features and 12X/24X Anti-
Aliasing support for HD 2900XT and
HD 2600 series cards. The HD series
cards will also see performance gains of
13% or more in Far Cry.

ati.amd.com

Nvidia Forceware 162
WHQL-certified drivers for GeForce 6, 7,
and 8 cards. These drivers improve com-
patibility with the Lost Planet game and a
number of other titles. The drivers add
Resize The HDTV Desktop to the under-
scan compensation options. 

www.nvidia.com

PlayStation 3 1.90 
The latest firmware update to the Sony
game console adds the much-requested
customizable wallpaper support and the
ability to rearrange games on the menu
system. You can turn any photo from your
library into wallpaper now or use one of
the high-res free downloads Sony is mak-
ing available in its PlayStation Store.

www.us.playstation.com

by Steve Smith
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installed and ran without a problem,
although Pinnacle Studio Plus displayed
a message suggesting that we download
a more recent driver for our graphics
card. Despite its request for this latest
graphics driver, Pinnacle Studio Plus ran
fine anyway.

CyberLink PowerDirector 6
Two words sum up PowerDirector:

Easy and Fun. The program displays four
large tabs at the top of the screen clearly
labeled Capture, Edit, Produce, and
Create Disc. Clicking the Capture tab
only shows you features to capture images
and hides other features you won’t need. 

Most of the program’s editing features
focus on adding titles, transitions, car-
toon dialog balloons, and other fun visual
effects that enhance a video but do little
to actually correct it. To correct video,
the program offers a collection of Magic
Tools that provide one-click corrections
to automatically fix focus, colors, and
shaky images. While you can modify how
much (or how little) the Magic Tool cor-
rects video flaws, you can’t edit video

r e v i e w s   | s o f t w a r e

I n the old days, editing video meant
physically trimming the actual film-

strip and splicing it back together again.
Digital video editing not only makes
editing faster and easier, but also offers
the ability to correct problems such as
stabilizing shaky images or fixing images
that appear to be too light or too dark.
If you know nothing about video edit-
ing, you can find plenty of programs
that can turn your home movies into
full-blown Hollywood-style productions
quickly and easily.

Video editing basically boils down to
five steps. First, you must capture video
and transfer it from your camera to your
computer. Second, you may physically
edit your video by trimming, adding, or
rearranging scenes. Third, you may fix
any problems such as increasing/decreas-
ing contrast or brightness. Fourth, you
can add special effects such as titles,
audio, or transitions between scenes so
one image dissolves or slides out of the
way to make room for the next one.
Fifth, you can save your completed video
in a variety of file formats or burn your
entire project on a DVD, complete with
menus and chapters.

Although the basic steps to video
editing remain the same, every video-
editing program behaves differently. We
examined PowerDirector 6, Pinnacle
Studio Plus 11, Roxio Easy Media
Creator 9, and Ulead VideoStudio 11
Plus to see which one has the features
we liked best.

We tested each program using
Windows Vista Business Edition on a
PC running an Athlon 64 with 1GB of
RAM and a second PC running Win-
dows XP SP2 on an Athlon 3000+ XP
with 768MB of RAM. All programs

images in as much detail as you can in
the other programs reviewed here. That
makes it easy to do minor editing and
produce a video in a hurry, but also lim-
its you from fine-tuning the appearance
of your video.

One unique feature of PowerDirector
is its heavy emphasis on its PiP (Picture-
in-Picture) effect, which lets you display
a smaller image in a window inside of a
larger image, such as video of a baseball
game with a commentator’s face appear-
ing in a tiny window in the bottom-
right corner. 

PowerDirector gives you plenty of
ways to modify this PiP image by adding
borders or shadows or defining a path for
the PiP to scroll across the screen in a
straight line, a curve, in the outline of a
heart, or other geometric patterns. 

When you’re done modifying your
video, PowerDirector lets you copy the
video to DVD or save it as a video file,
including the ability to upload videos
directly to YouTube. If you just need to
crank out a polished video in a hurry,
automatically correct most flaws, and add

Top Video-Editing Programs
Because You Want To Be In Pictures

CyberLink
www.cyberlink.com
$89.95
Windows 2000/XP/Vista
● ● ●
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fun visual effects, PowerDirector will meet
your needs. If you want more editing con-
trol, then you’ll have to look elsewhere.

Ulead VideoStudio 11 Plus
Ulead VideoStudio combines advanced

video-editing features with the guidance
of wizards. If you just need to produce a
video quickly, or if you need features that
let you correct images, VideoStudio will
meet both needs.

Every time you start up the program,
VideoStudio greets you with a menu of
three choices: VideoStudio Editor, Movie
Wizard, or DV-to-DVD Wizard. If you
choose DV-to-DVD Wizard, you can
hook up a video camera to your PC, stick a
DVD-R/RW in your computer, and burn
video images directly to DVD in real time. 

If you choose Movie Wizard, the pro-
gram guides you through the steps needed
to capture a video and add effects such as
titles, video templates, or music. Then the
Movie Wizard can create a video file, burn
your video directly to DVD, or open the
VideoStudio Editor, which gives you
access to all of its editing features. With
VideoStudio, you can spend almost no
time burning a DVD, a little time creating
a polished video, or a lot more time edit-
ing your video.

The VideoStudio Editor is the heart
of the program, offering quick editing
features for adjusting colors or shaky
images automatically. One handy feature
is its ability to convert multiple files to a
specific video format in one simple step.

sounds play from one speaker to another,
which can create the illusion of a truck dri-
ving past as you see a video of a truck on
the screen. VideoStudio can also apply
audio filters to screen out background
noises. To emphasize audio during certain
parts of your video, such as making dra-
matic music swell during a suspenseful
scene, VideoStudio lets you adjust a vol-
ume rubber band, which displays the vol-
ume as a line that you can drag up or
down to alter volume at specific points in
the video.

VideoStudio is a fine all-around video-
editing program that offers enough fea-
tures to satisfy intermediate users, but not
too many features to overwhelm a novice.
Its video-editing features may be standard,
but its additional features separate it from
the pack.

Pinnacle Studio Plus 11
Pinnacle Studio comes in three ver-

sions: Pinnacle Studio ($49), Pinnacle
Studio Plus ($99), and Pinnacle Studio
Ultimate ($129). Pinnacle Studio is meant
for people who want to capture and edit
video without having to do much editing.
Pinnacle Studio Plus is designed for more
advanced users, and Pinnacle Studio Ul-
timate is meant to give hard-core video
editors professional features at a budget
price. We reviewed the midpriced Pin-
nacle Studio Plus.

To make video editing easy, Pinnacle
Studio Plus displays three tabs marked
Capture, Edit, and Produce. Clicking on
each tab displays only those commands

So if you have a bunch of AVI files and
want to save them as H.264 video files,
you can do it quickly.

If you capture video from a TV tuner
card, VideoStudio offers a handy Ad-
Zapper feature, which can try to delete
commercials automatically by detecting
drastic changes in video images. 

While most video-editing programs let
you save your video in a variety of file for-
mats, VideoStudio goes one step further
and lets you create electronic greeting
cards as EXE (executable) files. (Unfor-
tunately, these EXE files can only run on
Windows PCs, and many antispam filters
block EXE file attachments, so this fea-
ture could be better implemented as a
Flash movie for greater compatibility and
reduced security risks.)

VideoStudio offers features for mixing
audio in Surround Sound so you can make

Ulead
www.ulead.com
$99.99 
Windows XP/Vista
● ● ● ●

Pinnacle Systems
www.pinnaclesys.com
$99
Windows XP/Vista
● ● ● ●
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your dog appear as if he’s walking on the
surface of the moon. 

Pinnacle Studio is simple enough for
basic video editing, but also capable
enough for more advanced forms of edit-
ing. Best of all, the program doesn’t over-
whelm you with options, so you can learn
and grow into the program as you gain
more confidence and desire more features.
Unless you’re a professional video editor,
you probably won’t outgrow the features
of Pinnacle Studio Plus.

Roxio Easy Media Creator 9
Easy Media Creator is actually a suite

of programs for copying and burning
CDs/DVDs, editing audio, organizing
photographs, and editing video. If you
only need basic video-editing features
and want more than just a video-editing
program for your money, then this pro-
gram is for you.

Although not a dedicated video-edit-
ing program, Easy Media Creator offers
standard video-editing features for cor-
recting colors or contrast, adding visual
effects and transitions, and modifying
templates for designing your DVD
menus. Besides these standard video-edit-
ing features, the program also includes its
CD/DVD burning features so you can
use its audio editor to improve the quali-
ty of your video’s sound or its Fit-to-
DVD compression option to squeeze
your video onto a DVD. 

Because Easy Media Creator is a suite of
programs that work together, you actually
get more features than a standard video-
editing program. The drawback is that as
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needed to accomplish that particular task.
The program offers standard features for
correcting video (such as stabilizing jerky
images) and correcting colors, as well as
offering unique visual effects that can
modify your images such as blurring a
scene of a car driving away. 

Pinnacle Studio offers another way to
modify images using something called
keyframes. A keyframe identifies a spe-
cific frame in your video. If you define
one keyframe with a reddish tint and a
second keyframe later in your video with
no tint at all, your video will appear to
show a red tint gradually fading between
the two keyframes.

One of the more unique features of
Pinnacle Studio Plus is its Scorefitter fea-
ture, which lets you choose from a vari-
ety of soundtracks so you can add audio
to your movies. Just click the style of
music you want, such as classical or jazz.
Rather than add music, you might just
need to add simple sound effects such as
a gunshot or a crowd noise by browsing
through the program’s library of sound
effects, which are organized into cate-
gories such as vehicles and animals.

If you have a widescreen monitor and a
graphics card capable of displaying resolu-
tions higher than 1,024 x 768, Pinnacle
Studio offers a slider that lets you scale
(increase or decrease) the program’s user
interface to maximum your work area.

Capture an image in front of a solid
blue or green backdrop and Pinnacle
Studio lets you use a special chroma key
option that lets you lay one image over
another, such as making your video of

you switch from editing your video to edit-
ing audio or designing your DVD’s menus
and labels, the user interface changes, de-
pending on the task you’re doing. As a re-
sult, using this program can seem mildly
disconcerting, as users have to deal with an
ever-changing appearance. 

Easy Media Creator makes it easy to
produce quick videos and do a whole lot
more. While most programs only give you
a choice of saving a video to a video file or
burning it to DVD, Easy Media Creator
lets you save your home movies as a video
file and then burn them on CD, DVD, or
Blu-ray Discs to create a hybrid of video
and data files, which other programs can’t
do on their own. 

Easy Media Creator is like a Swiss Army
knife. If you need a general-purpose video
editor plus a whole lot more, this program
will meet your needs.

Our Final Cut
For older computers, the only two viable

choices are PowerDirector or Easy Media
Creator due to their low system require-
ments and ability to run off Windows
2000. Both programs provide basic video-
editing features that are perfect for casual
users but will likely become too limiting for
more advanced users. If you have Windows
XP SP2 with a faster processor, Ulead
VideoStudio and Pinnacle Studio Plus are
far better choices. 

PowerDirector is competent, but
given its price ($89.95) relative to its
rivals, you could get more features with
VideoStudio or Pinnacle Studio Plus for
slightly more money ($99) or save
money and get Easy Media Creator
($79) that gives you similar video-edit-
ing features and all of its CD/DVD
burning capabilities as a bonus. 

If you only need a basic video-editing
program, Easy Media Creator is the low-
cost leader. For a balanced combination
of ease and power, both VideoStudio
and Pinnacle Studio Plus cater to novices
but can also grow with users as they de-
mand more advanced features. Video-
Studio and Pinnacle Studio Plus are the
two clear winners. ▲

by Wallace Wang 

Roxio 
www.roxio.com
$79
Windows 2000/XP/Vista
● ● ●
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Iconix eMail ID

P hishing has become so large a problem
that it’s tough for some users to tell

the “real” emails from eBay, Paypal, and
their banks from the “fake” emails that are
so well-crafted, they slip by antispam filters.
There are technologies in place to identify
the sources of legitimate emails, but most
aren’t geared for individuals. Iconix eMail
ID, however, is geared for private users 
and does a good job of identifying many,
though not all, legitimate email messages. 

Iconix combines two proven, though
not infallible, email identification tech-
nologies: SenderID (www.microsoft.com
/mscorp/safety/technologies/senderid/def
ault.mspx) and DomainKeys (antispam
.yahoo.com/domainkeys) with a third
database maintained by Iconix. When
you receive an email, the Iconix software
(in the form of a Windows background
application, Internet Explorer browser
helper, or Firefox extension) compares 
the email headers of each message via

SenderID, DomainKeys, and its propri-
etary database. If the message passes
muster, a special icon appears next to it. 

eMail ID is compatible with several
Web services, including Yahoo! Mail,
Hotmail/LiveMail, Gmail, and Earthlink.
There’s also full support for Outlook
Express and beta support for Outlook
2003. The software works flawlessly and
only consumes 7.5MB of RAM, but older
PCs will experience a slight slowdown as
the Iconix software goes online to check
on things as new mail is received. You’ll
hear cooling fans spin up more on low-
power notebooks, as well.

When exposed to an inbox filled with
realistic-looking phishy emails along with
legitimate ones, we didn’t find a single
false-positive with Iconix. However, the
system only positively identifies legitimate
emails coming from senders who’ve paid
Iconix to be in its database, so many (if not
most) legitimate emails aren’t marked as
“real.” Iconix hopes to build a critical mass
of users with its free software to encourage

WinJournal
W inJournal is an interesting mix of

concepts, features, and execution,
managing to delight with good features
and functionality, yet irritate with a clum-
sy interface that’s proof positive that a
Macintosh GUI doesn’t always translate
well into Windows. Such missteps can 
be forgiven with a “version 1.0” product,
however, and WinJournal’s combination
of organizational tools, offline blogging
front-end, and podcasting abilities might
just find a niche.

WinJournal is essentially structured as
a word processor, where “journals” take
the place of conventional files. Within
each journal (and you can have many
open at once) are dated entries, where you
can type text, paste pictures, and record
audio files. Each entry can be tagged (for
later searching) and formatted differently
from any other, allowing for a kind of
database of thoughts. Files can be pass-
word-protected or encrypted if you’d like
to keep your thoughts private, or you can
let it log into your LiveJournal, Blogger,

Movable Type, or WordPress-based blog
and publish your material online instant-
ly. Alternatively, WinJournal exports files
in HTML format (and optionally pub-
lishes to any Web server via FTP), or
RTF, XML (three flavors), or plain text.
Journals and their entries are sorted by
date, so reviewing older entries, even
without an Internet connection, is a snap.

The problems start to arise during day-
to-day use. The most glaring issue
is the lack of any meaningful key-
board shortcuts—CTRL-B does
not make selected text bold, and
CTRL-I doesn’t italicize, for exam-
ple. There’s just one Toolbar, but
it’s up to you to add text-format-
ting commands, or indeed, any
commands other than the basic
buttons included, but there isn’t
much space to add many buttons.
The Menu bar replaces most of the
Window’s Title bar, making dragging the
window troublesome. Pop-up menus have
submenus galore, requiring constant click-
ing to perform what should be quick tasks,
such as spell-checking a single word. Even

starting and stopping recording for pod-
casts requires navigating submenus.

At its core, WinJournal must share a lot
of code with its highly regarded Macintosh
cousin, MacJournal, so it has all the right
stuff to be a contender. Perhaps Version 2
will knock our socks off with usability to
match its excellent feature set. ▲

by Warren Ernst

more businesses to buy into its plan, but
only time will tell if it succeeds.

As such, given its stability, reliability,
price, and compatibility, Iconix eMail ID
makes a lot of sense for users who might
have trouble identifying phishy emails on
their own, but it isn’t a cure-all. Yet. ▲

by Warren Ernst
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WinJournal 1.0
$34.95 downloadable, $39.95 boxed
Mariner Software
www.marinersoftware.com
/sitepage.php?page=114
● ● ●

Iconix eMail ID
Free
Iconix, Inc
www.iconix.com
● ● ● ●
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XP MAKEOVER
Vista Edition

W
e know how it is. You
don’t want to give up
Windows XP’s speed,
hardware support, lap-

top battery life, software compatibility, and
(we can’t believe we’re saying this) general
reliability, but certain elements of Win-
dows Vista keep trying to seduce you.
Thankfully, there’s hope. Many of the best
elements of Windows Vista, including
Aero-like GUI improvements, the Sidebar,
Desktop Search, and two-way firewall, can
be grafted onto WinXP while maintaining
all of WinXP’s benefits. And as a bonus, it
costs less than upgrading to Vista.

True, you’ll have to do a little work to
achieve this goal, but you’ll have the ben-
efit of being able to handpick the best
software for specific tasks rather than rely-
ing on one vendor for everything. And if

theming engine or Stardock Window-
Blinds, a third-party utility. Each has
advantages and drawbacks. The default
WinXP theming engine, used to change
between Windows Classic Style, which
looks like Win98/2000, and “Windows
XP Style,” which is sometimes called
Luna, requires patching or third-party
assistance to use one of the available Vista-
like themes. It can’t change everything as
convincingly as WindowBlinds can but
adds no additional computing overhead
and has the potential to be cheaper (or
even free). 

WindowBlinds includes a nice set of
themes, but none of them imitate Vista.
There are, however, several on the Internet
that do a good job of imitating Aero. The
first is Vista 2.4 (www.deviantart.com
/download/40338929/Vista_2_4.rar), and

there’s a particular Vista feature you can
live without, you can simply avoid trying
to find its WinXP counterpart.

Add “Aero” Visualizations
The first thing that most people will

notice about Vista is its new interface,
Aero. In fact, the interface comprises sever-
al components, including the following:
the visual style (which includes things such
as window borders and title bars, the Start
menu, Vista Orb, Taskbar, and menus),
icons (including those found in the
Control Panel and for bundled Windows
programs), wallpapers, screen savers, fonts,
and the boot screen/logon screen. We
don’t consider the Sidebar a GUI enhance-
ment, so we’ll cover that later.

There are two main ways to change
WinXP’s visual styles: the default Windows
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operating system during the entire boot
process; having it proclaim “Windows
XP” rather defeats the purpose of making
WinXP look like Vista. There’s a free pro-
gram called BootSkin, also available from
Stardock, which simplifies the previously
tedious process of changing the boot
screen. Open BootSkin, click the Browse
Boot Skin Library link, and download a
skin from the hundreds available. (Hint:
Search for “Vista.”) Once downloaded,
click File and Import From File. Finally,
open the file you downloaded. Although
nothing directly copies Vista’s boot screen,

many come pretty close.
The login screens also

scream “XP,” but you can
make them resemble Vista’s,
too. The easiest way to do it is
with another free Stardock
program called LogonStudio.
As before, download and in-
stall LogonStudio, but also
download a good Vista-like
logon screen from WinCus-
tomize. Vista Reaction (www
.wincustomize.com/skins.aspx?
skinid=6988&libid=26) does
the job nicely. Click Logon-
Studio’s Load button and
select the downloaded skin in
the resolution that matches
your screen, and then click
Apply. Voila!

Optionally, if you are using Windows
Themes and StyleXP to imitate Aero, you
can also use StyleXP to replace WinXP’s
default boot screens and logon screens.
Just click the Logons or Boot Screens but-
ton and then click the Add New. . . but-
ton and select the downloaded ZIP file of
the logon or boot screen you’d like to use.

Adding Vista screen savers to WinXP is
a relatively simple task because many have
been ported to WinXP and gathered in a
convenient screen saver package. Softpe-
dia (www.softpedia.com) has a good
package (www.softpedia.com/progDown
load/Vista-Screen-saver-Ported-to-XP-
Download-44716.html). Just download
and unzip (or unrar) the package into the
C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32 folder. Then,
select your new screen saver as you would
with any other screen saver.

Arrow (www.wincustomize.com/skins.aspx
?skinid=5347&libid=1) is another option. A
third, VistaXP, was so good that Microsoft
requested most Web sites remove it, but it’s
not too hard to find. 

Start by downloading WindowBlinds
from Stardock’s Web site (www.star
dock.com; a 30-day trial is available). Once
you’ve downloaded WindowBlinds and
the Vista theme(s) of your choice, unzip/
unrar each theme into its own folder.
Next, open WindowBlinds and click the
Change How My Windows Look link on
the upper-left corner of the Window-
Blinds window. Click Add
Skin, browse to the folders you
just made, and open the WBA
file inside each one. Finally,
scroll through the skins until
you find the new ones, select
them, and click the Apply My
Changes link in the bottom-
left corner. You can further
adjust each skin with the pull-
down menu just next to the
Advanced button. For exam-
ple, you can change VistaXP
from black to silver to glass.
WinXP appears transformed,
but there’s still more to do.

To use WinXP’s own them-
ing engine, your best bet is a
third-party utility that safely
adds the ability to use third-
party Windows themes. Otherwise, you
need to patch some DLLs and other files.
(If you’re really curious about this meth-
od, search Google for “Uxtheme.dll” or
“Uhtheme.dll” to find the modification
procedure.) This method has the advantage
of utilizing routines that you’re already
using within Windows, so there’s no 
extra overhead associated with changing
WinXP’s look. On the other hand, this
method can only go so far in emulating
Vista’s Aero interface. For example, there’s
no way to do transparent window borders.
We used StyleXP ($19.95; www.tgtsoft
.com), to make our WinXP modifications.

After you’ve downloaded and installed
StyleXP, don’t accept the sample theme.
Search Google for “VistaXP by KoL.” Web
pages that have the download often have
two versions; you want the Windows

Theme version instead of the Window-
Blinds version. Download this to a tempo-
rary folder. Next, open StyleXP and click
the Visual Styles button. Click the Add A
New Style button, navigate to the ZIP file
you downloaded, and select it. (StyleXP
automatically reads ZIP files.) “VistaXP”
should appear in the list of available Visual
Styles, so select it and click the Apply Style
To Current Theme button. The change
should take place immediately. 

You can further add to the Aero effect
by adding transparency to the Taskbar
and Start menu. Click the Transparency

button and enable the Taskbar and Start
Panel options. You can’t make window
borders transparent, however.

Vista wallpapers are all over the Internet,
including some packages that have images
that Microsoft either discarded or only
included with some of the Vista betas.
Google is your friend, but we found com-
plete, downloadable sets at www.hak
labs.com/?p=23 and www.wincustomize
.com/skins.aspx?skinid=30071&libid=8.
Generally, download and uncompress the
files to a folder on your drive and then use
Display Properties in the Control Panel to
select a new wallpaper. WindowBlinds
(click Change My Wallpaper) and StyleXP
(click the Wallpaper button) can make the
switch, too.

You only see the Windows boot screen
during booting, but it advertises your

Stardock rewards you with transparent window borders for a better
Vista Aero simulation.
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The final pieces of the visual puzzle are
Vista’s cursors and icons. Cursor updates
are by far the easiest, requiring no extra
software. Just search Google for “Vista
cursors,” find and download a pack you
like, and unzip the file into your C:\
WINDOWS\CURSORS folder. For cur-
sor collections that include several pack-
ages zipped together, check for a Readme
file and follow those installation direc-
tions. Then, open the Mouse control
panel, click the Pointers tab, and select
the new cursor set.

Icons are slightly trickier. You can easily
find Vista icon sets, but manu-
ally changing the icon of every
program is tedious. Fortunate-
ly, there are free programs that
can change icons in bulk, such
as IconTweaker (joost.endoria
.net) or IconPhile (www.free
ware-guide.com/OldGood
Freeware/IconPhile.html), or
the commercial IconPackager
($14.95) from Stardock. Each
of these programs has its own
icon package format, so using
Google to search for a compat-
ible set is a good way to go.
(Hint: Googling “IconPackag-
er Vista” generates links to sev-
eral exceptional icon packages,
such as “CrystalXP.net,” for
IconPackager.)

Vista Transformation Pack 7 (www
.windowsxlive.net/?p=1119) is a complete-
ly different way to go. The VTP7 takes
more of a shotgun approach to making
over WinXP, adding a new Start menu
and changing window borders, icons,
cursors, desktops, and screen savers all at
once. It also automatically detects if
you’ve installed WindowBlinds and then
uses it to implement various special
effects, such as transparent window bor-
ders and the Vista logon screen. 

The downside is that there are some
reports of VTP7 slowing down a system or
causing an outright crash. (We didn’t
experience this, however.) VTP7 may be
incompatible with certain programs, and
you may find it tough to select the Aero
elements you want. Still, when combined
with WindowBlinds, the transformation is

about as close to Vista as you can get with-
out the hassle. To try it, install Win-
dowBlinds (VTP7 requires WindowBlinds
for its transparent window effect) as
described earlier and then download and
install VTP7. Apply checkmarks next to
the options you want to enable. (Checking
all of them makes the result look more like
Vista.) Choose to install third-party appli-
cations for things such as the Sidebar. After
the reboot, click the Configure User
Account link in the VTP window, which
automatically appears, and put a check-
mark next to pretty much everything. If

you want to use some of the programs that
we’ve listed below, then leave similar tools
disabled here.

Beyond The Book’s Cover
Of course, there’s more to Vista than

just its pretty face: Microsoft added hun-
dreds of small and large features to Vista.
But WinXP users can obtain most of these
features from third-party applications that
are already available and, in some cases, bet-
ter that Vista. Here are some highlights:

Google Desktop Search. Killing two birds
with one stone, Google Desktop Search
(desktop.google.com) adds both the
equivalent of Microsoft’s Instant Search
and the Sidebar. It even throws in a new
Smart Run feature, all for free. Like
Instant Search, Google Desktop Search

indexes all your files and their contents in
the background, which makes it easy to
search for documents, emails, contacts,
and more. 

The Sidebar displays Gadgets such as
clocks, news tickers, and note takers, and
Google introduces more all the time. The
Quick Search box appears by pressing
CTRL twice when you are on the Desk-
top and lets you type file names or pro-
gram names to open them directly, but
you may have to use your arrow keys to
zero in on a desired program. 

Launchy. Although Google
Desktop Search’s Quick Search
box isn’t bad, it’s generally
clunkier than Launchy (Free;
www.launchy.net). Launchy
seems much smarter at figuring
out what program you want to
launch as you type part of its
name. It also launches URLs
and opens documents using the
same logic. A nice collection of
skins make it easy to integrate
with Vista or WinXP Desktops.

Alt-Tab PowerToy Replace-
ment or TopDesk. Pressing
ALT-TAB in WinXP displays a
small window with just icons,
but it shows off the entire pro-
gram window (with contents!)

in Vista, and some versions of Vista include
Flip 3D, which even stacks program win-
dows with a 3D perspective. To subtly
tweak WinXP to display the contents of
windows, look no further than Microsoft’s
own free PowerToy (www.microsoft.com
/windowsxp/downloads/powertoys/xppow
ertoys.mspx), which is lean, mean, and fast.
For the full Flip 3D effect (though you
must press Windows key-TAB), look for
TopDesk ($19.95; www.otakusoftware
.com), which also adds a nice clone of
Apple’s Exposé window switcher and
mouse control of the Task Switcher as part
of the package. A 14-day trial of TopDesk
is available for the curious.

Dragon Naturally Speaking 9. Vista
comes with a surprisingly reliable and
worthwhile voice dictation system, yet
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Looking almost as good as Vista but without the cost, StyleXP is a
highly reliable, resource-friendly alternative to Stardock.
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almost nobody uses or even knows about
it. Naturally Speaking (www.nuance.com
/naturallyspeaking) does an even better
job at translating complex spoken sen-
tences into correctly typed text, although
its ability to navigate windows is slightly
clumsier. The deluxe version ($199)
works with more programs than the stan-
dard version ($99), but both share the
same excellent speech engine. However, a
good sound card and microphone/headset
will probably make a bigger difference in
speech recognition than switching to
Naturally Speaking 9.

Jetico Personal Firewall, Co-
modo Firewall, or Look ‘n’
Stop Firewall . WinXP’s
built- in f irewall  i s  an in-
bound-only firewall, while
Vista’s is a true inbound-out-
bound firewall that actually
looks at outgoing traffic and
blocks communications that
it  f inds f ishy or that you
want to block. Most com-
mercial firewalls are of the
two-way variety, so almost
any of them should match
Vista’s firewall protection.
That said, we’ve found two
free firewalls, from Jetico
(www.jetico.com) and Co-
modo (www.personalfirewall
.comodo.com), to be excellent. Look ‘n’
Stop ($29; www.looknstop.com) is just
as effective as Jetico and Comodo but
has an interface your less technically
inclined friends will find welcoming. 

Windows Defender, SpyBot Search &
Destroy, or SuperAntiSpyware. Vista
comes with an antispyware system that
is basically the same as Microsoft’s own
Windows Defender for WinXP, com-
plete with scheduled foreground scan-
ning, real-time monitoring of browser
hijacking and startup programs, and
automatic updates. Windows Defender
is free (but buried within the Microsoft
Web site; a Google search will find it
faster), but if you favor third-party
products, SuperAntiSpyware ($29.95;
www.superantispyware.com) can do

everything Windows Defender does and
more. For the thrifty, Spybot Search &
Destroy (Free; www.safer-networking
.org) does excellent foreground scans on
the cheap, and, in fact, you can even run
both at the same time to double-down
on spyware protection.

FileHamster. Microsoft has employed
many backup systems with its different
versions of  Windows, but Vista’s
Shadow Copy (available with Vista
Business/Ultimate) basically makes pre-
vious versions of files (e.g. Word or

Illustrator files) available rather like a
version control system, but the process
is  automatic and runs in the back-
ground. FileHamster (Free; www.mog
ware.com/filehamster) does essentially
the same thing but also gives you the
ability to add notes to earlier file ver-
sions for easier archiving.

Norton Save & Restore or Acronis
True Image 10. Vista Business/Ultimate
also comes with a whole-disk backup
system called Complete PC Backup,
making it relatively easy to save and
restore your operating system and all
your files (but not handpick individual
files) in one fell swoop.  Both Norton
Save & Restore ($49.99; www.syman
tec.com)  and Acronis  True Image
($49.99; www.acronis.com) quickly and

easily back up your whole system (to
secondary drives, external drives, or
optical media, too) in almost the same
way. Both are very reliable and have a
long history of success. Both also let you
restore individual files from backups and
don’t require the original Windows disc
for a restoration.

SageTV Media Center. At a minimum,
the Windows Media Center turns your
TV tuner-equipped PC into a Tivo-like
device, but being connected to a com-
puter, it can do much more. SageTV

Media Center ($79.95; www
.sagetv.com) pushes the enve-
lope further with Slingbox-
like Internet streaming of
programming and even ex-
tends media to alternate tele-
visions around the household.
SageTV is a nice, capable
alternative if  your system
isn’t running WinXP Media
Center Edition.

TrueCrypt. Vista’s BitLocker
Drive Encryption can en-
crypt even your Windows
boot drive, which is some-
thing you can’t accomplish
easily with WinXP. True-
Crypt (Free; www.truecrypt
.org) has a proven and simple

data drive encryption system that should
be almost as good if you’re careful about
saving your files there.

Advanced Parental Control. Vista’s
Parental Controls panel lets parents set
time limits for when children can use
the computer or go online. You can also
limit access to specific programs, Web
sites, and certain games. Afterward,
Vista generates reports of a child’s activ-
ities. This is basically what Advanced
Parental  Control  ($39.97; www.ad
vancedparentalcontrol.com) does, but it
also records screenshots and keystrokes,
letting you really see what your kids are
up to. ▲

by Warren Ernst
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Vista’s, but many are integrated with Google’s services.
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Social Identity Theft
AA re you on Twitter? Flickr? Facebook?

FooBooDiddly.com? OK, so I made up
that last social network, but I bet someone
out there will register the domain and turn it
into a site where the world can share home-
made scans of belly button lint. More impor-
tantly, what if someone joined that network
and pretended to be sharing your belly but-
ton lint when it really wasn’t your belly but-
ton lint? Would you feel violated? 

A few days ago, one of my online buddies
(yes, a social network buddy) told me that I
was on a new social network, Pownce (www
.pownce.com), which is odd because I never
signed up for an account (despite the insane
amount of invitations I received from friends
that followed the flock). Lo and behold, “I”
existed on the network. At first look, I wasn’t
terribly upset, but it was pretty much my
identity in the digital flesh. The “friends” 
following “me” certainly did not know (and
may still not know) that “me” wasn’t me.
They had no idea who “I” really was. Con-
fused? It was social identity theft. 

Now, in past CPU articles, I’ve warned you
about the dangers of letting too much of your-
self go to vendors who don’t necessarily have
your best interests at heart. But what about
when your friends expect you to be somewhere
you’re not? When they believe they’ve found
you, they may never find out that it’s not you.

There was no verification that this person,
using my name and photo to make people be-
lieve that the profile was my own, was really me.
Why? This isn’t my fault—it’s Pownce’s—and
they’re not the only social network with this
severe identity shortcoming. If this is allegedly a
new-fangled identity service, where the hell was
the identity check?

Some of these “friends” may have no idea
who I really am, yet they’ve added me as a
friend. Sorry, man, but that’s not me. You
already know where to find me, and it’s not 
on Pownce. I have a blog, which is the central
point in the universe of Chris Pirillo. If some-
one claimed this profile in my name to reserve
it for me, I appreciated the gesture, but I really
didn’t feel comfortable finding my identity here
when it’s obvious that the system is just as lousy
as every other social network on the planet.

Sadly, this was not an isolated incident.
Why do I join some networks and not others?
I don’t know, but I can tell you one thing for
sure: I don’t like it when people pretend to be
me. Why the hell you’d ever want to pretend
to be me is beyond me, but I guess that’s the
point. Straight from “my” mouth, the faux
Pirillo posted in Pownce:

Why would anyone be the fake Chris
Pirillo? Well, unless you are a Chris
Pirillo, Leo Laporte, Robert Scoble, or
whoever, you will never be able to build
up a network of “friends” to spam URLs
to. Ok, just kidding. But, then again,
there are many problems with sites like
Twitter, Pownce, and Jaiku. The first
one I find annoying is how the so-called
A-listers seem to dominate them. It all
ends up the same turning into a silly
popularity contest with a bunch of
“friends” agreeing to every single thing
the A-listers say. 

I think it would be nice if the “F-lis-
ters” had some power from time to time.
Do you ever get sick of people like Robert
Scoble or Jason Calacanis crowdsourcing
you for their benefit? Overall, I think the
big problem is the A-listers don’t give their
fans enough credit. How can they give us
credit? Well, you could start by plugging
us more! 

This person’s legal name is not Chris
Pirillo, and he’s using my trademarked logo
to lead others (friends or not) to believe that
this is an account controlled by me. His
message is actually very salient, but I just
wish he wasn’t using my mouth to spread it. 

Faux Pirillo sent me an email clearing
things up and handing over the password,
but only after I challenged his assertion that
I wasn’t giving people a fair shake with my
own endeavors. (Nothing could be further
from the truth, and I’ve illustrated that to
the community time and again.) It turned
out to be a relatively benign incident, but it
could’ve turned bad. And it could’ve hap-
pened to you. ▲

But what about

when your friends

expect you to be

somewhere you’re

not? When they

believe they’ve found

you, they may never

find out that it’s not

really you.

You can dialogue with Chris at chris@cpumag.com.

Chris Pirillo is the real Chris 
Pirillo. He blogs at his own site, 

chris.pirillo.com. He also registered
ChrisPirillo.com, just in case. Of

course, people believe he’s not really
himself, anyway. He pushes live

video out every day at live.pirillo
.com and uploads a few select podcast
tech nuggets to media.pirillo.com. He
is a social network of one, so to speak,

and his real social network gathers
every year at an event called, well, it

doesn’t have “Chris” or “Pirillo” 
in its title (more information 

about that at Gnomedex.com, 
which is soon to be rebranded as

“ChrisPirilloBuddyList.com”). Chris’
inspiration is drawn from random

Monty Python sketches and Sir Not
Appearing in this Byline.

Dialogue Box
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Database Sense 
& Sensibility
AA s of this writing, Google tells me there’s

no such thing as a “Database Literacy
Movement”; there’s not much being said about
“database literacy” either. Maybe it’s time.

How can we make sense of data cascading
down the Internets without a database sensibili-
ty (or any other yet-to-be-discovered meme),
especially when ordinary search terms can gener-
ate hundreds of thousands (or millions) of hits?

Do ordinary people really know much about
searching databases? School kids (at least my
school kids) receive more instruction in Power-
Point than they do in database principles. Is it
because they don’t need the help, or don’t edu-
cators grok databases?

The good news is that finding new and bet-
ter ways to use search engines like Google has
become a mainstream topic. It was the popular
blog entry “20 Tips for More Efficient Google
Searches” (www.dumblittleman.com/2007/06
/20-tips-for-more-efficient-google.html) that
started me on this line of reasoning.

Far from being an esoteric skill only highly
trained database professionals can manage,
database sensibility is fast becoming central to
our culture. As far back as the ’50s and ’60s,
you can see how movies portrayed people with
database skills: They were experts with special
powers. Now, you can search the Internet
Movie Database (www.imdb.com) for movie
plots containing the keyword “database.”

Some nerdy technologies, such as slide rules,
plotting calculators, and assembly languages,
eventually simply become obsolete; others, such
as automobiles and personal computers, become
integral parts of mainstream culture. Database
skill is morphing from a high-tech specialty into
one more skill set, like touch-typing or driving a
car, which identifies the user as a literate mem-
ber of society. Consider some of these:
· Gethuman 500 Database (gethuman.com)

is an online database of techniques for talk-
ing to a real person rather than a glorified
answering machine when you call a compa-
ny for customer support.

· IBM’s Many Eyes project (services.alpha
works.ibm.com/manyeyes/home) gives 

anyone the ability to create visualizations of
data based on any of thousands of data sets
stored on the site, as well as the ability to
add new data sets for others to work with.

· The “Data Mining: Text Mining, Visual-
ization and Social Media” blog (datamin
ing.typepad.com/data_mining) is a place to
find news and discussion of the new and
innovative ways people are using database
tools and the data they find on the Internet
to create new information.

· A constant stream of new and interesting
mashups depend on Google Maps to pro-
duce helpful information, from my personal
favorite, the Gmap Pedometer (www.gmap-
pedometer.com), which lets you measure
distance on a map, to the Recycling Center
(www.therecyclingcenter.info), which points
you to the closest recycling center (naturally).

We’re getting more sophisticated and widely
available tools for creating more common sense
ways of using databases. Much of the change is
the result of open-source development. Fifty
years ago, you might have had to spend a mil-
lion bucks to get the hardware and software to
run a serious database; today, you can do some
pretty heavy databasing on a PC with:
· MySQL (mysql.com), “the world’s most

popular open-source database”;
· PostgreSQL (postgresql.org), “the world’s

most advanced open-source database”;
· Firebird (firebirdsql.org), a relational data-

base that traces its roots back as far as 1981,
with InterBase and Borland in the early days
of PC applications;

· and JasperSoft (www.jaspersoft.com),
which offers open-source business intelli-
gence software for everyone.

Anyone who can install Linux can have seri-
ous database software—database servers, report
writers, database migration tools, application
development tools, everything. It’s no longer
necessary to entrench yourself in academia or a
cubicle to get access to the tools. If you have
interest and a PC, you can do databases. ▲

Anyone who can

install Linux can

have serious data-

base software—

database servers,

report writers, data-

base migration

tools, application

development tools,

everything.

You can get saucy with Pete at pete@cpumag.com.

Pete Loshin, former technical
editor of software reviews for

Byte Magazine (print version),
consults and writes about com-

puting and the Internet. 
He also runs www.linuxcook
book.com. He owns shares of
both Microsoft and Red Hat

and believes that Windows isn't
for everyone, but neither is

Linux. 

Open Sauce
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E verything seems to change on the
Web at lightning speed, from busi-
ness models to new formats such as

video, social media, AJAX programming,
and Web-based applications. Ironically, the
one thing that feels much the same as it did
a decade ago is the way we interact with the
Internet itself, the browsing experience.
Aside from tabs and toolbar add-ons, all
we’ve done since 1995 is move from
Netscape Navigator to Microsoft
Internet Explorer to Mozilla Firefox.
The basic viewing of HTML pages
has not evolved nearly as much as the
sites we view. That may be set to
change, however. Several projects are
hoping to evolve the browsing experi-
ence from different directions: mak-
ing it more fun, simple, and clean, or
just more private and personal. 

Out Of Space & Time
“The top Web browsers are infor-

mation bottlenecks,” says Eddie
Bakhash, CEO of SpaceTime. “They
use interfaces that are decades old and
now we are cramming multimedia
into HTML pages.” His answer is
SpaceTime 3D, a genuinely novel
browser that puts Web pages into 3D
space. Bakhash pitches the product as
searching, browsing, and purchasing
in 3D. The program loads as a clear
blue sky with a toolbar. A drop-down
menu lets you run a search in Google,
Yahoo!, eBay, Amazon, YouTube, and oth-
ers. But instead of typical search results in
each, SpaceTime 3D loads the first five or
so hits in separate panes that float together
in a “stack” that you can rifle through like
cards, a bit like Windows Vista’s 3D Flip
effect. Double-click the pane you want to
bring up as a full screen to navigate as
usual. “We anticipate what the user may
seek next,” says Bakhash. “We use dormant
computing time and put the user in a

reduced time environment in these stacks.”
As the user is contemplating one page, the
browser is already pulling in more data
from the next likely pages. 

“The solution is organization of infor-
mation,” says Bakhash. SpaceTime 3D lets
you create a series of stacks, around differ-
ent instances of a search, such as an eBay
search or an image search. “All of the

information is incorporated into this
dynamic timeline that keeps expanding.
You create a visual history of your brows-
ing experience.” What is most interesting
about SpaceTime 3D, however, is not the
eye candy but the way it reaches into the
databases at select sites and pulls out the
relevant information. For instance, in an
image search at Google, the 3D panes are
just the images, not the surrounding Web
pages. A search of YouTube calls up only

the video panes, which you can play in 3D
space without opening the page of origin.
And perhaps most significantly, the
browser is fully integrated with eBay’s
APIs. A search for “pocket watches” brings
up images of the items with their details
and most of the basic eBay functions (such
as bid, compare, and so on)  superimposed
in 3D space by the browser itself. On top

of everything else SpaceTime 3D
hopes to bring to the browsing expe-
rience, Bakhash says, “It just makes
[Web browsing] more enjoyable.”

While SpaceTime 3D occupies the
high end of next-gen browser devel-
opment, some of the most novel
development is occurring at the sim-
plest levels. The popular Browzar
client is an Internet Explorer shell
that does not record browsing history,
retain cookies, or even perform auto-
complete in forms that could reveal
your previous browsing behavior. “It
was an obvious idea, and sometimes it
takes one company to do the obvious
before it becomes obvious to everyone
else,” says founder Ajaz Ahmed.
Many people around the world use
Browzar in a disposable fashion.
When using someone else’s computer
or accessing the Web from Internet
cafés, they download a copy and
uninstall it when done. “We aren’t
saying use it as the main browser,”
says Ahmed. “We are saying use it

when you want some privacy.” 
Shortly after the release of Browzar last

year, Ahmed received waves of suggestions
from people. He recently added a file
shredding feature that lets people eliminate
all trace of downloaded files from a com-
puter. It also has ActiveX support and
tabbed browsing. The browser now even
warns you when it hasn’t uninstalled itself
properly. “We get virtually no errors reports
to us,” says Ahmed. The next versions will

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

What’s Next For Browsers?
When Tabs Just Aren’t Enough
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have to load separate clients to connect to
the various functions. Essentially a sleeker
upgrade of the current AOL OpenRide
software, Helix launched in beta in late
July with an AppMap feature that re-
placed the older OpenRide approach that
used four animated screen panes to divide
online tasks. The AppMap is a freeform
structure that puts all your open tasks
into thumbnail panes on the screen for
faster task switching. Alas, AOL continues
to suffer from user disinterest. Its
OpenRide software never seemed to gain
traction, and with multiple lines of devel-
opment for AOL software, it’s unclear
where the company is headed. 

Another Web browser idea that seems to
be in a constant state of becoming is the
much-hyped, well-funded Flock.com
“social browser.” Announced in 2005,
Flock quickly became the darling of Silicon
Valley venture capitalists because it inte-
grates the emerging social media craze
with the standard browser experience.
Users can drag and drop images from
Flickr and PhotoBucket into the browser
and keep them in view. Users can also

respond to even more subsequent requests
from users. Ahmed is looking at a “service
side” model that lets users access favorites
remotely and without storing them on the
local machine. And then there is an
upcoming Boss Mode. “A lot of people
have written in about doing it in different
colors like Internet Explorer because when
the boss is walking past they may not want
him to know they are using Browzar,” says
Ahmed. “We will offer skins.”   

The All-In-Ones
Another key area of browser develop-

ment involves greater integration of

online tasks. Generally, we use different
programs for email, instant messaging, file
management, and specific site functions
such as social media. Developing tools
that integrate some of this functionality
into a single interface is the kind of ambi-
tious, expensive project that requires well-
funded companies. And so, no less a
mega-media firm than AOL (a Time
Warner subsidiary) has one of the most
intricate attempts to unify all Internet
activity. The Helix software puts Web
browsing, your multiple email accounts,
instant messaging, and a file cabinet into
a single tabbed interface so you never

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

Why didn’t the guys at Mozilla and
Microsoft make it easier to surf
the Web without leaving traces of
your behavior? Browzar founder
Ajaz Ahmed is not sure. His very

popular Browzar client is simply
an Internet Explorer shel l  that
turns on most of the privacy pro-
tection features that are already
available to IE users if they only

knew about them. His simple idea
of truly private Web browsing has
generated a loyal  fo l lowing of
global fans who also helped guide
the program’s development.Q

&
A

CPU: How many people are using Browzar now?
Ahmed: In the first week we had 250,000 downloads. It’s difficult for
us to tell how many people are using it since some people download
versions every single time they use it. 

CPU: Why do they use it?
Ahmed: We have had people write in with embarrassing stories about
browsers. One man found out his girlfriend was pregnant from their
browser history. A little lad discovered his parents were getting
divorced because [their browser history] showed they were looking
for divorce lawyers. We get a lot of people using it for Web-based
email and banking.

CPU: What is the technology behind Browzar?
Ahmed: We wanted something quick and convenient, something you
download. We took the IE engine and built a shell on top of it. We
wrote code that takes care of all the things people have concerns
about. Some of the things we do you can manually do on the browser,
but the vast majority of people don’t know how to do it.

CPU: How do you make a project like this financially worthwhile?
How will you make money?
Ahmed: I have a deal with Ask.com. People can use the search
engine on our Start page, and if you do and click on a sponsored
link we share in the revenue. People aren’t obligated to use it. We
let people change the Start page. But the search engine generates
sufficient revenue.

Browzar: Less (Much Less) Can Be More

SpaceTime 3D not
only makes browsing
look more fun but it
actually pulls data
from Web sites such
as eBay and You-
Tube and presents 
it in new ways.
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Game consoles, for instance, represent the
leading edge of browser development that is
also being done for set-top TV boxes and
digital video recorders such as Tivo. Sony’s
PSP (PlayStation Portable) and PlayStation
3 both include full brows-ers that use game
controller interfaces to navigate full-scale
pages. Opera has developed versions of its
browser for Nintendo’s DS handheld game
console and the Wii. 

But for all the innovation in browser
design, new browsers have a mixed record
of taking hold. AOL, Opera, and Netscape
have offered alternative browsing experi-
ences to the mainstream for years, but
Microsoft continued to dominate until a
single upstart, Mozilla’s Firefox, finally
came in to shave off 27% of the European
market share (about 18.7% of the United
States). The next step for many next-gen
browsers may not be new features so much
as new strategies for moving users to try a
different browsing experience. 

by Steve Smith

make blog posts from the
browser and share Favorites,
and your MyWorld page can
contain the real-time feeds
from all your friends, blogs, and shared
media libraries. Still in 0.9x beta, Flock
continues to promise a 1.0 version by the
time you read this, but we reported the
same thing over a year ago. The company
suffered delays and some early rough ver-
sions of the Firefox-based browser, and
now some other browsers are taking up
the model. Netscape Navigator 9, for
instance, has added features that let users
vote on stories and monitor content that
selected friends like, as well. 

Beyond The Desktop
Perhaps the most important area of Web

browser development is occurring off the
Desktop altogether, on handheld devices
and other access points to Web data.
Certainly the most dramatic new browser
launch of the year came from a phone,
Apple’s iPhone, which introduced touch-
screen control to a miniature version of the
Safari browser. Pinching and spreading fin-
gers on a screen literally expands and con-
tracts a standard Web page on a 3.5-inch
display. Changes in the mobile browsing
experience are more than just a conve-
nience, says Gene Keenan, vice president of
mobile search at advertising firm Isobar;
they actually help spur the growth of an
entire industry by making the Internet

portable. As a result of Apple’s public rela-
tion success with the iPhone, “you will see
third parties develop mobile Web browsers
and take advantage of the larger Internet
experience. We will see more phones with
those browsers, and it will raise the profile
of the mobile Web,” he says. 

Opera, the alternative browser company,
is betting on users accessing the Web away
from their PCs. Long before the iPhone,
Opera’s Mini client was rendering and
reformatting full Web pages from standard
URLs for the phone. The client communi-
cates with the Opera servers. Calls to the
URL from the handset are routed through
the Opera servers, which then render the
pages and reorganize their layout in a way
that is appropriate for the handset. Then
the rendered version of the site goes to the
phone. Over 15 million copies of Opera
Mini have been downloaded to phones
worldwide, the company says. Only about
10 to 15% of people with Web-capable
phones now use them to access the Inter-
net. Arguably, the emerging platform of
mobile data is waiting for a better browser
to help users embrace the mobile Web. 

While browsers no doubt will continue
to evolve, many feel that the future of the
Web really lies in many new and different
devices accessing Web-based information.

c a u g h t  i n  t h e  w e b

KKiinngg  MMee
What could
never have
been accom-
plished by human trial
and error has been
accomplished using
dozens of computers
running nonstop for
18 years: a program called Chinook
has proved that, as long as no player
makes an error, the game of checkers
will inevitably end in a draw. As simple
as the game appears, checkers actually
holds 500 quadrillion possible posi-
tions. Pulling off this feat was actually
quite astounding considering its com-
plexity. The computers deliberately
ignored moves unless they would
result in a win, as would a human com-
petitor. There is one ploy, however,
that will forever be the prerogative of
real-life players: Bluffing. ▲

There is no doubt that the Safari 3 Beta browser Apple released in June gives users
some of the clean, elegant interface perks Mac users enjoy. Its easy drag-and-drop
bookmark management is a joy. And the one-click “Private Browsing” removes any
traces of your recent browsing. Otherwise, Safari gives users the RSS subscriptions,
tabbed browsing, and pop-up blocking they already get from IE 7 and Firefox. Also,
some early users complained of buggy behavior and crashes, and Safari’s promise of
“blazing” performance relative to the competition is not evident to most of us. A luke-
warm reception by many reviewers suggests that even for the seemingly charmed
Apple, the PC browser market is not easy to crack.

There is no doubt that the Safari 3 Beta browser Apple released in June gives users
some of the clean, elegant interface perks Mac users enjoy. Its easy drag-and-drop
bookmark management is a joy. And the one-click “Private Browsing” removes any
traces of your recent browsing. Otherwise, Safari gives users the RSS subscriptions,
tabbed browsing, and pop-up blocking they already get from IE 7 and Firefox. Also,
some early users complained of buggy behavior and crashes, and Safari’s promise of
“blazing” performance relative to the competition is not evident to most of us. A luke-
warm reception by many reviewers suggests that even for the seemingly charmed
Apple, the PC browser market is not easy to crack. ▲

Safari Stalks The PC Market

Browzar eliminates your brows-
ing history, cookies, and even

auto-fill contents so no one
knows where you have been.
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install.txt
EE very now and then, it’s time to simply

reformat and reinstall. For me, this is a
failure of sorts: A Windows box requires
reinstallation on an almost monthly basis if
you wish to retain any sense of system secu-
rity and stability, but for those of us fortu-
nate enough to have a Mac, or better yet, a
Linux box, stable installations can last years. 

This particular install has been following
me for probably four years. A single click
moves my complete home directory from one
laptop to the next in moments. 

That’s worked fine, but recently I decided
that I had no choice but to start fresh. Programs
had started crashing randomly, and I knew that
it was time to start over. So after a complete
backup and a fresh format, I started reinstalling
those critical applications one by one. I started
with the easiest ones: Programs such as Firefox
are a quick download and you’re ready to rock.
Several more key applications came from the
dusty piles of CDs in the corner of my office.

But one CD was missing . . . the dreaded
Microsoft Office. It contains those essential
applications Microsoft Word and Excel. Now I
don’t make extensive use of either of these appli-
cations in my daily life, but I do use one or the
other almost every day. Not that I like it. These
are particularly bloated applications: slow, clum-
sy memory hogs collapsing under the weight of
their own countless useless features.

So I decided to save myself the effort and see
if I could get away without Microsoft Office
programs, using nothing but Google Docs.
And I’m pleased to say that nearly a month
later, I’ve been able to survive with almost no
problems to report. Before, my applications
were using hundreds of megs. I had to keep
track of countless .DOC and .XLS files that I
had to back up, and it always seemed like the
file I needed was somewhere inaccessible.

But this reinstall experience has not been with-
out trouble. The corporate standard expense
report form is a convoluted spreadsheet that I
can’t seem to print out properly using Google’s
Spreadsheets. It can be done, but what was once a
single-page document is now two. It looks slop-
py, but then again, why on earth am I printing
out a piece of paper to do this anyway? Printing is
a dated process that will hopefully die off soon.

And then there is the more practical concern
of using your Web browser window for yet
another task. I type this now in a window
stretched fairly wide: dimensions appropriate for
browsing a Web page, but awkward for a word
processor. Of course I could pull this tab out of
the browser, but I find that the more browser
windows I have on my desktop, the more diffi-
cult it is to keep track of things. No, I’d prefer
to have a single window with many tabs. On the
subject of windows, this is a rare place where the
Windows Desktop beats out the Mac: If you
Apple key-TAB from one application to the
next, all of Firefox is a single item, requiring a
two-step process for keyboard navigation. First
you must Apple-TAB to Firefox, and then you
must CTRL-TAB to the active Firefox tab to
continue editing your document. Windows lets
you ALT-TAB to your desired window.

Of course, this is because my browser is
behaving as if it is multiple applications. Right
now I have open a document, an email, and
the Web UI I use to administer my Web
pages. Three separate tasks contained within 
a single “application.” The desktop GUI sim-
ply doesn’t know how to handle this.

The original design of a Web browser
implied that it was a single window to an
encyclopedia of knowledge. Over time,
browsers evolved to open multiple windows.
And then tabs came along. Each of these
functions made the browser more useful, but
it forced more functionality into a single rec-
tangle on your screen. Decades of GUI usage
have taught us many ways about how these
windows interact, what shapes they could be.
Putting all of your applications into a single
window on your Desktop containing many
tabs is a huge step backward in usability.

I noticed some other things after this tran-
sition that also aren’t so rosy. Graphing in
Google Spreadsheets is a clumsy affair. And
Firefox has a built-in spell checker, but the
right-click option window is overridden,
making it impossible to use my own spell
checker. But it's here and it works. I wouldn't
consider replacing Photoshop or Final Cut
Pro with the online equivalent, but for sim-
ple text wrangling, the time for replacements
has come. ▲

I decided to save

myself the effort

and see if I could

get away without

Microsoft Office

programs, using

nothing but

Google Docs. 

Contact me at malda@cpumag.com.

Rob "CmdrTaco" Malda is the
creator and director of the pop-
ular News for Nerds Web site

Slashdot.org. He spends his
time fiddling with electronic
gizmos, wandering the ’Net,

watching anime, and trying to
think of clever lies to put in his
bio so that he seems cooler than

he actually is.

The Department of Stuff
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by Jen Edwards

DDeellll  DDiisshheess  NNeeww  NNootteebbooookkss

D ell has introduced the XPS M1330, a new
ultra-portable notebook. Sporting a 13.3-

inch display (LED backlighting is an option)
but measuring less than 1-inch thick, this model
has an aluminum exterior available in Tuxedo
Black, Pearl White, or Crimson Red. You can
trick out the M1330 with up to a 2.2GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo processor and 4GB of DDR2-667
RAM. Dell also gives you the option of sticking
with a traditional SATA hard drive (up to a
200GB, 7,200rpm drive) or a 32MB solid-state
hard drive. A DVD±RW drive, three USB ports, a
FireWire port, VGA and HDMI ports, and an
eight-in-one card reader are also included. Prices
start at $1,299.

If you’re a small business owner more interested in
productivity and customizability than eye-catching de-
sign and trialware, Dell also unveiled its Vostro line of prod-
ucts and services aimed at business users. Vostro systems ship free
of trialware, letting users customize each system according to their
needs. The budget-oriented Vostro 1000 notebooks ($499 and up) have
dual-core AMD processors up to 2GHz, 15.4-inch widescreen displays, and
travel weights starting at 6.26 pounds. The Vostro 1400, 1500, and 1700 series notebooks offer
802.11a/g/n, optional Intel Core 2 Duo processors, and mobile broadband (optional), eight-in-one
card readers, and magnesium alloy exteriors for extra durability. ▲

DDuuaall--MMooddee  BBllaacckkBBeerrrryy  88882200  
OOffffeerrss  BBeesstt  OOff  BBootthh  WWoorrllddss

R esearch In Motion announced that the BlackBerry 8820 will offer 802.11a/b/g
wireless networking and EDGE/GPRS/GSM connectivity, letting mobile users

access email and online information no matter where they travel. With support for
UMA (unlicensed mobile access) standard, the 8820 can fluidly switch between cellu-
lar and Wi-Fi networks when necessary.

The 8820 features a 320 x 240 screen, trackball navigation, and full QWERTY key-
board for fast data entry. Its microSD slot supports expansion cards (including SDHC
cards) as large as 4GB but is also designed to support future cards with capacities up to
32GB. It also features integrated GPS navigation and is compatible with BlackBerry Maps.
RIM also upgraded the 8820’s media player to play or search for any song by simply enter-
ing the artist or album name, song title, or genre. And with Roxio Media Manager for
BlackBerry, users can easily convert and transfer music, pho-
tos, and videos to the device.

The BlackBerry 8820 comes with a travel charger, USB
cable, removable battery, and holster. It’s set to launch on
the AT&T network this summer; pricing was not available
at press time. ▲

Skip the trialware and
focus on the specific 
software you need with 
Dell’s Vostro notebooks.

With cellular data and Wi-Fi,
the BlackBerry 8820 keeps
you connected no matter
where you travel.
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BBeellkkiinn  NN11  PPuuttss  AA  VViissuuaall  SSppiinn  
OOnn  WWiirreelleessss  NNeettwwoorrkkiinngg

B elkin’s N1 Vision wireless router is the first
to feature an interactive display that pro-

vides at-a-glance access to important network
information. The display details upload and
download speeds, available
network bandwidth, the
number of connected de-
vices, and guest access keys.
And if your network goes
on the fritz, the N1 Vision
displays troubleshooting information designed to help you correct the problem.

Belkin also introduced several USB hubs aimed at making it more convenient to add USB
ports to your PC. The Swivel Hub ($35.99) has a two-way connector that rotates 180
degrees, letting you add up to four USB devices to your computer without obscuring any
other ports. The $35.99 Clip-On Hub attaches to the edge of a tabletop or a bundle of cables
and includes two top and two front USB ports. The Hub-To-Go ($58.99) features a 3-port
desktop hub and a detachable 4-port travel hub. The travel hub’s rotating connector lets it
connect to a USB port without obscuring any other ports. ▲

LLooggiitteecchh
IInnttrroodduucceess  MMiigghhttyy
MMoobbiillee  MMoouussee  

U sers wanting to add a mouse
to their notebook computer

should take a closer look at Logi-
tech’s new VX Nano Cordless
Laser Mouse. Ergonomic curves,
a low-profile design, and a soft
rubber grip make the VX as com-
fortable as it is diminutive. The
mouse has five programmable
buttons and a scroll wheel that
has two scrolling modes. By
default, the VX’s One-Touch
search button provides quick
access to search results in the
user’s preferred search engine. A
pair of AAA batteries will power
the mouse for approximately six
months, depending on usage. 

The 2.4GHz laser receiver
extends just 8mm from the USB
port, letting it remain plugged
in without creating an ungainly
bulge. You can also store it in
the VX’s battery compartment.
The Logitech VX Nano Cord-
less Laser Mouse is compati-
ble with Windows XP/Vista 
and Mac OS X 10.2.8 or later. 
The $69.99 package includes
the mouse, receiver, batteries,
Logitech SetPoint software, a
protective travel pouch, and a
three-year limited warranty. ▲

FFuujjiittssuu,,  HHPP  RReelleeaassee  NNeeww  TTaabblleettss

T he HP Compaq 2710p Notebook PC features a 12.1-inch antiglare display with digi-
tizer, your choice of a 1.06GHz or 1.20GHz Intel Core 2 Duo ULV processor, 1GB or

2GB of RAM (4GB maximum capacity), 4,200rpm hard drive (up to 100GB), Bluetooth
and 802.11a/b/g networking, and a high-capacity 6-cell Li-Ion battery.

Two USB ports, one FireWire port, an Ethernet port, and ExpressCard and SD card slots
are also included, and certain models have a 2MP camera and microphone for videoconfer-
encing. (All models have a built-in microphone.) And if you frequently work with flash
memory cards, you can replace the 2710p’s PC Card slot with a smart card reader. An op-
tional Verizon EVDO modem, which offers VPN support and mobile broadband capabili-
ties, is set to launch for $199, with the option of a monthly service plan or prepaid sessions.

The 2710p measures 1.11 x 8.35 x 11.42 inches (HxWxD) and weighs 3.7 pounds. An op-
tional HP 2700 Ultra-Slim Expansion Base is also available, which adds a DVD-RW optical
drive to the system. Prices start at $1,649 and include a three-year parts and labor warranty.

If you need an all-in-one tablet PC that has an integrated optical drive instead of an
optional expansion module, consider the Fujitsu’s LifeBook T4220. It also has a

12.1-inch XGA display but offers Intel Core 2 Duo processor choices ranging
from 1.8 to 2.4GHz, 1 to 4GB of RAM, and 5,400rpm hard drive (up to

160GB). Gigabit Ethernet and 802.11a/g/n are included. Bluetooth is
standard on certain models, although you can upgrade entry-level units.

A modular bay lets users swap in their choice of optical drive; a second
battery or hard drive; or a weight saver. Using the secondary battery in

addition to the main battery provides up to eight hours of power.
Fujitsu has also taken security into account: All models in the T4220

family have an integrated fingerprint reader and password-protected
BIOS. Prices start at $1,769. ▲

The VX Nano Laser Cordless Mouse’s receiver is so
small that you can plug it in and forget about it. 

Belkin’s Hub-To-Go
adds USB ports to your
notebook at home and on the road.
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CCoommmmoonn——FFiinnddiinngg  FFoorreevveerr  
As with 2005’s excellent “Be,” Common teams with Kanye West for “Finding Forever,” a 12-track journey 
that lacks “Be’s” scenery but still offers plenty to look at. Smart, socially and politically conscious, and unafraid 
to wear his heart on his sleeve, Common doesn’t blast bullet-quick deliveries like some contemporaries. Instead,
his smoothed-out phrases glide into one another. On “Drivin’ Me Wild,” he flows intelligent observations on 
the opposite sex over a pop-tinged beat while Lilly Allen drops a sugary sweet vocal for the chorus. West lends 
his voice to several tracks, including “Southside,” a lyrical photo essay of Common’s Chicago stomping grounds.

Overall, Common is as intelligent a hip-hop storyteller as there is going, and “Finding Forever” finds him 
subdued and confident, putting his messages out front rather than the volume of his voice.

EEllllaa  FFiittzzggeerraalldd——LLoovvee  LLeetttteerrss  FFrroomm  EEllllaa
Arguably the finest female vocalist America has produced, Ella Fitzgerald would be 90 if
alive today, and to coincide with that mark, Starbuck’s Hear Music imprint and Concord
Records have released “Letters,” 10 previously unreleased odes to love recorded in 1973.
Beyond four tracks recorded with the London Symphony Orchestra, Fitzgerald teamed with
longtime collaborator Count Basie and his band on two others. There’s no such thing as a
bad Fitzgerald record, although it’s clear on “Love Letters” that she was in her twilight, as
her voice lacks the strength of her youthful years. Still, such stalwarts as “Cry Me A River,”
“Witchcraft,” and “Our Love Is Here To Stay” listen just as joyfully as anything the First
Lady of Song gave us in her remarkable career.

At Your

Leisure The entertainment world, at least where it pertains to technology, morphs,
twists, turns, and fires so fast it’s hard to keep up. But that’s exactly why we
love it. For the lowdown on the latest and most interesting releases in PC
entertainment, consoles, DVDs, CDs, and just leisure and lifestyle stuff we (for
the most part) love and recommend, read on. 

AA uu dd ii oo VV ii dd ee oo CC oo rr nn ee rr

DVD
Byte

9/4
It’s Always Sunny In
Philadelphia: Seasons
1 & 2

30 Rock: Season 1

Robot Chicken:
Season 2
(Uncensored) 

Delta Farce

9/11
Away From
Her

Even Money

Snow Cake

9/18
We Are Marshall

The Condemned

Brooklyn Rules

9/25
Bug

Next

The TV Set

by Blaine A. Flamig

$13.98
Universal Music Group
www.common-music.com

D i g i t a l L i v i n g
Games 

Gear 

Movies 

Music

$15.95
Hear Music
www.hearmusic.com

330000
From the dark, ultraviolent Frank Miller graphic novel depicting the 480 B.C. battle of
Thermopylae comes “300.” Like Robert Rodriguez’s treatment of Miller’s “Sin City,” “300”
goes light on back story but massive on assaulting your eyes with comic book-patterned,
blood-soaked scenes CG-ed to the hilt. Director Zack Snyder (“Dawn Of The Dead”) bom-
bards viewers with battle sequences so unique and compelling you’ll feel bruised and battered
as King Leonidas (Gerard Butler) leads 300 Spartans against the god-king Xerxes (Rodrigo
Santoro) and his tens of thousands of Persian warriors. Butler throws about fist-pumping
clichés as well as his spear, but it’s Snyder’s eye for the battlefield that makes “300” special.

HHoott  FFuuzzzz
Edgar Wright and Simon Pegg, the talented duo behind “Hot Fuzz,” also unleashed 
the unexpected but brilliant gorefest “Shaun Of The Dead” in 2004. Maybe it’s due to
“Shaun’s” brilliance that “Hot Fuzz” feels somewhat stilted. Here, Pegg plays overachieving
lawman Nicholas Angel, who’s demoted from the London force to small-town Sanford
because he’s too good at his job. As he did in “Shaun,” Pegg plays straight-man to Nick
Frost (“Bring The Noise”), here as bumbling, pint-guzzling constable Danny Butterman.
Pegg and Frost were “Shaun.” Here, they get considerable backup from Bill Nighy, Jim
Broadbent, a devilish Timothy Dalton, and others. Although too long for its own good,

“Hot Fuzz” delivers a bang.
See the full reviews from A/V Corner at www.cpumag.com/cpuoct07/AYL

$19.98
Universal Studios
www.hotfuzz.com

$21.98
Warner Home Video
www.300ondvd.com
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The Funnies Come Alive 
-by Dr. Malaprop

$34.95 (PC-DVD) •  ESRB: (T)een

Telltale Games •  www.telltalegames.com

TT he six episodes that make up Season 1 follow the most-
ly humorous graphical adventures of Sam (the dog-faced

leader and voice of reason) and Max (the hyperactive and oft-explosive
rabbit sidekick). We loved the first episode (Culture Shock) but felt the
following two episodes (Situation Comedy and The Mole, The Mob,
and The Meatball) had room for improvement.

That said, Episodes 4 (Abe Lincoln Must Die), 5 (Reality 2.0),
and 6 (Bright Side of the Moon) are a noticeable improve-
ment, and each gets better through to the season finale.
Playing through each episode will take a couple of hours, and combin-
ing the seasons works well for back-to-back gameplay. It’s like watch-
ing a season’s-worth of shows such as “Lost” or “24.” Some people like
to enjoy an episode each week; others like plowing through the entire
season on DVD, free from commercial or other life interruption. If you
fall in the latter group, Season 1 is for you. The strong second half,
ease of play, simple controls, uncompromised scripts, and consistent

laughs bode well for the first episodes of Sam & Max: Season 2, due
this fall. The only thing that could substantially improve the Sam &
Max: Season 1 experience is playing through 1993’s original Sam &
Max Hit The Road. Playing a 14-year-old game on your PC can be a
complex issue, but read our sidebar to learn about a multiplatform-
friendly tool called Scumm. ▲

Scumm Is Good For A Trip Down Memory Lane

L ong before Season 1, there was Sam & Max Hit The Road from LucasArts (1993). This
graphical adventure game for DOS was based on the “Sam & Max: Freelance Police”

comic book characters created by Steve Purcell in 1987. The game still holds up as one of
very few genuinely funny computer games, so your search is temporarily over if you’re
looking for a noggin-challenging humorfest. 

To play the old school Sam & Max, first download and install ScummVM for your
Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, PSP, DS, etc. platform. You can download and learn more
about ScummVM and the numerous classic graphic adventure games it supports at
www.scummvm.org. An original copy of Sam & Max Hit The Road has been out of 
print for many years, but it typically sells for less than $25 on eBay. This is PC adven-
ture gaming as it should be remembered, at its historical finest. And as a bonus, 
you’ll be able to cross-reference some details with Season 1. ▲
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Beyond The Sword Expansion -by Dr. Malaprop

YY ou could count them off like bygone lovers: First, there was Civilization IV, crown jewel of the Civ lineup. Then de-
veloper Firaxis decided to release the Civilization IV: Warlords expansion, ushering in a whole new wave of sleep-

less nights. Now it’s happening again with the release of Civilization IV: Beyond The Sword.
As with any prior Civilization expansion, there are new civilizations (10, including the Babylonians, Mayans, Ethiopians,

Byzantines, Native Americans, and more), leaders (16, including Charlemagne, Sitting Bull, Gilgamesh, Abraham Lincoln, and
Darius), world wonders, buildings, units, technologies, and more. There are tons of new content to gobble up

the free time of any Civ fan, plus an additional 11 scenarios and excellent, game-extending mods. Final
Frontier is our favorite mod; Afterworld could use some help.

Several major and minor changes have been made that affect gameplay. Major ones 
include espionage (kludgey in practice and would benefit from a patch to clean it up), cor-
porations (time-consuming but potentially very rewarding), and optionally more than 100
random events. The expansion pack manages to streamline the entry of its new features and
content without compromising core game mechanics.

This is yet another top-notch expansion pack that improves on an already superb game.
Beyond The Sword is a no-brainer, must-own title for Civ IV players. It’ll keep even the

most voracious gamer busy until either the next expansion pack or the Spring 2008
console-friendly release of Civilization Revolution. Be warned:

Get a good night’s sleep before diving in because sleep will
become a valuable commodity during those hal-

cyon, “just one more turn” nights. ▲

Outlaws. Red Dead Revolver. GUN. Call Of Juarez. Top-
notch, Western-themed video games are rare, but

when you find exceptions like these, grab them like the reins
on a crazed bronco and don’t let go. In Call Of Juarez, you
will find yourself playing two characters: Billy Candle and
Reverend Ray. Billy is a down-on-his-luck, part-Mexican
drifter spotted leaving the scene of a murder. In turn, the
preacher witnesses Billy’s hurried departure from the scene
of his murdered brother and snaps, vowing to avenge his
family as his dark past comes to the fore. 

This scenario leads you down wildly different
FPS styles. Billy is the stealth game and Reverend
Ray the full-on run-and-gun game. On paper the
game’s design sounds great, and it succeeds in
building tension as the game cycles between char-
acters. However, the stealth portion doesn’t quite
live up to the design. The stealth elements, Billy’s
whip, and platform controls feel clumsily executed,

though not unplayable. However, playing as the
Bible-spouting preacher doing God’s bidding for
justice is engaging, and the shooter mechanic
works as expected and really makes the game. 
Each player has his own version of “bullet time,”
which feels out of place but also adds another 
layer of variety to the gameplay.

The audio fits the game perfectly and brings
about a sense of atmosphere worthy of the best
Westerns, as does the preacher’s voice acting. If
you’re a fan of the genre, then this is definitely a
game you want to try. Expect about 12 to 15 hours
of linear gameplay. The online mode is playable, but
it’s hard for us to envision it as a long-term barn
burner. Ultimately, Call Of Juarez isn’t on par with
Outlaws or GUN, but it manages to be an entertain-
ing romp through the Wild, Wild West. ▲

$29.99 (PC-CD) •  ESRB: E(veryone) •  Take 2 Games

www.2kgames.com/civ4/beyondthesword

Two-In-One Western -by Dr. Malaprop
$49.95 (PC-DVD); $59.99 (360)  •  ESRB: (M)ature

Ubisoft  •  callofjuarez.com
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SSince EA snapped up an exclusive licensing
arrangement with the NFL and the NFL

Players Association late in 2004, the pro foot-
ball videogame category has largely been a one-pony race, but 2K Sports has
tossed its helmet back in the ring (mixed metaphor alert!) with All-Pro Football
2K8. We were glad to see 2K back in a three-point stance after its hiatus; you
may recall that we picked ESPN NFL 2K5 over Madden NFL 2005 back in our
October 2004 issue. Although All-Pro 2K8 doesn’t quite pick up where ESPN
2K5 left off (or maybe it does; more on that in a moment), the game provides
some pretty cool moments and does some things very well.

Probably the biggest draw in APF2K8 is the nostalgia factor of building
teams of your all-time favorite old-school players. Throughout sports fandom,
one of the most frequent kinds of discussions you’ll overhear/participate in

are those that offer up tantalizing “what-if”
scenarios predicated on the question of how
the greatest players from different eras would

compare at their peak performance levels. Such debates are by nature highly
subjective, but that doesn’t dampen most fans’ enthusiasm for them, and in
APF2K8 you can put some of those questions to the test.

APF2K8 looks and feels a little dated by today’s standards. The graph-
ics engine and certain other features seem to be pulled almost directly
from ESPN 2K5, which is likely a side effect of Visual Concepts having
been away from the gridiron since its powerful 2K5 opus. At the end of
the day, though, All-Pro is fun to play, still looks reasonably good, and
provides an interesting alternative to the other guys’ latest outing.
Welcome back, 2K Sports. ▲

The Real Dream Team 
-by Chris Trumble

$59.99 (X360, PS3) •  ESRB: (E)veryone 10+

2K Sports •  www.2ksports.com/games/football2k8

A Brace Of RPG Classics Made Portable 
-by Chris Trumble

$29.99 each (PSP) •  ESRB: (E)veryone 10+ (FFAE); (T)een (FFIIAE)

Square Enix •  na.square-enix.com/ffanniversary

OK, hands up, who cut their RPG teeth on Final
Fantasy for the NES? Yep, lots of you, that’s

what we thought. The game went on to be the first
installment in what would become the longest-run-
ning and best-loved RPG series in gaming. Square
Enix has re-released the game before on various plat-
forms, and in some cases bundled with Final Fantasy
II (not the same Final Fantasy II that appeared in the
United States on the SNES, however, as that was
actually Final Fantasy IV), but this time the game
looks better than it ever has, and you can play it 
anywhere on your PSP in the form of Final Fantasy
Anniversary Edition.

Final Fantasy II Anniversary Edition shipped
shortly after the release of the original, and
both games have been digitally remastered to

fit the PSP’s 16:9 screen and to include snippets of new
content and cinematics. That’s not to say that playing
either of them is an entirely new experience; even with
the new paint job, both titles exhibit the old-school sprite
look and sometimes painful dialogue that they were born
with all those years ago. And let’s face it, RPGs have pro-
gressed quite a bit in the intervening years, so FF and FFII
will seem fairly primitive to some players. But if you
played the originals and/or are a longtime fan of the
series, these pocket-sized portions of RPG history are 
just too much fun to pass up. ▲

& Final Fantasy II Anniversary Edition
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FFlight simulators aren’t as plenti-
ful as they used to be in the late

’80s through mid-’90s. Long-time
aficionados of the flight sim genre
have affectionate memories of titles
such as FS1 (SubLOGIC), F-15 Strike
Eagle, Secret Weapons Of The Luft-
waffe, Falcon 4.0, Jane’s Combat
Simulations, IL-2 Sturmovic, and,
most recently, Flight Simulator X,
to name but a few.

Saitek’s impressive HOTAS
(Hands-On Throttle And Stick) X52
Pro Flight Control System and Pro
Flight Rudder Pedal packages are
going after sim fans. This package
is an update in functionality to the
original X52 but utilizes that older
product’s chassis sans
silver coloring. The
joystick features a
missile launcher
button with
spring-loaded
cover, two 8-way

hat switches, four fire buttons, dual-
stage trigger, mode selector, three
toggle switches that can give up to
six commands, and the ability to
twist the joystick for rudder con-
trols. The heavy-duty construction,
and backlit buttons make the con-
troller feel substantial, and it is. 

On the throttle, the updated
MFD (multifunction display) lets
you view a variety of information
that you weren’t able to see with
the previous product. In Flight
Simulator X, for example, you can

adjust and display cockpit
information, such as your
radio stack, navigation, and
more. The drivers let you

make numerous LED and
MFD adjustments. We
like that Saitek released
an SDK for the MFD,
and we hope to see

more supported games in
the future. The throttle offers 

significantly more in function than a
pretty screen: Another 8-way hat,
dual rotary controls, clutch button,
mouse functionality, two fire but-
tons, MFD action buttons, slider
control with detente positions,
adjustable handle resistance, and
the ability to assign multiple func-
tions per item, depending on the
mode you set from the hardware.

As mentioned, a player can twist
the joystick to control the rudder,
but the full experience demands the
Pro Flight Rudder Pedals. As with the
HOTAS setup, this adjustable piece
of the kit features solid plastic con-
struction with metal accents and
accurate control. These are central
to the suspension of disbelief when
controlling a plane’s rudder. Your
hands will be busy with the stick and

throttle, so the rudder control’s
usage is a positive. And hey, you can
also use them for the brake and
acceleration pedals in racing games.

It may sound complex, but in-
stalling the drivers (Windows Vista
is supported) and setting up the var-
ious controllers is simple. The gear is
accurate and highly configurable.
Control is excellent throughout. If
we had to find one nit to pick, it
would be the lack of force feedback
support. If you consider yourself a
serious flight simmer, then be sure
to take this entire package on your
next flight. ▲

who still think it’s sacri-
lege to use anything
other than a mouse and
keyboard combo to pwn
n00bs will be happy to
know that the PC ver-
sion’s control is as pre-
cise and responsive as
you’d expect.

The original release
had a few glitches, however, in
the form of puzzling tutorial
screens and a number of multi-
player issues. Capcom has dutiful-
ly patched some of the more vex-
ing bugs, though, and although it
finds itself in a very competitive
segment of the PC gaming mar-
ket, Lost Planet more than holds
its own. ▲

W hen Capcom launched Lost
Planet: Extreme Condition

on the Xbox 360 back in January, it
was met with both critical and
popular acclaim. Capcom recently
gave PC gamers a chance to see
what all the fuss was about, and
the PC version is mostly very good.

Graphically, Lost Planet PC is
very impressive, and shooter fans

Mouse & Keyboard Fans Rejoice
-by Chris Trumble

$39.99 (PC) •  ESRB: (T)een •  Capcomw

ww.lostplanet-thegame.com

Soccer, But Fun
-by Dr. Malaprop
$49.99 (Wii)

ESRB: E(veryone)

Nintendo

wii.nintendo.com/site/
mariostrikerscharged

SS uper Mario Strikers transitions from the GameCube to the Wii
as Mario Strikers Charged. Mario Strikers Charged is an enter-

taining and utterly fantastical soccer experience with Nintendo’s
main mascots. The Wii’s graphical prowess pales in comparison to
the Xbox 360 and PS3, but MSC manages to look great and sup-
ports widescreen 480p, which is the best a Wii can muster.

Gameplay has been bol-
stered with numerous multi-
player components, including
online multiplayer, where the
Friends Code system contin-
ues to be an annoyance. Still,
the joy in playing this game 
is having your friends in the
room with you. Make no mis-
take—MSC is very chaotic, so
it can be challenging to stay
in tune with the ball, but the
new waggle-enhanced con-
trols and online play make it
a winner. ▲

X52 Pro Flight Control System & Pro Flight Rudder Pedals
-by Dr. Malaprop

$199.95, X52 Pro Flight Control System/CPU Rating: ● ● ● ● ●

$119.95, Pro Flight Rudder Pedals/CPU Rating: ● ● ● ● ●

Saitek  • www.saitekusa.com/USA/prod/pcgc.asp
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The Rise Of The GUI, Part 2
TT he reason for the GUI Wars of the 1980s

and 1990s was simple: Quite a few PC
users wanted an object-oriented, graphical envi-
ronment, which was what Apple users already
had. CPU speeds were increasing, and the 640K
memory barrier was broken. Several computer
developers simultaneously concluded as a result
that there was gold in them-thar hills, and a PC-
based GUI was a quick way to find it.

One of these was initially titled Interface
Manager, but that was before Microsoft’s Bill
Gates discovered PR and renamed it Windows.
In earlier days, Microsoft was actually a promi-
nent third-party developer for the Macintosh.
Gates’ company learned from this and also
acquired its share of the self-described Xeroids,
members of Xerox’s former Palo Alto Research
Center team whose name had been a byword
for creativity. But there were other GUIs com-
peting at the same time for the hearts, minds,
and wallets of PC users. 

The best-known of these was OS/2. The
1987 demon spawn of joint development be-
tween IBM and Microsoft, its 1.1 version came
with a manager that included proportional fonts,
while 1.2 introduced long filenames, color icons,
and HPFS, a decided improvement over the old
FAT file system. But with the success of Win-
dows 3.0 in 1990 and battles over marketing,
compatibility, and ideas of future development,
Microsoft and IBM split, sniping like Martha
and George in a nerd remake of “Who’s Afraid
Of Virginia Woolf?” “A better DOS than DOS,
a better Windows than Windows,” was the way
IBM subsequently advertised OS/2 2.0. Further
major upgrades followed, adding Java, Web-
compatible networking, speech recognition, etc.
Windows already came with most new comput-
ers, however, and OS/2 very gradually, grudging-
ly, faded away.

Quarterdeck leaped into the fray with DESQ-
view/X. Instead of simply supporting multiple
DOS-based programs within a graphical envi-
ronment, DESQview/X was an X Windowing
System server running on a DOS-based multi-
tasker, DESQview. This allowed Unix and DOS
applications to operate together. It also offered
Adobe scaleable fonts and could run Windows
in its own windows, if you so chose. I did, with-
out a problem, for a review I wrote at the time.

DESQview/X’s system requirements were its
Achilles’ heel; though it could run in the 1MB-
or-less memory environment that was standard
back then, this left it slower than a 75-year-old
virgin schoolteacher driving on a freeway. 

Another developer had the computer restric-
tions of the day more firmly in mind when it
released a GUI whose environment and pro-
grams all functioned well under 640KB of
RAM. This was PC/GEOS, also called Geo-
Works. It began in 1986 as an 8-bit OS for the
Commodore 64 and was designed by program-
mers used to working with the very limited
memory of videogame machines. That came in
handy when GeoWorks became a 16-bit GUI
for the PC in 1990. Its low RAM overhead and
use of assembly language meant that GeoWorks
ran fast even on XTs. In addition, it provided an
interface with scaleable fonts, multitasking, hard
drive utilities, AOL client software, and three
user-chosen levels of complexity.

Yet it proved very difficult to get third-party
developers for PC-based GeoWorks. It cost near-
ly $1,000 for the programming manuals alone
and required two PCs connected through a serial
port to run the debugger. Like Dickens’ Mr.
Micawber, good times were always just around
the corner with GeoWorks. Applications were
always “coming soon,” but never showed up.

Then, there was Digital Research Inc’s GEM.
The original was so Mac-like that Apple sued,
and DRI crippled the next release by removing
all icons and splitting its desktop between two
unmovable windows (though other applications
launched in GEM could ignore these). GEM/3
appeared in 1988, offering a sophisticated graph-
ical environment for PC users. But the combina-
tion of Apple’s earlier lawsuit and DRI’s abysmal
marketing led to developers abandoning what
had originally seemed a good proposition. So, in
short order, did feckless DRI. Curiously, it con-
tinued to develop Atari-based GEM for a few
more years. Later versions supported a 24-bit
color mode, with an attractive 3D interface.

There were other graphical interfaces we
haven’t discussed, most notably BeOS, early
DeskMate, and even earlier VisiOn. But you’ve
gotten a sample now of the wealth of PC-based
GUIs that once battled in a marketplace open to
healthy competition. ▲

The Cutting Edge

Wax nostalgic with Barry at barry@cpumag.com
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Barry Brenesal has written
more than 1,000 published

articles and reviews on 
electronic technology since
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computer was a Radio Shack

TRS-80 model 100. It 
was last seen functioning 

as a boat anchor.
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“D
id you see that You-
Tube video with the
cat and the piano?
And the one with the

guy who does all the dances? And the one
. . . ?” How many times have you had this
conversation with a gathering of friends?
Like it or not, YouTube is our new TV . .
. except that there is no handy DVD re-
trospective collection out just yet. So,
unless you want to haul the gang over to
your PC to hunt down that long-lost clip
(or are lucky enough to have Apple TV or
an iPhone), then why not make your own
custom DVD collection?

There are three pieces to this project:
ripping video straight from the Web, con-
verting it to formats most DVD editors
can recognize, and then re-encoding it all
to a DVD. Pulling streaming video off
the Web used to be a complicated hack,
but now that FLV (or Flash video) has
become a standard for embedded video, it
is much easier. Likewise, the tools for
converting FLV format files into more
common formats for a
DVD editor are readily
available, albeit of mixed
quality. Like the early days
of video conversion for
iPods and PSPs, a lot of

VideoDL.org is a beta version
of an online video ripper

that extracts Flash video that
is embedded in targeted

Web pages.

Make Your Own YouTube: Season One DVD 

requires intermediate temp files. We
always suggest having 10GB of storage
available for a DVD project. 

The easiest way to get Flash video off
the Web and onto your desktops is to use
one of the newest Web services dedicated
to the job. One of our favorites is the new
VideoDL.org. Once at that site, just go to
a YouTube address of your choosing that
features a specific video. For our test, we
wanted to make a DVD collection of cats
playing pianos for our many older rela-
tives who have never heard of YouTube.
At each URL, right-click on the URL,
copy it to the clipboard, and then paste it
into the open file box at VideoDL.org.
Hitting the Get It! button adds a Down-
load link beneath the file box. Right-click
on the link. The commands will be slight-
ly different for Firefox and Internet
Explorer. In Firefox, use the Save Link As
. . . option to bring up the file save box.
In Internet Explorer use the Save Target
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these homegrown converters are less than
stable. Be forewarned. In putting together
our own project for making a DVD from
found online video items, we looked for
the most reliable and free tools online. 

Ripping YouTube
This project involves ripping, decod-

ing, and importing a lot of small files. To
maintain order, we recommend that you
start by making two new folders: one
bucket dedicated just to the Flash rips
you will be doing and the other to the
format conversions you will have to make
from each one. For instance, we made
folders named YouTubeDVDRips and
YouTubeDVDConversions. Also, be pre-
pared to devote considerable storage
space to this project. The FLV rips them-
selves are rather small (less than 10MB
for most three-minute clips), but the
conversion to more usable material for
DVD building literally multiplies their
size. And as anyone who has edited and
burned a DVD knows, that process alone

The early Vista Registry tweaks are start-
ing to slip out. This tip will add a Copy
To Folder option in the Windows Explor-
er context menu. In order to open Reg-
edit, simply type the term into the Start
search box and click it. Find the key
HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\AllFilesystem
Objects\shellex\ContextMenuHandlers
and make a new key named Copy To.
Double-click on the Default Value in the
right pane and give it the value (brack-
ets included) of {C2FBB630-2971-11d1-
A18C-00C04FD75D13}. Close Regedit
and right-click on a file to get a Copy 
To Folder option that will bring up a 
file browser for targeting a destination.

Registry Tweak Of The Month

In Windows XP, you can easily drag and
drop the Run command from the Start
menu onto the Desktop so you can get
the command line box from anywhere.
Just open the Start menu and drag the
Run command onto the Desktop. From
there, you can also drag it onto the Quick
Launch area of the Taskbar if you prefer
to launch applications from there.

WinXP Tip Of The Month
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As . . . option to bring up the same
box. Like most of the Web-based video
rip sites, VideoDL offers a generic
download title without a file suffix.
You should make sure to give each file
a descriptive file name and to add the
.FLV suffix. Direct the file browser to
your designated folder for rips and
click Save. Repeat as necessary until
you compile the collection of videos
you want. 

Keep in mind there are many alter-
native methods of grabbing FLV files
from the Web, including browser
plug-ins that let you right-click on 
an embedded video to save it. Experi-
ment with the most convenient
method for your own uses. But be
aware that video grabbing and conver-
sion is the new Wild West of online.
There are a lot of adware scams attached
to some of the programs and many pro-
grams that are solely designed to upsell
you a fee-based product. 

Converting YouTube
There are many, many programs out

there that purport to convert FLVs to
AVI or MPEG files. Many either crash
altogether or have irritating quirks like
leaving the audio track out. Others are
very good, but really are shareware that
emboss your conversion unless you pay a
fee to register a full version. Your own
mileage will vary, but one freeware prod-
uct that worked for us was the Riva FLV
Encoder (Rivavx.com). Don’t be con-
fused; Riva FLV Encoder actually seems
designed for the reverse purpose (re-
encoding file to the FLV format), but
with a little tweaking, it actually does re-
encode FLV files as either AVI or MPG
files, as well.  

Open the program and point the Input
Video Browser to your folder and file.
The same filename will appear in the Des-
tination Video File box below. Set your
Output Directory to the correct folder for
our conversions and click on the file-
name. Simply change the file suffix to
.MPG. In the right pane, you may want
to experiment with different output set-
tings. We changed the default Movie Size
to 720 x 576 to more closely approximate
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the eventual DVD format and raised the
frame rate to 30 and bit rate of 1,600.
You may not need conversion settings this
high for your video, but they worked best
in our tests. Make sure the Enable Audio
box is checked and click Encode. Don’t
be alarmed when the program seems to
hang for several minutes. Windows may
even report that the program is “Not
Responding.” This is how Riva FLV
behaves normally when it is re-encoding
in the background. Let it go. Eventually,
the program will come back to life and
report “Encoding successful” in the Result
box. You will end up with an MPEG file
that is considerably larger than the origi-
nal FLV file, and you may see some loss
in quality. In our tests, a 6MB FLV rip
turned into 31MB MPEG. 

Conversion By Web
The latest innovation in file conversion

online is a fully Web-based approach.
Sites like Media-Convert.com and Vixy
.net actually let you upload your FLV
video file (or just grab the embedded
Flash file directly from the original URL),
re-encode it, and spit out the file for you
to download in converted form. We must
say that while the process required more
steps and produced larger files, the result
was superior to some of the conversion
programs we used. At Media-Convert,
toggle the File mode button and browse
to the FLV file. Scroll down to the
Output Format box and choose DVD

NTSC. Check the Terms And Condi-
tions box and click OK. It will take
time to upload the file to the server,
and then the next screen will show you
a “Data processing . . . This can take
several minutes” screen. When the
process is finished, it offers a Down-
load button. We found the resulting
file size about 40% larger than the
ones Riva gave us, but the image quali-
ty seemed better. 

Vixy.net is a very simple service, but
it offers little control. You just paste in
the source URL and choose from a few
formats (we used AVI). The site grabs
and converts the file in one step and
presents the final product in a down-
load. The downside of using these

Web-based approaches is that you don’t
have quite the same amount of control
over the file conversion process, and it
does take a good deal more time. 

Next Issue: More conversion ideas
and tools for constructing a DVD from
online video. ▲

by Steve Smith

Synthetic Snot
Could someone bring the robot a tis-
sue, please? Mucus has always served
the function of carrying molecules to
scent receptors in the human nose,
enabling people to differentiate be-
tween smells. Is it possible, however,
for robots to have mucus? Researchers
in England have decided to create syn-
thetic mucus for robots, giving them the
ability to distinguish between smells as
well. By 2011, engineers predict that
robots in hospitals might put their
mucus to use to pick up the scent of dif-
ferent diseases, such as eye or throat
infections, long before any other symp-
toms are apparent.
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The Riva FLV Converter puts a friendlier interface on the
FFMPEG command line file format converter.
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Picture-Perfect Editing With GIMP

O
nce you get past its rath-
er unorthodox moniker,
GIMP (GNU Image Ma-
nipulation Program) is an

extremely powerful tool that, for most
tasks, sits in the same league as Adobe’s
popular image editor. Still, it was with
some trepidation that we approached
this column, because GIMP has also
earned a reputation for being distinctly
user-unfriendly.

You’ll need to install GIMP if, for
some reason, it’s not included with your
distro. GIMP is preinstalled as part of the
base install on a Fedora 7 machine, so
you’d have had to explicitly choose not to
include it in a new installation. The same
is true for most other modern distribu-
tions. If you happen to have left it out,
however, it’s as close as a “yum install
gimp” away (or “apt-get” for you Debian-
based folks).

With GIMP installed, you’ll
find it in the Graphics submenu
of the Applications pull-down
menu. After it starts with a rather
nice splash screen, you’ll find
yourself looking at an interface
remarkably similar to Photo-
shop’s. And for simple tasks,
GIMP won’t throw many curves
at a seasoned Photoshop pro.

The Mickey Mouse Crop
For example, let’s look at a cou-

ple of common tasks you might
use Photoshop to complete. In the

below the tool icons, unless you’ve
closed it. After selecting the quadrant,
we found the Crop command under the
Image pull-down menu GIMP, just as
with Photoshop.

Now that we had a rough crop, we
wanted to crop right to the edges. First we
used the Fuzzy Select tool to select some
white space outside the image proper.
Photoshop veterans will know this as the
Magic Wand tool; it also looks like a magic
wand icon on GIMP’s toolbar and works
the same way Photoshop’s Magic Wand
tool does. Once we used Fuzzy Select to
select the white space around the image,
we clicked Select and Invert before crop-
ping the image. Again, experiencing a little
open-source Photoshop déjà vu is normal.

To go one step further, let’s take our
cropped image and prepare it for the
Web. A 300dpi image of any appreciable
size will be enormous for Web use, so we
scaled our cropped image down to a more
modest size. Although we chose to shrink
our image to a width of 800 pixels, it’s
more important to preserve the image’s
aspect ratio. (This is enabled by default.)
To adjust the image, we clicked Image
and Scale Image. In the Scale Image dia-
log box, we typed 800 in the width field
and clicked Scale. 

A Second Test For Second Life
Another exercise to test GIMP’s capabil-

ities is creating a transparent texture for
Second Life. To keep things simple, we
simply took the image we just cropped and

made part of it transpar-
ent. To do this in Photo-
shop, you’d use the Magic
Wand tool to grab the
white space around the
image, making sure that
you have a transparent
layer beneath it. Then,
delete all the white space
to leave only the image
floating in empty space.

first example, we took a large EPS file
with distinct quadrants (think Andy
Warhol’s “Mickey Mouse”) and quartered
it according to its quadrants. But before
we could do this, we needed GIMP to
open the EPS file. 

Like Photoshop, GIMP converts the
EPS file to a bitmap and asks what resolu-
tion the converted bitmap should be. We
specified a resolution of 300dpi, and GIMP
converted the EPS without a hiccup.

Using our example, let’s take one of
the “Mickey Mouse” quadrants and use
the rectangular selection tool to isolate the
quadrant by cropping it. If you’ve had
any experience with an image editor, even
something as basic as Paint, the rectangu-
lar selection tool should be easy to find in
the GIMP toolbar. (And if you’re still
stuck, it’s in the upper-left corner of the
toolbar.) Each tool’s properties appear
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GIMP is installed by
default in Fedora 7.
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Even though this particular task is
easier to do in GIMP than Photoshop,
it  st i l l  doesn’t mitigate the lack of
action scripts. This is one of GIMP’s
most glaring flaws. Otherwise, many of
the di f ferences  we found between
GIMP and Photoshop were just that:
differences. Like creating a transparen-
cy, GIMP’s approach isn’t necessarily
worse; you just have to learn a new
trick. More serious Photoshop users
could find serious faults with GIMP,
but for the average user, GIMP is a suit-
able image-editing alternative and free,
to boot. 

Better yet, you don’t even have to take
the leap over to Linux to try it. GIMP is
available for Windows, so it’s easy for you
to make head-to-head comparisons
between GIMP and Photoshop. If it turns
out that GIMP does everything you need,
then you’re all set. If not, you’re not out a
huge investment, are you? And if you’re
just diving into image editing, you might
as well give GIMP a try. ▲

by James Turner

GIMP’s Fuzzy Select tool works just like Photoshop’s Magic Wand.

As we’ve shown, it’s easy to replicate
these exact steps in GIMP. But at this
point, the road forks. Second Life’s site
offers a nice, downloadable script for
Photoshop that automatically takes the
transparent areas and turns them into an
alpha channel. In Photoshop, you’d create
the transparency by saving the image as a
32-bit image with 8 bits each for red,
blue, and green, leaving the remaining 8
bits for the alpha, or transparency level. 

But GIMP is unable to read a saved
Photoshop action script, and you can’t
save ones you make yourself. GIMP does
have a scripting facility (you can even
script in Python), but you can’t record a
series of steps and replay it the way you
can in Photoshop. 

Without being able to automate the
scripts, we examined the steps of the
Photoshop script and attempted to repli-
cate them in GIMP. The first thing the
Photoshop script does is create a new
layer with a transparent background.
That’s easy enough to do in GIMP.

Photoshop then does a Merge Visible
With Duplicate, followed by setting the
selection to the transparency channel,

duplicating the selection to a new chan-
nel, and then deselecting everything.
The end result is a new alpha channel
that’s saved as a TGA and uploaded to
Second Life.

We tried to duplicate these steps in
GIMP. Unfortunately, GIMP doesn’t
seem to combine a Merge Visible with
Duplicate. You could manually do it by
merging all the layers and then making a
duplicate, assuming you first saved a copy
so you don’t lose all your layers. Then,
you would select the transparency area
using the Fuzzy Select tool and save the
selection to a new channel. 

But in the process of doing this, we dis-
covered something: All of this is unneces-
sary with GIMP. Are you ready for the
highly complex procedure? As soon as you
create a layer with a transparent layer fill,
GIMP automatically adds an alpha chan-
nel with the transpar-
ent sections set as
transparent in that
channel. All you have
to do is save the image
as a TGA file, and it will
be set for uploading.

This Is Your
Grandma’s
Broadband
When it comes to raw, unbridled
throughput, no other private residence
in the world can touch 75-year-old
Swede Sibritt Löthberg’s 40Gbps fiber
connection. Sibritt’s son Peter, a Cisco
employee, hooked the septuagenarian
up to demonstrate fiber’s superiority to
copper. Thanks to Peter’s efforts, Sibritt
can now email pictures of her cat really,
really fast.
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I Like A Lean &
Mean Machine
II ’m often asked what type of software I use in

my daily work and in my spare time.
As regular readers will know, I’m not

joined by the hip to Windows software; my
main machine and notebook run Windows
XP, but I’ve tried the Linux OS in the past
and liked it. I stick with Windows because
I’ve been using variants of DOS and Win-
dows for the last 20 years, and most of my
articles, books, and other data were created
with software using Microsoft OSes. I sus-
pect lots of people stick with Windows for
the same reason.

Today’s hard drives have a fantastic blend
of capacity and price. My desktop machine
has two 150GB hard drives, with one mirror-
ing the other in case of catastrophe. 

Catastrophe has befallen me in the past; I
once lost a nearly complete book and decided
that it would never happen to me again. I have
5.25-inch floppies with data on them and a
pile of 3.5 floppies, too. The 5.25-inch flop-
pies are something of a problem, as I no longer
have a 5.25-inch floppy drive, but that’s hardly
a reason to get rid of them.

I also have a pile of hard drives in the cor-
ner of my office. I used an external hard
drive enclosure called the Icy Box to copy
their contents onto the big hard drive on my
desktop. I’m not throwing out any of the old
hard drives. 

So, back to the software. I got bored with
playing games quite a few years ago now,
which means I’m not necessarily wedded to
the very latest in hardware. I use Microsoft
Office 2000, but not all of it—Word, Out-
look, and Excel do most of the jobs I need.
And believe it or not, I am still using the
1992 version of Microsoft Word for Win-
dows, which is astoundingly fast on a mod-
ern PC. It doesn’t have any of the security
problems associated with later versions of the
Microsoft word processor because this was
before the software giant realised the Internet
was going to be big. 

For browsers, I use Firefox and Internet
Explorer. People ask me why I’m still using
IE; the reason is that there are still quite a few
corporate sites around that don’t like a non-
Microsoft browser. Sad but true.

When I put together Web pages, I use
WebEdit Pro, another ancient but lean, mean,
and fast piece of software, from what used to
be Nesbitt Software. For tables and more
sophisticated Web work, I use Dreamweaver. 

For graphic manipulation, I use both Fire-
works and Paint Shop Pro—the latter is an
extraordinarily powerful piece of graphics soft-
ware. I use ThumbsPlus to manage the thou-
sands of photos and graphics files on my drive.
You nearly always seem to have to use two sets
of software to get the effects you need. 

The animals go two-by-two for antispy-
ware software, as well. I use Ad-Aware and
Spybot Search & Destroy in tandem. I gave
Spyware Doctor a whirl recently, but while it
seemed to offer a very high level of protec-
tion, I found the real-time protection slowed
down my machine a wee bit too much. For
the same reason, I’m using AVG Anti-Virus
rather than Symantec; the latter really
seemed to clog up the works.

So you can see I’m a fanboy of the lean and
the mean. Anything that will speed up my PC
is a bonus. I’ve just taken delivery of a new
notebook, and as usual, I go for portability
and battery life rather than the whole works.
One of the irritating things about new com-
puters is they often come loaded with super-
fluous software or “tryware” with heaps of
icons stuck in the System Tray. The first thing
I do is get rid of the majority of those—they
all contribute to drain your battery.

I’d love to say that there’s a single piece of
software out there that really thrills me. But
software firms stopped talking about so-called
“killer applications” in the late 1980s. Soft-
ware firms find it very difficult now to catch
up with the huge advances the hardware guys
have made. ▲

I once lost a

nearly complete

book and 

decided  that it

would never

happen to 

me again.
Send rumours to “Mad Mike” Magee at mike@cpumag.com.

Shavings From The Rumour Mill

Mike Magee is an industry veteran.
He cut his teeth on ancient products

like the Dragon and the Japanese
PC platforms long before the IBM-

PC won. He worked for a corporate
reseller in the mid-’80s and saw the

Compaq 386 sandwich box and
every GUI known to humankind.

Mike decided that the way to go was
the Interweb around 1994 after

editing PC mags in the late ’80s and
’90s. A co-founder of The Register,

Mike started the chip-driven
INQUIRER (www.theinquirer.net)

in 2001. He has contacts from top
to bottom in the business, spanning

the entire chain, who help him 
root out interesting rumours 

and speculation.
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Benchmarks Are
Wiggety Whack
TT here has been a lot of speculation about

AMD’s new Phenom processor, and up
until now, the chip’s performance benchmark
scores vs. the competition’s were predicted to
be somewhat underwhelming. I’d like to ad-
dress that this month, as well as the validity of
benchmarking as it pertains to the customer
experience in general.

I like performance benchmarks, but I’m
starting to think people are putting too much
weight on them and not enough on the overall
customer experience. This is roughly as silly as
directly equating one’s physical strength to
how much he can bench, or comparing drag
racing to Formula One racing—there are
some profound differences here.

When you really boil it down, no one cares
about benchmarks when they are playing a
game, churning out a report, or reading a
medical image. Let’s face it, on the high end,
300 points in 3DMark06 isn’t going to affect
gameplay even at the highest resolution with
maximum detail. Gamers care that their PCs
display the best possible image while deliver-
ing the most compelling and most stable gam-
ing experience. Users care that when they turn
on their PC, it boots reasonably quickly and
works with all of their devices. If one of their
components fails, they are looking for a simple
way of replacing the component with the best
access to customer support. Thus there are
undeniable differences between overall experi-
ence and performance benchmarks. I like to
refer to this internally as the “experience
benchmark,” and it’s a tough one to measure
because it’s so subjective.

Yes, there was a point when gamers thought
the only things that mattered were frame rates,
but I think that the tide is shifting. Ask any
pro gamer to compare two similarly equipped
PCs side by side running the same game at the
same resolution, and I guarantee you that he
will have no clue which delivers the highest
frame rate. He’ll most likely be inclined to
choose the one that he thinks delivers the best
image quality.

These changes are occurring because cur-
rent hardware delivers incredibly high levels of
performance and the software has not quite
caught up yet, although some games are start-
ing to deliver, like MS Flight Simulator X,
Company Of Heroes, and upcoming titles
such as Hellgate: London. Vista introduced
new levels of complexity and experience to
gamers and enthusiasts alike. Overall, the ini-
tial experience of Vista sucked, but it has
turned a corner and things are beginning to
look up thanks to DirectX 10.

So again, I believe that performance bench-
marks are not the true measure of a compelling
experience. There are many more factors to
consider when building and/or buying your
next PC. You’ll want to consider operating
noise, image quality, ease of access, ease of
upgradeability, ease of replacing components,
how “quick” it feels when you’re booting it up,
storage space, stability, operating system usabil-
ity, style and design, and, if you are a gamer,
how well it delivers in the area of gameplay.

So, AMD decided to unveil Phenom run-
ning at 3GHz without showing actual bench-
marks. What it showed was a game running
smoothly with all details enabled, which
makes perfect sense to me. And for the re-
cord, if you were to benchmark Phenom at
3GHz, you would see that it kicks the living
crap out of any current AMD or Intel proces-
sor—it is a stone-cold killer. I’m guessing that
AMD will be able to launch some parts at
higher clocks than it is currently showing in
its roadmaps. If the company can get these
chips on shelves in a timely fashion, I think it
could be a major coup and possibly the impe-
tus for the turnaround the company so des-
perately needs. Of course, Intel probably
won’t get caught flat-footed, but AMD has to
start somewhere.

It’s interesting to note that AMD isn’t
showing benchmarks on a part that delivers
the goods—perhaps it too is seeing that per-
formance benchmarks are only a small piece of
the overall experience puzzle. ▲

This is roughly as

silly as directly

equating one’s

physical strength

to how much he

can bench, or 

comparing 

drag racing to

Formula One 

racing . . .
Send your opinions to this opinionated guy at rahul@cpumag.com.

Rahul Sood's love for computers
started at the young age of 11.

Much to the shock and dismay of
his parents, he ripped apart his

brand-new Apple //c and painted
it red before turning it on. His

parents’ dreams of having a doctor
for a son were shattered when 

college drop-out Rahul founded
what is now one of the most
respected high-end computer 

companies in the world, 
Voodoo Computers.

Wagging The Dog
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CPU: The U.S. news media has been
termed of late in some quarters, “The
Beltway media.” It’s meant to indicate
that they identify themselves with the
politicians they cover. Is that a fair state-
ment, in your opinion?

Rosen: I think it is a major risk. It’s really
political professionals who have gained
control of the levers of power, the election
system, the campaign culture, have made
their peace with political reporters. In a lot
of ways, they’re two parts of the same sys-
tem. So it is a danger. Not so much that
journalists adopt the agenda of their
sources or become their shills or do their
bidding. It’s much subtler than that, and
really a product of people coming to a
common outlook on politics over time.

CPU: What would lead a reporter who
has done decent, straightforward work
outside the D.C. area to move there and
convert over time into someone with that
kind of insider mentality?

Rosen: I think it’s simply a product of
professional culture and peer culture.
Journalists don’t identify with political ide-
ologies. They don’t think of themselves 
as, “I’m here as a liberal journalist, or a

Republican journalist.” They identify,
instead, with the pros in politics who really
know how things work, who are inside the
game, who have mastered the techniques
of the media age. In campaign reporting,
this means the handlers, managers, poll-
sters, media advisors, strategists, and the
kind of interest that journalists themselves
take on politics: who’s going to win, how
are they going to do it, how are they han-
dling their messages, how are they trying to
appeal to this group, to that group. Those
kinds of questions interest journalists, and
they interest the people who work and
manage politics. Over time, that common-
ality brings them closer together.

CPU: Now a very different medium, the
Internet, has generated “Left and Right
Blogastan,” an alternative to mainstream
news coverage. This has grown signifi-
cantly in the last decade or so, correct?

Rosen: Blogging software first appeared
in 1999. 2000 is when blogging started to
become popular. 2004 is when political

blogging burst on the stage of a nation-
al campaign. 

CPU: What sets political blogging apart
from the national media’s coverage of pol-
itics, in your opinion?

Rosen: A zillion things, really. The peo-
ple who write political blogs generally live
all over the place. They are not necessarily
doing it full-time. They aren’t in most
cases engaged in on-the-spot eyewitness
coverage. They don’t have to produce, so
it’s much more of a voluntary activity.
Because they aren’t trying to protect and
uphold news reputations or brands that
have persisted for decades, they don’t
have to be as cautious in what they can
try. They’re far more open to experiment,
and the most important thing is that they
don’t speak in the same voice as the news
and as news professionals learn to do. 

As a result, they can take a wider range of
attitudes towards politics. They can begin
to articulate some of what their own users

Jay Rosen is a New York University journalism professor,
whose 1999 book, “What Are Journalists For?” describes the

rise of the civic journalism movement. He is also on the
Advisory Board of Wikipedia and the author of Pressthink, a
blog about modern journalism and its travails that won the
Reporters Without Borders 2005 Freedom Blog Award. 
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be rolled over and become part of our
team for Off The Bus. And that’s without
much recruiting at all, just what we got
from a few blog posts at Huffington Post
and my blog announcing our plans.

CPU: How many volunteers would you
ultimately like to see?

Rosen: Thousands. 

CPU: But how many people would you
need to act as gatekeepers for those un-
told thousands?

Rosen: This is one of the fascinating
unknowns in this kind of work. If you
look at any open-source initiative and
other kinds of online collaboration that
involve volunteers, what you find is that
there’s a big variation in how much peo-
ple are willing to contribute. You have a
small number of people who become very
engaged and do a lot. It tends to be under

10%, and usually closer to 1%. There’s
another group that’s semi-regular contrib-
utors. And there’s a very large number of
people who might have signed up but
have to be motivated continuously to
contribute. When you’re successful in
drawing participants, you then have coor-
dination costs. The trick of getting these
projects to scale is to use some of the par-
ticipants to handle some of the coordina-
tion costs of the others. In our case, what
we have to do is find what in politics they
call “the super-volunteers,” the people
who are really committed to the success of
this project. Identify them, reward them:
give them some title, prestige, power.
They will help coordinate the work of
other participants. We haven’t got to that
stage, yet, but it’s going to be a critical
part of succeeding. 

are feeling. They represent a vantage
point much closer to American life than
the rituals of political journalism.

CPU: In reading a variety of blogs, I’ve
noticed that there’s a great deal of cor-
rection of the mainstream news media
taking place.

Rosen: I think one of the first things that
political and news blogs proved themselves
good at was the correction of news report-
ing—following up where the press didn’t,
asking questions that journalists didn’t ask.
Bringing background knowledge to events
that journalists might not have. Continuing
to discuss when the press moved on, and
criticism, reaction. In a lot of ways, the
most effective thing the political blogos-
phere has accomplished is to have, in a
sense, a second chorus after the first chorus
of news criers have spoken. It’s proven to
be very effective; and when, starting in
2004, or maybe even in a little in 2003,

political journalists themselves started read-
ing blogs because they got tips and ideas,
the situation really changed. I think today
the bloggers have hold of a piece of the
press. Another way to say it is that the press
itself has expanded to include more players.

CPU: You’re making an effort to expand
it still further with Off The Bus. It’s your
news and opinion Web site about the
2008 presidential election intended to get
around accepting all the political hoopla
at face value. 

Rosen: Before I started newassignment
.net, I looked at the whole open-source
movement, from beginning to the present.
My original idea that gave rise to newas-
signment.net was simply that if we can fig-
ure out how to get lots of people con-
tributing to journalism the way lots of peo-
ple contribute to software, we might yet
succeed. The people who understand why
open-source software could work are most

likely to understand why this could work.
So we’re attempting to learn, really, from
what the geeks have done. Because they’ve
proven it, in a sense.

Anybody who wants to can sign up
with us, and with a little disclosure get
their own page, blog, and bio. In the first
category, Off The Bus will, if it’s success-
ful, mean a broad network of bloggers
who are tracking different things, writing
on their own, without instruction or
much oversight. We’ll simply filter the
best things to the front page. 

The second part of it is essentially a list
of people who have signed up with their
own blog, but they’re not necessarily writ-
ers and reporters. They’re interested in
helping us gather information. We hope
to repeatedly mobilize this second group
of people for acts of what I call distributive
reporting, which is lots of people working
on one task under the principle of “many
hands make for light work.” So we might
have hundreds of people combing through

documents or tracking an event that’s
unfolding around the country. 

The third part is people with special
knowledge who really know tax policy or
election law, for example. People with
important expertise who volunteer to be
part of our network and guide, answer
questions, provide tips to our bloggers. 

CPU: How many volunteers have you
authorized thus far for Off The Bus?

Rosen: We have over 500 people signed
up for our mailing list, just from Off The
Bus. We have over 1,100 people whose
names and contact information we still
have from newassignments.net’s earlier
project, which was called Assignment
Zero, a collaboration with Wired.com.
We will ask those people if they want to
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KK iosks with touchscreen displays are a
common way to present information to

visitors or shoppers but can be bulky and
expensive to create and maintain. Now
researchers at Mid Sweden University have
found a way to duplicate some of the interac-
tive functions of touchscreen and other expen-
sive electronic displays using a much cheaper
and recyclable alternative: paper. 

Mikael Gulliksson and his team have creat-
ed a prototype billboard that plays sounds and
music when the user touches various areas on
the display. It is made using a three-layer
design; a heavy cardboard called Wellboard
provides a sturdy base, and a top layer of paper
displays relevant printed images, such as CD
covers with icons to control the playback and
volume, cartoon characters, or fruits and veg-
etables (for a supermarket display).

The billboard’s magic lies in the middle
layer—paper containing patterns printed using
conductive ink. This layer is connected to a
power supply and electronic controls so that
when a user touches an image above it, the
appropriate sounds are activated. The speakers
for the system are also made of paper.
Gulliksson’s team used conductive ink to print
electromagnets that that are stretched over a
concave area of the Wellboard; an electric cur-
rent sent through the electromagnets makes
them vibrate in response, producing sound.

One of the advantages of this system over
traditional interactive systems is that the bill-
boards are far cheaper to produce and can
easily be changed by removing the top two
layers and printing new ones. The touch sen-
sors can be printed in any shape or size, and
the used layers are completely recyclable.

The interactive paper display comes out of a
project called “Paper Four,” in which the
researchers are exploring the possible uses for
what Gulliksson calls the “fourth generation of
paper.” (He cites the first three generations as
display, packaging, and hygiene.) The study’s
goal is to connect paper to the digital world,
with the idea that one day it might be possible

Under DDeevveellooppmmeenntt
A Peek At What's Brewing In The Laboratory

Interactive Paper Delivers Magic Touch

fitted with 22 different
channels. The cap is con-
nected through a computer
to the model train. When
the frontal cortex is activat-
ed, blood flow increases;
the computer detects this
and sends an electric cur-
rent to the model train,
turning it on and making it
move forward. When front
cortex activity ceases, the
current stops flowing and
the train’s progress halts.

Lead researcher Hideaki
Koizumi admits that wide-
spread use of the BMI
device is still several years
away, but the Hitachi
experiment shows that 
a noninvasive BMI is a
viable technology. ▲

BB MI (brain-machine
interface) research 

is commonly focused on
finding ways to let people
of limited physical ability
communicate and func-
tion in the physical world
by using their brains to
control computers, pros-
thetic devices, or robotic
helpers. But companies
are increasingly inves-
tigating ways in which
noninvasive BMI may be
utilized in the consumer
world, for instance to let
television watchers turn
on their sets and change
channels using only their
thoughts instead of a re-
mote control. (Wheth-
er enabling this level of

couch-potatoism is a good
idea remains to be seen.)

At Hitachi’s Advanced
Research Laboratory, scien-
tists have demonstrated a
system that lets a user start
and stop a model train 
simply by thinking—not
about the train’s move-
ment, but by doing math
problems or singing a song.
Both of these activities
engage the problem-solving
capabilities of the brain’s
frontal cortex.

Hitachi’s brain-machine
interface detects changes in
the brain’s blood flow
using optical topography, a
process that sends infrared
light across the brain’s sur-
face via a noninvasive cap

You Think, Therefore It Moves

to integrate the electronics of all three layers
onto a single sheet of paper. 

But Gulliksson quickly explains that the
current display is a first step. “[It] is surely

interesting, but it’s not the ‘talking paper’
people are dreaming of. It’s an interactive
billboard with simple loudspeakers . . . and
some electronics behind the scene.” ▲

A large paper billboard, printed with conductive ink, becomes
an interactive touch display. (Image: Mid Sweden University)
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for similar events in video of
other games. For example,
searching for “home run”
might return results where the
phrase “home run” was spoken
during video that pans up and
then down, finally settling on a
cheering crowd.

Although Fleischman has
no specific numbers available,
he is enthusiastic about the
system’s results. “Our pre-
liminary tests have shown 

significant improvements in
precision when combining
speech and video over just
speech or video alone. These
results are very encouraging,
considering how difficult the
problem of video search is.”

In addition to searching
sportscasts, Fleischman
believes the models 
his system is learning 
could also be applied 
to problems such as 
speech recognition and 
language translation. 
He says, “It is well 
known that humans use 
nonlinguistic context 
to help them disam-
biguate what people are
saying (think of trying
to listen to someone 

at a noisy cocktail party), 
and we think that the models 
we are building for video 
search will be able to help 
in this regard.” ▲

Video Search Homes In On Homers

AA lthough Google’s textual
search has become so

ingrained among computer
users that “Google” has become
a verb in the common vernacu-
lar, there is currently no equiva-
lent for video search. Some 
systems in development use
either close-captioned text or
transcripts generated with auto-
matic speech recognition pro-
grams to search for particular
terms in a video that may corre-
spond to on-screen actions.

But the accuracy of these
systems leaves much to be
desired, especially when ap-
plied to video of sporting
events where the sportscasters
are often talking about stats or
stories that have little to do
with the actual on-screen
action. In an attempt to over-
come this disconnect and
make it easier for fans to find
their favorite sports star’s best
plays, MIT computer scientist

Michael Fleischman is work-
ing to develop a more accu-
rate video search. 

Fleischman and his team
encoded hundreds of hours of
baseball footage based on visi-
ble field and crowd features
and then used machine-learn-
ing algorithms to map these
features to discrete in-game
events, such as a thrown or
hit ball, and the associated
motion of the camera—
panning to follow a ball’s
path into the stands, cut-
ting from pitcher to batter,
and quickly zooming out to
follow a ball’s trajectory
after it had been hit. 

The system then auto-
matically mapped these 
discrete events to the an-
nouncer’s words in the tran-
script that best described the
action represented. This new
pairing of audio and video
became the basis for searching

AA s virtual worlds
become more

visually realistic, re-
search into haptic
interfaces is heating
up, with the goal of
providing an equal-
ly realistic experi-
ence for our sense of
touch. Haptic gloves
have been created
that let users feel the resis-
tance of solid objects, includ-
ing simulated fabric textures.
(See page 106 in the March
2007 issue of CPU.)

But calculating the feel of
moving through water or other
fluids, however, is much more
challenging due to the com-
plex mathematical calculations
involving constant liquid mo-
tion and wave interference.
Hokkaido University scientists

have developed a 3D model
that simulates forces of water
(such as buoyancy, frictional
resistance, and pressure resis-
tance) one might encounter
when kayaking or fishing.

Instead of attempting to 
calculate all of the forces exert-
ed by the water in real-time 
(a nearly impossible task),
Associate Professor Yoshinori
Dobashi and his fellow re-
searchers precalculated the

forces associated with different
water speeds and fishing lure
and paddle positions. Then
they programmed results into
the simulation software. With
this predetermined data, the
simulator only needed to cal-
culate the velocity of the water
on-the-fly. The simulator com-
bined the water velocity with
the stored force calculations
and applied the appropriate
tactile feedback to the user.

The simulators are
slightly different for
the two activities. The
fishing simulation uti-
lizes one video screen,
while kayaking simu-
lation relies on two
screens. In each, the
user holds a bar that is
attached to motorized
wires and as the user

fishes or paddles the wires pull
on the rod to simulate the
water’s forces. The fisherman
will see and feel his lure bob-
bing and snagging a fish, and
the kayaker will steer the kayak
around rocks or bends in the
river ahead.

Dobashi plans to refine the
system to include more com-
plex fluid situations and addi-
tional positions for the rod
and paddle. ▲
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Feel The Flow, Virtually

Mapping speech and video patterns to discrete
sporting events provides a more accurate way
to search sportscasts for specific events. 
(Image: Michael Fleischman, MIT)

Researchers at Hokkaido University have developed a haptic simulator which gives users the
feel of paddling a kayak through water.
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VV
ideo game consoles are a hot
seller, no question. But
David Gosen likes to point
out that there are 3 billion
mobile phones in the world,

about nine times the number of game con-
soles on the market. That’s also twice the
number of TVs and three times the num-
ber of personal computers. The global
mobile games market is on track to grow by
50% in 2007, to $4.3 billion, and will hit
$9.6 billion by 2011, according to market
researcher Gartner. Gosen was formerly 
the CEO of the mobile games company
formerly known as I-Play. On May 31,
casual online games company Oberon
Media agreed to buy I-Play for an estimat-
ed $110 million. Now Gosen is head of 
the worldwide mobile games business at
Oberon, which also makes online platforms
for casual games portals such as MSN.com.
The company’s strategy is to make games
that are playable across the platforms of cell
phones and online connected computers.  

QQ Can you define casual games?

DDGG Casual games appeal to a dif-
ferent market than the console

games. Not just puzzle games. But games
that you can just pick up wherever you
are. They appeal to a different market,
50% female. It’s an older demographic.
It’s one that is very different from the
console. You don’t spend nearly as much
time with casual games. Maybe 10 min-
utes at a time.

QQ Trip Hawkins says that the combi-
nation of social networking and

gaming will be big, and he is betting on it.

DDGG I have a huge amount of re-
spect for Trip. Social network-

ing is a nice buzz word. At the end of the
day, we have to put that into action. This
is gaming without boundaries. Social net-
working is a description of communities
that game together.

QQ Has any one game demon-
strated this combination of

gaming and social networking?

DDGG It is at the early stage.
We have seen a lot of

interest in playing mobile
games and taking them on-
line. Popcap’s Bejeweled is
successful online and on the
phone. The next step is to
build the community, like
Sprint has done with
their game lobby. They
have over a million peo-
ple registered for their
game lobby. You can
post high scores, rate
games, and that’s the start
of a community-based
gaming environment. You share your per-
formance. It’s about recognition. This
community aspect will drive that. You
will see more personalization, as the
games deliver avatars.

QQ Will there be games on the iPhone?

DDGG You have to ask Steve Jobs.
There are tremendous sales.

It’s an unquestionably great phone with a
user interface that makes it easy. Making
it easy is crucial. Apple has done incredi-
ble work at showing people it’s easy to
access content. I would like to see more
of a gaming presence on the iPhone, and
it will come. I would have liked it to be
there at launch. Anything like this is great
news for the industry.

QQ Are you waiting more for changes in
consumer behavior or technology?

DDGG They go hand in hand. People
download more content on

high-speed 3G devices. Technology be-
comes the enabler. In parallel with that,
we have to work with the carriers to drive
awareness of what you can do with that

phone. The carriers are still the most
important channel in our business. I
think there is a real opportunity to drive
the technology forward.

QQ What’s the opportunity?

DDGG Say you download a copy of the
game “Fast And Furious.” You

play it. You go back to the carrier’s game
deck the next day. The deck is exactly the
same. It doesn’t present you with any other
similar titles for you to download. What
should happen is it recognizes me and
changes the games shown to me so that I
buy another game in the category. We have
to understand how consumers buy. Some
carriers do a good job in marketing. We
need to see growth in merchandising for
the consumer. When I was at Nintendo,
we knew the average Game Boy owner
bought 10 or 12 games. We have to make
that happen in mobile. There is a quality
threshold. We have to make it as easy as
possible. If you make it easy, then people
will play the games. ▲
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